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INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE OF -.THEl3 IS, 
"THELYNN STORr" is a review of the events leading 
to the planning of the Lynn Israel Bond C.ampaign in 
September, 1951; an exposit.ion of the caurpaign itself; 
and an evaluation of the results of the campaign~ 
Particular stress is giv.en .to the public relations 
factors involved in the co.nduot . of the campaign--the 
probl.ems that . ar.ose and hov: they were met, and . how the 
entire project was developed as a community relations 
program. 
I-1ETHODS . USED .. 
As a member of the public relations staff of the 
11 Greater Boston Israe.L Bond Committee, the author was 
assignedthe task of handling public relations, publicity 
and promotional activities for the Lynn campaign. The 
source for the majority of the material contained herein 
is the author's own experiences in developing and 
impl.e.menting. the . Lynn program;. 
The facts pres.ent.ed are set. down as they evolved 
in the conduct . of. the . campaign and are . documented., 
wherever possible, by copies., of' pho.tographa, ne\"lspaper 
r 
I 
II 
II 
I . 
stories, campaign literature and other publicity matl;)l'ial• 
Add.itiona.l dat.a . was obtained by studying minutes of 
p_lanning meetings and by a review of intra-office memoranda •. 
Recognizing that . there could ben.o absolute measure-
ment of the success of the campaign stnce there was no 
fixed quota of Bond sales, the au~hor nevertheless 
established what he believes . are the most objective 
criteria . for judging the campaign results: 
1) comparison of Lynn Israel Bond results measured 
against other Israel Bond campaigns in cities of similar 
. size. 
2) comparison of LYDD-. Israel Bond results against 
prior campaigns . in Lynn aimed at the same public. 
An effort was made t .o answer such . qu.estions as: 
"What motivated volunteer workers to join the 
solici.ta.tion. program? 
What factors were influential in winning the support 
of merchant.s? 
What was . the .. merit of the publicity program, special 
events, etc .• ? 
. What caused purchasers to buy Israel Bonds during 
the .. campaign?" 
To acc.omplish this . the author conducted . interviews 
I 
among the various groups whi.ah partic.ip.a.ted in the campaign~ 1 
In many cas.ea, where interviews were conducted with 
professionaL staff, Chamber of Commerce. officials, ne.ws• 
paper and radio officials, the entire universe was used. 
II 
11' . ' -. 
Scientific s-ampling me.tho.da were not used. to sele.ot 
re.spondenta . in the l a rger groups. such as Bond purchasers 
•I and volunteer . workers. The time, ef'for.t . and economic 
outla.y . necessitated by such an approach was beyond the 
capabil.i.t .i .es . of . one inves.t.igat ion. An effort was made, 
however, to select respondents from these groups \.Yith the 
principles of stratification in mind~ 
CHAPTER I 
UNITED JEWISH APPEAL AND ISRAEL BONDS 
In order for the reader to comprehend fully the. 
implicat.ions involved in launching an Israel Bond Issue 
in Lynn, or . .in any city of the Un.ited States., he must 
f1.rst be made aware. o.f the bac.kground of. Jewish fund-
raising drives in this country and their relation to 
the Stat.e of Israel.. 
UNITED JEVfiSH APPEAL 
Hitler' S ·· bal:"bar1c forces-, which .. unleashed a decade 
of terrorism that . awep.t the. continent of .Eur.ope, were 
the catalytic. agents whic.h untied the . purse-strings of 
Am.erican Je.wry, and caus.ed an outpouring of philanthropic 
dollars . the like . of. which had nev:.er been s .een anywhere~ 
' As the headlines of the world press screamed out dail y 
with the latest of the Nazi .. inf amies., the need for assistance 
for t .hese unfar.t.un.a't.a , victim.s of the Hitlerian holocaus.t 
was s.o .highly. dramat.ize.d . that fund-raising for the relief 
of European Jewry became a mlllti-million dollar activity~ 
As is the case when the need is great., many organ-
izations, led by devoted, ge.nerous peopl.e., sprang up to 
lend their aid to the gigantic task of life-saving and 
rehabilitation.. There were · agencies.·. to fa.ed . the refugees_, 
to clothe the refugees, to aid the children; there were 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
\ 
agencies '"hich sought to unite families, which took 
care of' the aged, the homeless, the infirm; there were 
medical .organizations; there were educational . organizations. 
The major organizat.ions ~ wh1.ch in turn served as 
parent .. a.genc ies for a. . myriad . of' other groups,. . ware the 
United Pal.e.stirie Appeal, the Joint . Distribution Committee 
and the United Service f'o.r Nel-l Am.ericans. 
The Joint Distribution C.ommittee \tla.s charged with 
the responsibility of. the relief. and . re.scue of the 
refugees... The Joint Distribution C.ommittee .funds carried 
the ball from the time . t .he immigrant. entered the . auspices 
of. .. the. agency until he arrived 1n either Palestine or the 
Un1.ted States. 
The United . Pales.tine ,· Appeal,. which. comprises . such 
majo.r organizationa. as. the Jewish National Fund and 
Mizrachi Pal.e.st.ine Fund , provided .. fund.e for feeding, 
clot.hin.g, and housing_ immigrant.s .. in Palestin.e , until they 
could be integrated into the economy of the land as 
produ.ctive citizems. 
The United Servi.ce for New Americans did the· same 
for newcomers t .o. America, helping .. t hem to adjust, con-
I' 
', ducting Americanization classes, f.~nding homes and assisting 
them . getting jobs. 
Jewish leaders in the . United. States, Palestine and 
Europa were. quick . to reali.z.e that., desp.ite the good 
. 
intentions ofall groups, this sort of organized chaos 
II 
I 
I' 
led only t .o duplication . and a. waste of valuable .. funds, 
time and executive ability inthe field, and t.ha.t .. s.uah 
a mul tiplici.ty of campaigns _would sap the enthusiasm 
and resources of the .Jewi.sh communi.ty •. As a result, 
they met in 1-935 in an effort to integrate the activities 
of all these organizations• 
From this meeting emerged the blueprint .. United 
Jewish Appeal, 11 and all~inc.lus -ive organization whi.ch 
· coordinated t.he _ acti.vities of the Joint Distribut-ion 
Committee, United Pal.estine . Appeal., United Service for 
N e1:l Americans and their coneti tuent. ag.encies ,. and '-'lhich 
served as the singLe fund-raising arm for alL groups .• 
Fol!l the past. 17 years, the U. J. A. has func.tioned 
in this capacity., - raising -sums annually . in excess o.f . one 
hundred million dollars in more than 1000 partieipating 
communities. Following the .. theme or consolidation evan 
further, hundreds of these communities hav. .e integrated. 
their own campaigns for the support or domestic health, 
socia l and wel.fare age.ncies with the U. J. A. so that-. 
the community is faced. with only a singl.e fund-rai.sing 
effort each year. For exampLe, . in Bos.ton, \·lheJ?e the 
As.soc.i a ted .. Jewish Philanthrapi.es. se.rves the domest.ic 
needs, it joined with the U. J. A .• for fund raising pur-
pas es to . form the Com.bined. J ewi.sh ... Appeal. Aid to Israel 
therefore, after this long a nd intensive period of 
(fl.)) 
' I 
.. 
I 
•I 
educa tion, was . inde.libly s .tamp.ed in the minds or American 
Jewry as a philanthropic project only. 
BOND DR!YE CONCE IVED 
~vi th 'the establishment of. the St.at.e . of I .sraeL and 
its. vict.orioua . struggle for ind ependence; there emerged 
a new concept. Recognizing that. philanthropic aid was 
merely a st.op ..,gap meas.ur.e ~ enabling the recipients to go 
IJ 
on living on a. day-to,..day basi.s ., but offering no hope for 
self-suffici.ency, Israel .. government officials . and economists 
I 
devised a long-range program for the economic development 
of the State• 
At a conference. in Jerusalem . on September 3 to. 
Sept.e.mber 5, 1950, Prime .. "Mini.ster. David Ben Gurion, t 
I 
meeting with Isra.eli .plannera. and a group of 50 top American 
Je\'lish leaders, outlined the major objectives of this 
1
1 long-range program together. with the m.eans for effecting 
it. The largest single· e.ource .. of funds _ for the implementa-
tion of this. one and . one ha lf billion do.llar industrial - . 
and agricultur~l expansion program was to be the $500,000,000 
Is.rael . Independence Bond Issue to be sold in the United 
States. 
Another half' bil.l1on . dollars were to be ised in 
the United States through a '.progra.m whi.ch included efforts 
to obtain intergovernmental grants-in-aid, stimulation 
(2) 
of private investment in Is·rael t and. int..ensif'1ca ti.on of 
efforts to raise gift funds through the United Jewish 
Appeal. 
IsraeL, itself , wa.a. ·to endeavor to . raise the . r .e-
maining half bi l l .ion dollars. through taxation and through 
aid from c.ount r ies other than the United. States. 
At t bis . point, the prime. public r .ela tions prob lem 
involved. in the Bond flotation .has undoubtedly b.ecome 
apparent to the reader--that of res.olving the concept 
of investment, as mani.fe.sted in the Independence Bond 
Issue, v1 i .th t he concept . of . philanthropy, a s conducted 
by the Uni te.d J ewis.h ,. Appeal• 
To the participants at the initi.a l conference in 
Jerusal em. a.nd a t the subsequent National Planning Con-
ference for Israel and JewishRehabili.tat.i.on in \nfa.shington, 
D. 0. Oc.to.ber 26 through October 29, 1950., this posed a 
grave and almost . insurmountable obstacle. Questions asked 
by leaders were, "How can we reconcil&, in the publ1c eye, 
the fact . that Is.r .ael Bonds a re a good 1nves.tment, .. when, 
at .. the same time, out of th.a:.other aide· of our mouths, 
wa ask for an increase in philanthropic contribution for 
Ie.rael?" 
P r ime Minister Ben Gurio.n, in thi.sexplanation of' 
the necassit.y f or both types .o.f aid, admi.tted that . this 
probl.em was . one which .. had . he en given a great . deal of . 
con s ideration by Israeli leaders, and that the only wa.jr 
s. 
I 
I 
II 
6• 
it . could be . resolved was through an intensive program 
of . education. 
"Philanthropy ls . needed 11 , he said ," to help (3) 
maintain the 600 1 000 immigrants \'lho are expected 
to enter Israeluntil they -oan be integrated into 
the economy as . productive . ci.tizens-. Investment 
capital is needed. so that we can expand. our 
economy to the extent thatwe can assimilate 
this great labor . force whi.ch will be ava i lable. 
VIera we to close our doors to immigration, there . 
would be little need of philanthropic. aid. 
This act, however, would be a violati.on of a sacred 
trust which Vforld J awry has gi van us by helping in 
the. establishmentof Israe.l as a sovereign state and 
as a haven for oppressed Je\'IS everyv1here. Under 
no circumstances must we v.iolate this trust." 
\'lhen some of the leaders were s .till doubJ.!ul that 
investmemt was the answer to Israel 1 s economic problems 1 
Abba. s. Eban, lsra.el 1s United Nations delegate and Am-
bassador to the Untted States, convinced them with the 
f ollowing allegory: 
"A frien d of min e , unemployed and destitute, meets (4) 
me on the street and asks for money to get a good 
meal and some clothing. I l .end him the money, but 
I lrnow, 1n my own mind , that if I meet. him a week, 
two. weeks or thre.e weeks .. hen.ce, the plea will be the 
same. I ha ve sustained him, but my m.oney is gone . 
irretrievably, and he. is i,n, the . same predi.ca.ment. I\ 
as before. That is the. lim1.ta.tion of the U. J. A.--
it can sustain the immigrant, but it can offer him 
no concretepla.n for h1s . economic we lfare-. 
Now l et's ta.k.e the .same scene again. My friend, 
dest1 tute- and . hungry, meets me -- on the street., but 
thi.s time. he . asks n.ot for money for food or clothing., 
but . he stat.es that he has an opportunity to go 
into business, andhe requests a loan. After study-
ing his potentialities., I grant. him. the loan. In 
a few months , h aving established . his bus1.ness on a 
firm footing, he repays m e ~ That is the ta.llk 
of the Israel Indep~ndenoe Bond Issue--to develop 
the great 1ndustral potential of Israel and help 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
ll 
make her c1ti~enry selt-auf'f'ic.i.ent• 
T·he Ambassador went on: 
"Both types of' ai.d are vital. at present, but when 
the . Independ.ence Bond Issue is tully subscribed, 
and Israel's economy is developed to the point 
where ii . can supply the goods and services for 
its people and provide them with the means of 
earning their own livelihoods, the need tor phil-
anthropic assistance from the United States will 
be greatlr, diminished and in time virtually non-
existent. ' · 
This example by Am'bassador E'ban, which · so aptly pointed 
up the need for both U.J.A. and the Bond Drive and which 
explained why they could b.a co-existent, resolved the 
doubts of the . assemblage. The thought that the need for 
philanthropy would be vitiated was .also an attractive 
one to these men, who, for ~torethan a decade had emptied 
their pockets in .a generous attempt. to alleviate the 
suffering of their brethren. Attar a minimum of .debate, 
the leaders present voteO. ~verwhelmingly in f'avor of 
launching the Bond Issue~ 
II 
\I 
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CHAPTER II 
THE ISRAEL. BOND DRIVE LAUNCHED 
Approval of the f'lotati.o:n of' the #500,000,000 
Is..rael Independence Bond Iasue was granted by the Secur-
ities and Exchange Commission on April 26,1951, and the 
campaign .was formally inaugurated on May 1.,1951• 
All of' the technical aspects - of' the_ Independence 
Bond. Issue .a.re not pertinent to thisstudy• The follow-
ing digest of' the prospectus .inol11des the. major features 
of . the Bonds • For further amplif'icati.on of' the teclmical 
points connected w-ith the Bond Issue, a copy of the pros-
pectus is included in the appendix• 
The Bonds were to be of two types: CapitaLApprec- (5) 
ia.tion Bonds, denom.ina.ted as . Twelve Year Doll.ar Savings 
Bonds, and Interest Bearing Bonds, denominated as Fif-
teen Year 3!% Dollar Coupon Bonds• 
The Savings Bonds, s.imilar to . the. u.s. S.eries · 11E" 
Defense Bonds, . increase in value , every six months until .. 
maturity., twelve years ·from the date of. purchase. Thea~ 
Bonds. are available . in denominations ranging from. #50 
to $10,000. At maturity, they have a value -of 150% of 
the purchase price. This amounts to approximately 3!% 
compound interest• 
The Coupon Bonds., alL dated May. . l, 195l, .. mature on 
May 1, 1966. Available. 1n denominations ranging from 
$500 to _$100,000, they have detachable coupons, interest 
', 
on which is payable -at 3i% s. emi.,..~nually on May 1 and 
November 1 of .. e.a.ch year until . maturJu. 
The Bonds . are to be . the direct . obligation of the 
S-tate of Israel., the principal and interest being pay-
able. in LegaL tender of . the Un1 ted States, thus the 
designation "Do.ll.ar . Bondsu. 
Issued as registered Bonds, the Ind~p~ndenoa . !onds 
are. to be non-assignable .. andnon-transferable unti-l 
May 1, 1954, at which ti.m.e they may be exchanged .. for 
bearer Bonds of l .ike amount. The reason for this pro-
vision is that . Israel. required the maximum sum poa.sible 
as opera.t,ing capital f'or ita economic development . pro-
gram, and did not wi.ah to be placed in the posi.ti.on o.f 
having to hold large sums in reserve to aup.port . an open 
market until the development program was substantially 
under way .. 
One important technfc.aL.aspe.ct of the. Bond Issue, 
which does have a definite -bearing on the study should 
be mentioned.. Thia is the . provision that . "No . suba.cr1pt-
1ons {far the $500,000,000 Israel Ind.e.p.endence Bond 
Issue) may be accepted after May 31, 1954•" 
T.hia f a c.tor is o.f v:1.tal significance, because i -t 
I 
I· determi.ned., in. many cas.es, t ,he . type of_ Bond selLing 
program adopted in the various cities where Israel -Bond 
headquarters were established. As a consequence, the 
9. 
attempt to circumvent th1.s ... fact..or by an immediate accel-
eration of sales, led to the development of the "Lynn 
Store". 
SECURITY FACTORS OF ISRAEL. BONDS 
As stated . above, the re.sponsibil1ty for payment of 
interest and -princ.ipal of the Independence Bond Issue 
lias with the State of Israel. On the basis of a cold, 
hard business proposition, there is no surety for the 
Bond Is.sua except the integr1 ty of the government of 
the Jewish State and the determ.ination of its people to 
achieve economic indapandenc~~ 
Aside from these nebulous or intrinsic surety factors, 
the prospective investor could be guided only by a study 
of Israel's credit rating in regard to past obligat1o.ns 
and by an analysis of the feasibility of the success of 
the three year deveLopment . pr.ogram .• 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
AD examinat.ion of the proposed progt'am reveals that 
the entire proceeds of the Independence Bond Issue will 
be allocated for productive and developmental . purposes, 
with no monies from this source to be diverted for 
em.argency maintenance of immigrants or other nonproductive 
projects .• 
In accordance with the . three year blueprint mapped 
out by Israel's economic planners, the proposed expend-
itures are listed in the following table: 
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ECONOMIC ENTERPRISES: 
1 •. Industry and Power 
2. Agriculture 
3. Transportation 
4. Trades and Services 
-
HOUSING (General Mortgage Bank. 
to supply loans for 
home builders) 
UNALLOCATED (At time of issuance 
or prospectus, but 
subsequently allocated 
for expansion of port 
facilities and develop-
#205,000,000 
-130,000,000 
40,000,000 
45,000,000 
30,000,000 
ment of mining projects 50,000,000 
#500,000,000 
A comprehensive breakdown of -'l#he . allocations for 
development . of spec1f'1c projects is co.nta1ned in the 
prospectus which .. is included in the appendix of this 
thesis. The -above -chart is listed merely to indica'l#a the. 
broad scope of the . development program which allows for 
simultaneous expansion of the entire base of the nation's 
economy. 
CREDIT -RATING 
. ·~" . 
The $500,000,000 Inde.pendence . Bond ~ssue, though the 
largest, was- not the- only. b'orro'll1ng ofgraatmagnitude 
undertaken by the -State ot Israel. In the three years. of 
1]4 
its . existence Israel had obtained a total ot sixteen loans (7) 
from various sources. These loans included ob1igat1ons 
incurred to the French Government, British Government, 
Anglo-African Commercial Corporat1on, the United States 
Export-Import Bank and loans from such American corporations 
.I 
as Kaiser-Fraser and Philco . Corpor ation which were 
establishing enterpr1s.es. in Israel. 
The largest single . loan t .o theindependence Bond 
Issue, was the .. loan. from the. U. s. Export-Import Bank. 
This loan, originally set at $100,000,000 was increased 
to $135,000,000 a.fte.r American experts. had had the 
opportuntty to explore more minutely the magnitude of 
t h e need. 
From a credit viewpoint, it is to b e noted that, to 
date, the interest on thes.e varied borrowings has b e en 
paid by the State of Israel on the_ du e date, and in som.e 
insta.nc.es, considerably in advance . o f the .. due .date. lt 
is al.so signif.ica.nt tha.t . in connection with those loans 
which require amortization of principaL, the State of 
Israel has promptly made amortization paymei) tB on the 
date called for. It is thus apparent that in the tlh!'ee . 
years of its existence the gov.ernment of the . St .a.te o~ 
Isra.el has been meticulous in living up to its financial 
obl.igations, and- it a ppears to be bending every effort 
to establish a high credit r .at.ing among the nations • 
. INVESTMENT . Vli TH A HEART 
It . should .be made a pparent at the outset that Bond 
committee official.s throughout the nation did not .rely 
solely on the "good investmentn appeal of .the Independence 
Issue. No one expected the masses of American Jews, 
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whose previous experi.ence in the . purchase. of stocks or 
bonds had been limited. pr1m.arily to the purchase ·of u.s~ 
Defense Bonds, to buy IsraeL Bonds. as. a "good investment." 
Similarly, no one expected those Jews of means to forego 
the purchas.e of "blue .. chip" st.ocks to. buy . Israel Bonds 
for t heir investment possib ilities alon.e. 
For the Independence Bond Issue to attract the 
support of a ll class.es of American Jewry, it \'las necessary 
to appeal to the heart as well . as . the pocketbook. . All 
educational and publicity material stressed the fact 
that not only would the Bond purchEJ.ser rec eive a fatr 
return for theloan of hls money, but that . he would be 
pla ying an active role in h e lping to rebuild the Jewish 
homeland. 
Actually,. the Bond Issue offered those Am.eric.an Jews 
in the lm1er income groups their first re.al opportunity 
to provide large s cale aid to Israel.. 'l'he U. J. A., in 
the. main, v1as supported by tbe. wealthier . Jew who made his 
contribut.ion from tax-deductible income. The don.s.tions 
of those in the lov1er income bra.c.ke.ta were usually limited 
to "out of pocke tu contri butions given to t h e volunteer 
solicitor who called .. at . his . hom e . By taking his capital 
and purcha.s.ing a . $50 or $100 Bond, the. "small giver" would 
have a large impa ct on the success or failure of the 
Independence Bond campaign ••• 1n this instance, it was he, 
13. 
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and not the large. contributor to U. J. A., who could 
not bee~pected to be · as generous with his capital funds 
as he was with his tax-fre.a dollars, who would be the 
backbone ... of the. Bond drive.-
Thus we see that the prime se l ling points of the 
Independen.ce Bond Issue \tle.re its appeal as an investment, 
plus . its sentimental appeal, i. e. "an investment with 
a heart." 
A third factor, which appeal also to many non-
Jews, was the fact that an eoonomi.cally strong Israel 
would be a potent democratic ally in the Middle East. 
Israel, by demonstrating its. adherence to. the causeof 
liberty and freedom, had won the support of many promin-
ent Americans of a. ll religions and nationaL origins. 
These leaders had endorsed the Independence Bond Issue 
as the best me.ans. of insuring Israel's economic future. 
They advocated the purchase of Bonds, not only as a gesture 
of friendship. to Israel, but as a means of strengthening 
the vvestern position in a cruc.ial . area of the world. 
Since the primary purpo s e of the Independence. Bond 
campaign was the. sale of . $500,000,000 worth of securiti.es, 
Israel Bond officia ls .. had stipulated that any American 
who desi.red could purchase them. However, there · was no 
special sales program. planned that would be d irec:ted .at 
publics other than the American Jewish community. The 
feeling was t hat the support of Israel was principally 
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the . resp,ons1b111t.y . ot Am.erican Jewry, and while support 
from other quarters was more than welcomed, it should be 
volunteered rather than soli.cited. 
(It is interesting to note that s.ince the inception 
ot the Independence Bond drive, thousands of Americans 
ot non-Jewiah descant, and hundreds of non-Jewish firms 
and trade unions have made substantial .purchases of Bonds.) 
NATION-WIDE CAMPAIGN -OPENS 
Before commencing the actual story of the Lynn camp-
aign, it is ne.cessary to review the progress of the Bond 
drive on a national scale. The brief resume which follows 
is pertinent in that it explains th~ reasons why a "Lynn 
type" program was deemed essential to the success or the 
campaign~ 
Thr.oug.hout. the Uni.ted States the IndepenA.ence Bond 
Issue was launched with a barrage of publicity, high-
lighted by the visit of Israel's Prime Minister, David 
Ben-Gurion. 
Sales during the first month were spectacular, and 
augured well tor a speedy. a.nd successful subscription or 
the Bond Issue. However, when the initial excitement 
generated by the Prime M1n1ster•s visit had subsided, 
sales activities likewise subsided. Community leaders, 
with the three year 1i.~es prov1sioa deadline .in mind., 
ware content to run occasional rallies and parlor .meet-
ings. In other words, they conducted the Bond sale with 
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complete di.sregard tor . the- immediacy of the nee.d• 
This sales method resuJ,ted in somesueoess, of eourse, 
but it barely scrat.ched the surface of potential . purchasers. 
More important, it. fail.ed. to gat the much-needed capital 
to Israel so that it . could be used. for maintaining the 
scheduls of . the economic. expansion pr.o.grame 
The one important point demonstrated by this type of 
campaign was that American Jewry was willing and anxious 
to partic1p&teby purchasing Bonds whenever a direct sol-
icitation effort was made• 
Israel .- Bond officials, reviewing the situation, real .. 
ized that they must inaugurate a campaign which would 
dramatize the urgency of tha. need, educ8 tethe public about 
the importanc.e ot . the Bond Is.su.e . to. Israel's economy and 
create. & climate of opinion which would.beentbusicastic-
a.lly receptiveto the . sale . of. Bonda• The Lynn, Massachusetts 
campaign became this method• 
SELECTION OF LINN 
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Me.eting at . Natiol'lal Headquarters of the American Fin- (8) 
ancial and Development Corporation. for Israel, the Bond 
leaders detert~ined to try a new approach•·· the complete 
mobllizat.i.on of a city for an intensive campaign to be 
conducted within speo1f'1o tim.e . limits• (This new program 
did not mean that Israel .Bonds would .be sold only during 
this per1od•· Rather it meant that the . period would be the 
I' 
II 
peak in community organization. for_ the . sale of Bonds with 
subsequent . sales aot1v.1t1es to be conduct.ed within the 
framework ot the -ex1s.t1ng organization.•) , .. 
T-he Greater Boston . Isr.ae~ Bond headquarters . staff' 
was .. selected. as the organi.z.ati.on to . plan and implement 
this intensive ca'IDJ'&ign• The city cho.sen tor the scene 
ot the operation was Lynn, and the months of September 
and October were sel.ected as the campaign months. 
A- number of important factors intluencedth1s de-
cision, both in t .he choice o't Boston as . the operating 
organization and in the choice of Lynn a.s the11gu1nea pig"• 
Boston was selected because its staff' had demon-
strated that it had the "know how" to carry out assign-
ments . su.ccessfully .. ( Many other city headquarters -were 
still foundering, hiring and firing per.sonnel in an 
attempt to effect .an eff.ici.ent operat1on..) 
Secondly, the Great.er Boston Combined Jewish Appeal 
conducted its . fund-raising drive in the fall -• Since Hub 
Bond officials, in a "gentlemen•s .agreement", had agreed 
not to campaign actively during the CJA fund-raising 
. period, Bond personnel would have sufficient time to 
devote to conducting . a campa18Jl in another area• 
Lynn was selec:ted . as .the test city because, while 
there bad been a sporadic sal.e . ot . Bortds during Jl.!a.y ,June 
and July, no formal Lynn Israel Bond . Committee had been 
established and ~t could be regarded as virgin territory• 
• 
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The second consideration was , in. dir.ect apposLtion to 
the reason for . the·-selec.tion o.f Boa.ton as the operating 
agency---Lynn bad no tal~ United ~ewish Appeal, thus 
obviat;ing any .possible conflict between the two drives• 
The . third and most _ important reaso.n for the select-
ion _ ot Lynn was that - itwasc similar in size of Jew.iah 
population to many other Uni-ted States .cities• The Jews 
ot Lynn, ot which there -are approxitna..tely .10 ,ooo, fall 
into. every eeonomi.c stratum. There · ve large numbers 
in theworking class, a relatively _good .number of peaple 
who could be claasified as moderately wel.~-off., and a 
small. group who are in the. high income brackets. While 
there were a. number of Jewish organizations in the_ city, 
none- was of. sufficient. strength to dominate the community·. 
Therefore, no. matter from. which organ1za.t1.ons leadership 
for the campaign would be culled, there · would sUll . be 
the community-wide participation that was required for the 
suc.oesa of the. eampaign• . 
Thus it was felt that a successful formula developed 
in Lynn, with ~elati vely sLight . adjustments, could. be 
applied with equal success elsewhere~ Since there are 59 
cities in the United States .wh1ch. beca.use of Jewish pop-
ulation oharaoterist1cs could .be placed in the "Lynn ty-pe" 
category, the value to be derived from a successful Lynn 
experiment can be readily understood• 
CHAJ?.':CER. III 
l'LANN ING . THE . LJ:NN .. CAMPAIGN 
ALthough the program , disou.ased 1n this .· chapter . is 
given obronologioal . prec.edanoe" over tbe. following .obapter, 
which is devoted. to "Organizing the ·Lynn Israel Bond 
· Committee", both events took. pl.a.oe alomai# . simultan.eous.l'y-. 
That is, the plan for . the. Lynn campaign, while .. developed 
primarily by· the professional staff of the Boston head-
quarters, was. not . presented-to . the .. Lynn Israel . Bond Comm-
ittee :ras ... a "fait . accompli~ -• Rather, as t .he Lyzm organ-
ization evolved, its officials were called in for consul-
tations and actually made the decisions approving the 
var1.ous phases . ot . the progr-am. 
The tra.m.ework within which theplanning comm1tt.ee 
operated stressed the ... concept ot a short, oomprehens1.ve 
campaign • . Recogniz.ing that enthusiasm for a proje.ct is 
a transient . it.em , which waxes. and wanes, it waa decided 
that the :ra.ctor of a detilli te time 11m1ta.ti.on deserved 
paramount consideration• The limits . set for the intensive 
ca.mp.aign period were. the six weeks from September 16 to 
October 31• This particular period was .. sel.eoted because 
the Septnber 16 date was suff1c1entl)'- past the s.ummer 
season t.hat the oommun1ty .would .be at full strength, with 
all . vacationists re.turned. T.he October 31 cl osing date 
would enable the business peo)tle, up.on. whom the co.mmittee 
would rely tor its main support, to devote their energies 
I 
I 
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to the ·campaign and s:t.1l~ - have ·enough. t.1me to devote to . 
their businesses 1n the ... ho.llda.y .season wh1oh .f'ollowed. 
TIME . S CHE:DULE . 
The. time schedule for the Lynn campaign .was worked 
out on the ba.sia . ot.the date& listed above• " ~here were to 
be- tour major phases., with ample time . permitted between 
each phase to .allow f'or . adequate -1mplementat1on of each 
. particular progr.am:. ·The four phases were to be: 
1. SPECIAL PURC-HASES MEETlNG 
2 •- WORKER TRAINING PROGRAM 
3 ~ INTENSIVE CMIPAIGN WEEK 
4~ FOLLOW ... UP PERIOD. 
'l'he Special . Purchases meeting, to which the more aff-
luent members of the community were to be invited., was 
alated for Spday. September 9 ·, one week prior to the 
I 
official .start . of the -campaign •.. It . was felt that the part-
ioipatio.n . of these l .eaders at tM' very outset. would produce 
a three. fold . etfeot;·s 1) the publicity value resultant. from 
a successful pre-campaign selling event would st1mul.ate t .he 
communi.ty; 2) the presence . ot . tbesa l .ead.er.s . as. act1 ve part-
icipants in the campaign would inspire members of' the org-
anizations with wlUchthey were afflliated .to"get on the 
Bond wagon"; 3) the fact that tbey .had already made their 
own Bond purchases would be . a. se.lling point in recruit.illg 
these leaders .as members of the volunteer sales f'orcee 
' 
'l'bis was a.n extremely vi tal point., for ill . many cases, these 
1ndi vidual a alone c.ould. 1nf'luence. certain others. on the . 
II 
~op and second economic levels to make substantial purchase~• 
The seven day interim between the ,Spe.oial Purchases meeting 
and the opening . of the campaign. would al.low ample. time · for 
Bond . Comm.i.t.tee . offi.cials to enlist the.ir support in. s .ol-
iciting purchases t.rom thos.e who did -not attend the meeting• 
The next. pbase ,ot the campaign was Worker. Training• 
The Worker Training Institute was sch.e.duled tor September 10, 
six . days prior to the -start of the .campaign. Tbis . event, 
coming. at this time~ woul.d enable ,the Bond Committee to 
acquaint volunteers with .enough of the technical data re-
lating to the Bond .. , Isaue so. that they could a.na.wer a.ny 
queries from .. prospective. purchasers in. an intelligent manner. 
It ,also afforded Bond Committee cba1rmen of the various 
organizations . adequate t .ime to s.et up their oommi ttees and 
make assignments that would achieve -maximum:;_;results• 
The most important aspect of the campaign was .the 
Int.ensive Bond Week, durin.g wbi.oh everyone connected :With 
the Independenoe .. Bond Issue .. would. be engaged 1n sales 
activities, attempting to . secure purchases t.rom as many 
individuals .as possible• 
For the t1nal campaign phase, the :ratlow-up, a -period 
of f'i ve weeks was . allotede . This period. would permit ever7. 
Jewi.sh organization to devote at least . one of its . meetings 
especially for the sale of Israel Bondse The .Follow-Up 
period would also .allow for the canvassing of tbat smal.l 
minorit.y ot .Lynn Jews who were not aftiliated w.ith any 
or the organizations~ 
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STUDY. OF . THE . COMMUNITY .. . 
In moving into ~he c.1ty of Lynn with. the . Iarae.l . Bond 
campaign , in a progr.a.m. whi.ch required . c1ty-w1de coo.perat1-on, 
our .first st.ep was. to study the community, its history and 
t h e attitude& · and behavior patterns of the various . factions 
that we would encounter• . 
. , .. · 
For the purposes .of the Bond campaign it .was not 
necessary that we make an extensive sociological survey, 
but there .were certain speoi:f'io answers tha..t. we. must have 
if we were to elicit .from the community the type of supp-
ort our proposed .progr.am. n eeded• 
HISTORY OF THE COMMUNITY. 
Lynn traces its history back to earliest Colonial (9) 
days. It was -e.stablished. inl629 as a township and. was . 
incorporated &a . a city of the Commonwealth or Massach-
usetts ... in 1850. 
From 1t.s · earl.iest. days,. it " bas -been. a · manuf.ac.turing 
center• It was the site .of' .the .nat.i.on's first iron works 
-
and was also the site of the. first -women's shoe -factory 
' 
in. the country. Unt1l .recentyea.rs .1ts . pr1nc1pal .1ndustry 
bad been the manufacture or shoes ., with morethan 200 
shoe f'aotor1es .operating in 1930• The .. depression,however, 
left its marks on the shoe .1n0,:ustry and. many or the p.lants. 
which closed. down never reopened• Byl950 there ware less 
than 100 shoe manufacturers still operating in th$ city• 
I 
I 
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At pres.ent. the p:eimary source of employment .. for 
workers in . Lynn and its environs is -the General. ileotrio 
"'' Company, which employs 20,000 people• The G~E~ River Works 
plant, located 1n WestLynn, contains one ot the .la.rgest 
industrial buildings in the industry. A quarter of a mile 
in length, this .. buil.ding i.s · u~Jed exclusively tor the man-
ufacture of electric motors. 
Executives of the General .. Electric Company, we f'ound, 
played a leading role in. civic activities. They were espec-
ial-ly active 1n the Red Cross and Community Fund drives. 
In fact, . a top level executive .atthe River Worke plant 
was general chairman of the Lynn Community Fund campaign 
ln 1950-~ 
Lynn serves a.s a reta1l .. trad1ng .center tor the comm-
uni ties of Swampscott, Marblehead, Saugus,., Nahant. and 
Lynnfield. The oombinedpopulations -of . these communities, 
coupled with the Lynn .population of 99,718, form a con• 
sumer market. of more than 325 1 000persons;. 
Two .areas ot the city account for the principal re-
tail . sales, the Union Street area located jus.t of't the 
main thorough:t'are in C entra.l Square, and the Market Street 
area which runs perpendicular to the two main entrances 
to the o1ty from Boston.-
The :facts pe.rta1n1ng to the industrial and retail 
areas ot Lynn were pertinent to the campaign, f'or our 
proposed program was to be designed to highlight the 
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economic progress of' Israel. 'or .this pu.x-pose we intended 
to use. ei.ther the manuf'ao..turing concerns or the retail 
stres as. an adJunct to -the pro.gram. 
Since -our program .wouldrequire approval . of' civic 
o:f'f'ioials- ani agencies., we made inquiries to determine 
which members of the.- city-government would . be most amen-
able to our cause and which members bad suf:f'ic.ient 1 ill• 
f'luence to insure a favorable attitude by the city council 
toward any . reque.sta t.or aid that we might .. make• · 
w·e were aware that . in. many instanc.e.a t he titular 
heads of government are not the real "powers that be". 
In this case, however, our investi.gations proved that 
in accord with their positions 1n the city government, 
both Mayor Stuart A• Tarr and council chairman George 
Donavan were · 11 l..eadera ,.1n -.fact"• 
THE. JEWISH COMMUN!TY 
Our initial concern, as far as various f'acti.ons in 
the community were to be considered, was with the Jewish 
.. 
community itself'• Who were the actual community leaders? w . 
To which organizations did they belong? Around which 
organizations could a oommun1ty~wide Bond organization be 
constructed? Which members of the Jewish c.ommuni ty would 
.be most . etf'ective as a .liaison between the Israel Bond 
Oommittee and the non-Jewish-community? 
· To all of' these questions we must needs find the 
answers it we were to mobilize the community to the 
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exten~ neeesary tor the· conduct ot a suco.esat'ul. campaign• 
In.ves;t1ga.t1on o! organizational..memberah1p lists 
indicated tha~ the B1na1 Brith, numerically, was tye 
moat powerful organizationin theJewtsh community. On 
the surface, it appeared . that ij. .was . tb&re that we should 
look. for our lead.ersh1p and tha.t this was the organization 
which could rally the supportof the great bulk of Lynn 
Jewry-. 
Consultations with .members ot the Jewish Community 
Center and with B 'na1 Brith professional staff' ID3mber s 
in Boston headqprters revealed, howev.er, ·that the organ-
ization ha.dnot yet emerged as a potent communal .force• 
Its membership was eompr1sedma1nly of the yol.Ulger men ·in 
t.he . oommunity who .ha.d not. yet "made their mark", so we were 
also s.tymied there in the matter of looking toward B 'nai 
Brith .for eampa1gn leadership on an individual basis• 
The strength that we were looking tor, both .in 1Ddiv-
idual leadership and in an organization which acted as 
a focal po.int for aommunity .endeavors, we found in the 
Executive Board of the Lynn Jewish Community Center. 
This organization, while not active in the sense that 
it carried out an annual program., was in actual1 t ... r. the 
force which welded the communit.y into a unit. 
As a result of our investigation, we decided to 
set up Israel B.ond headquarters in .the Community Center, 
and to invite as many members of the Community Center 
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Executive Board as pos.s.ible. to participate in the planning 
of the Independe.nce Bond campaign in Lynn. 
Our ·investigations al.so revealed that the United 
Jewish Appeal played a dominant role in community activities~ 
Many of the servio.e organizations . connected with the 
Jewish community depended on it for support, both 
financially and program-wis.e. The U. J. A. staf.f members, 
if they could be persuaded to cooperate with the Bond 
Committee in rega.rdto permitting us to use their records, 
could be of invaluable help in setting up the community 
Bond organization. The u. J. A., by virtue of its past 
campaigns, had compil.ed complete lists of all members of 
the Je\·Tish community, together with data showing previous 
philanthropic contributions .• 
To insure U. J. A. coo.perat.ion, Bond o.fficia.l.s offered 
i te Exemuti ve Director a sal.ari.ecl posi t.ion as Technical 
Advisor to the Lynn Isra.el.Bond campaign, stating that 
hi s knowledge of the community would be a vital factor 
in the success of the drive. It was made clear, in order 
to obviate any criticism from the community, that hie 
duties as a member of the Bond headquarters staff would 
in no way interfere with his regular U. J. A. function. 
It was also pointed out to him that his presence in the 
campaign in a professional capacity would dispel any 
doubts that there was a lack of amity between the Bond 
drive and the U. J. A. and would convince the community 
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that the two campaigns . supplemented -each other as the 
mos.t . important f.ace.ts of the entire aid to Israel program. 
Thi.s latter poi.nt. convinced . him that he should 
a.c.cept the position. Thus - the Bond . Committee was assured 
the. support -of the two major forces in the Jewish communi.ty. 
The next step was t..o find. some member o.f. the Jewish 
community who was well-known. to .. all elements in. the city9 
a person who coul.d serve. as the contact with ci.vic officials 
and with whatever group.s ... the . Bond Committee. would depend 
on for sponsp~~hip. All sources consulted agreed that 
Harold Zimman, prer;~dent of the Community Center, was the 
man for this job. Since his h1.gh . school .. days when he had 
been a star athlete and honor student at Lynn Classical, 
Zimman had been active in Lynn commUnal affairs. T.hrough 
his _ bus.iness a.ssoci.at.ions as. publisher of programs for 
all major events in,.. the city, through his fraternal 
affiliations and by virtue of his volunte.er pos1 tion as 
assistant coach of the Lynn Classical .football taam, 
Zimman was well-acquainted with every public official and 
with every person of consequence whos.e support or sanction 
we . would need for the 1mplementat.1on of the Lynn Bond project • 
Zi.m.man was more than willing to voluntee.r his 
services for this assignment. His appointment aschairman 
of the Public Relations Commit.t .ee. was · confirmed as soon 
as the Bond Committ e e was formally organized. Subsequently, 
the manner in v-rhich he fulfilled his assignments in enti.sting 
the aid of civic leaders, \'laS one of the most gratifying 
features of the campaign. 
OTHER RELIGIOUS GROUPS 
Numerically, the religi.ous composi.t.ion of the city 
had undergone .a ·tremand<llus. . chl nge since the turn of the 
cen tury. Originally a predominantly Proteste.nt city, Lynn 
had had a great influx of Catholics in the early 1900•s 
-· 
to the extent that they now com prised almost 50% of the 
total . populat.Lon. 
A breakdown of religious groups a ccording to church 
membership is as .follows: 
CHURCH 
Roman Catholic 
Methodist 
Baptist 
Episoop.al 
Lutheran . 
Presbyterian 
Congregational 
Jewish 
Christian Scientist 
First Universalist 
Unitarian 
Greek Orthodox 
Miscellan eous 
MEMBERS 
35,500 
5,300 
3,400 
4,600 
500 
450 
2,lOO 
3,000 
not available 
3,100 
1.800 
1,400 
9,300 
Since the IsraeL Bond campaign was. baing sponsored by 
one re.ligious group in the community, it was impo.rtant 
that we find out the state of int.er-group relationships .. 
Had the . great influx of Cathol.io caused any turmoil with 
the "first settlers"? Was there any conflict between the 
(10) 
Protestants. and . Catholics ••• between Jew and Cat.bo11c 
or. Prot.est.ant? Had .. there been any evidences of ant.1-
sem1t1sm . on an organized bas.i .s? , 
As far as .. we .. could de.t.ermine, - there had. never been 
any overt breakdown of' . inter~ faith. relat.ionships in the 
community. In fact, . relationships. were espe&Uly. cordial 
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in 1950 because of an incident of a.nti~sem1t1sm . which. had {11) 
occurred the previ.ous. year. A group of non-Jewish. students 
of Junior High SchooL age had be.aten .Larry Goldstein on 
the v.1ay home from school. The . incid.ent was dramatized 
by the LINN I .T.EM, :f'or Larry was. the. son of a veteran who 
had bee.n killed overseas .· in World liar II. Spurred by 
the ITEM, the various . r e ligious leaders in thecity 
condemned the inciden.t and united in a committee to foster 
inter-group harmony. 
Aside from thi.s iso.latad incident, which resulted 
in - a positive pr.ogra111 . of unified action, the vari.ous 
religious groups carriedon their own projects and . par-
tic.ipated in communal . activities as members . of . t .heir own 
groups.. The int.er..-faith committee which had been formed 
to ame.llorate . rela.tions.h1.ps follo.wing the Goldstein case 
was allowed to die a natural death. 
However, the f. ormation of the inter-f'a1.th committee. 
had had beneficial effects as :f'ar as we were conc.eBD.ed .• 
Though its activities had ground to a halt, the climate 
of good-will that it .. had created r .ema.ined and made the 
task .. of . the Bond C.omm.itt.ea. much. aas:i .er. 
Tbus, when we approached Monseignor. John McGlinchey, 
the ci.ty • s l.eading Cat.holic cler.i.c.., and Ernest Lawson, 
the most .influential Prot.estant layman in the city, we 
had . a cardi.a.L recept.io.n. 
Monseignor McGlinchey was -invited to participate as 
a guest at one of the special events. wh1.ch we would 
schedule for the intensive period of the campaign, but. 
he declinedto take any active role. Later events, noted 
on the foll.owing pages, do illustrate the part played 
by Mons.eign.or McGlinchey's pari.sboners in contributing 
to . the . suc.ces.s o! the Bond camp.aign. 
Mr. Lawson, when hi.s c.ooperat1on was solicited, was 
enthusiastically receptive to the program. As .publisher 
of . the.· IT.E:M, he had . been instrumental .in establi.shing 
the inter-faith. committee . the prev1ou.s year., and he was 
anxious to continue to foater amicable inter-group 
relations. He promis,ed to give. us a-s .. mu.ch publicity as 
po.ss i ble and even vo.lunt.er.r.ed to gi:ve the comm.i,t.tee ·a 
free fuLl page advertisement during the height of the 
campaign. 
Once ·the committ.a.e , was .. assur.ed of the . cooperation 
of other religi.ous groups., . . the. next problem . was to find 
the right civic or fraternal organization to act as 
the sponsoring organization . for the . Bond program~ 
In this respe.ct., we. learned. very promptly: that 
there was. only one. organization in the city whic.h had the 
prestige and necessary personnel to accompli.sh a program 
of . the type which the Bond Committee -was cont.emplating. 
This organization was. the Chamber of Comm.erce, which had 
a membership of. 900 and carri.ad on a diversified_ prom-
otion program t .hroughout the year. The other principal 
service orga.niati.ons in Lynn were the Lio.ns Club, Rotary 
Club, Kiwanis, Exchange Club andthe Lynn Lodge of Elks. 
Except for the Elks, the other organizati.ons were chiefly 
luncheon clubs with an ave-rage m~mbel'ship of 60.-_men. 
The Lynn Lodge of Elks, wb1l.e nu.m.bering 400 members, was 
not sufficiently identified with c.o.mmuni ty-wide proj acts 
to provide the leadership we required. 
SURVEY COMPLETED 
Thus, as far as we could determinebefore the 
campaign opened, we had . found the answers to our immediate 
problems.. How ·. welL we · had ant.i.cipated these pro blame and 
whether or no.t weha.d - arrived at the correct solutions 
remained to be seen. 
THE MARKET. STREET .EXHIBIT 
The campaign dates. fixed., the .. next . probl-em was 
the planning of a program which would .focus the ati#antion 
of the entire community on the Israel Bond Issue and create 
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an atmosphere. in which . the public. would be enthusiastically 
recepti v:e · to the.- sale of' Israel Bonds-. 
From the outset, the statf' searched for some str.a~agem 
which would relate i .t.self . to an intensive publicity and 
promotion plan, would have suff.ic.ient prestige val.ue to 
win endorsement of civio of.f1c1al.sand would attract the . 
support of every segment of the community, Jew and non-Jew 
alike. 
The devi.ce select.ed was . "Israel Bond Week'', a . seven-
day period inaugurating. the Lynn campaign, during which 
the merchants. of Lynn would display in their store 
f v-1 indows exhibits of Is.rael. s .industria.l an.d agricultural 
pro.ducts, art . collections; his.torical documents, and 
relig.ious and cul.tural articles. This program was decided 
upon both f or its dramatic .. appeal and for it.s practicality• 
The exhibit was . to inc l ude materials never before 
#- -
shown anywhere in the United States. This · faat gave it 
great publicity value. Again, . since the campaign was 
found.ed on the basis that . Israel Bonds r epr.esented a good . 
investment . and tha t . Israel. .. w.as. a prime exponent. of democracy 
in the Middle -Eas.t-, what. better me.thod of highlighting 
this than by actuaL s amples of Israeli merchandise and 
governm.ent .. documents. 
Along w-ith the. dis.plays, there would be across-the-
street banners with. slogans empbas1z1ng . I.srae~ .1 s position 
as a democratic n a tion, and fSgs and bunting decorating 
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the ·entirea.rea. 
It was decided that, sinc:e._.Israel · Bond ':'leek 1.~ould . 
be s .old .. to. the merchants. as. a ~~omoti.onal program, they 
should be .. asked . to defray part of the expense for the display. 
Expenses were to be prorated with sums fixed by the mer-
chant's committee. 
It should be stated here that, although there were 
two main · sf-tOpping sections in Lynn. (Market Street and 
Union St.reet), the · commi t.t.ee -selected .Market Street as 
the area for . the exhibit.. 'lhe. f.a.at.ors influencing this 
decision .were: Market Street 1 s l .ocation . at the entrance 
to the city with both main roads from Boston crossing 
it;. Market .Stre.et 1s peysi..cal structure, a three.-blook 
straight stretch of st.ores which would lend itself to 
adaptation as . "IsraeL Boulevard"; Market Street 1 a jux-
taposition to City Hall, wbi.ch figured . in other plans 
for Israe.l Bond Week; and, the. fact.. that theJew1sh 
Community Center, which waa to be the .. headquarters . for 
the Lynn Israel Bond Committee, was situated on Market 
Street. 
From the oons.1de.rat1on . of public relation.a,. after 
the program had. been adopted by t.he Ma rket Street 
merchants., . a letter wae:L sent. t:> the.· bus-inessmeE of Union 
Street explaining the. reasons for the -choice, and 
requestiEg their support and cooperation in the campaign~ 
II 
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NG:n·1 that. the proposed prog ram ·. had been approved by 
the committee,the next problem was to secure the 
participation of the merchants. 
De,s pite the fact that . the program . had be en conceived 
by the Publi.c Re.lations . s.taff . o.f the Grea ter Boston 
Israel Bondoffice, it was deemed advi.sable--in fact, 
imperati.va--tlla.t any approach. to thecommunity be made by 
members . of the community themselves., n amely, the Lynn 
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It Israel . Bond Committee. In this. manner, an y stigma of 
I 
ll 
"high-pres.sure by c.ity s11ckers." was immediately eJininated~ 
The first step in winning. community a pproval for 
the program was . to. se.cure the .. sanction of the city govern-
ment for "Israel. Bond Week" an.d approvaL for decorating . 
the thoroughfare. To theLynn. Isra..eL Bond chai rman, a .man 
weJ.l-known to the. communi.ty:. because. of. his leadership 
in civic and . i.ndustriaL activities ., was delegated the 
responsib1lity for . securing t .his, permis,aion. In additi.on~ 
to give add.ed. pres.t1g.e to the promot.i.on, he -was · to request 
an official document: from themayor proclaiming September ;:·l6 
to. September 2-3 as., Israel Bond Week in Lynn. 
The . ma yor, when approached ., \'las. enthusiastic about 
the program as a n exc.ellent . community relations venture• 
He agreed . not. only to proclaim. IsraeL Bond \i eek, but . t .o 
partic.ipat.e in a.ny ceremo.nies scheduled for the W'eek and (12) 
to purchase a Bond himself~ 
'I 
Unable to . grant appr.ov:aL. for dec.o.ra.ti.ons without 
consulting the city. council.,. the ma yor ag.reed to bring 
the proposal up .. .at . the, next . council meeting. Subsequently, 
tlis . permission was granted by a unanimous decision of 
"the .. co.uncil• . 
Offj_cial permis.sion secured, the committee was ready 
to a ttaek the . major problem~-tha.t .. of enlist.ing the Market 
Street merchants in the exhib.it .. program. upon which 
depended the suo.cesa of Isra.el . Bond Vfe.ek. To accomplish 
this, the committee next approached the Lynn Chamber 
of Commerce to secure its endorsement and possible . 
sponsorship. After lis·taning to the proposal, Norman 
Randell, executive sec.retary of the. C.ha.mber of Commerce, 
heartily endorsed it.~ Ho\"'ever, . he stated that, since 
the program would involve only one , segmen:t. .of the 
community's businessmen, the Chamber ofCommerce, as a 
city-wide organization, could not undertake its sponsorship. 
He advis.ed. the group that the Market Street merchants 
had their own organiz.ation; and sugge.sted . that they cont.a.ct 
Harold Batson, the organizat1or:''l 1 B president • . He . pledged 
complee coopera.ti.on of the · Chamber of Commerce staff in 
any capacity outs.ide. of a.ctual spons.orship. 
James Eckman, assistant secretary ofthe .Lynn Chamber 
of. Commerce, joined the committee f .or .t .he .visit with 
Mr. Bat.son and presented the proposal to him, explaining 
the C amber's position. 
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Batson, who is regarded as the . "live-wi re" of 
Market Street 1 was en.thusiastic about 1 ts merlts., but 
dubi.ous. about .. lts acceptance by the merchants. He cited 
previous att:empts at stree.t .. promotions in which the 
a.ss.ocia.tion considered . it. f .ortunate . if 60% of. the 
merchants, pa.rt.i .c1pated. He agreed . ., hm·reve.r, t _o , sound 
out the reaction of the associa tion's execut ive committee 
to the exhibitprogram. 
On Wednes.day, Augus.t 16, the committee met, and after 
being ass.ur.ed tha t . there wouldbe a trem .e.ndous fanfare ot 
pub l i city and advert.ising sponso.red by the Bond Committee 
to br.ing p~ople to Marke-t .. Street to view the . exhi.bits., 
they tentatively . acoepted the plan. This acceptance 
included asree.ment to send. out a . letter to the m.embers 
of the. association a.etti.ng forth the p.lan . and request.ing 
their cooperation. They took the . pos.i .ti.on . that, in order 
for the program to . pro.ve of va lue, and. in order to keep 
costs to . a .. minimum, at least 75% of the merchants should 
participa:te. 
The executiv.e , committee also suggested. that, after 
a lapse . of. se.veral ... day.a to g ive the mercha.nt.s an op-
portuni.ty to consider the program.,. a . m.embe.r . of the Bond 
staff and Mr . Eckman, repre.s-en.tlng the, Chamber of Commerce, 
pars.onally s olicit the merchants to sign them f or the 
program. 
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Convinced. that . the majority of the .. individuaL 
proprietors would follow any example · s.et . by the offic.ial s 
of the department stores, . Eckman andAlbert Herman of 
the Bond office. con.ce:ntra:t.ed their initi.al. ei".forts on 
winning approval. from .. execu.tives of w. T. Grant, 
Enterprise ., Kennedy's., Woolwort.h 1 s and Clinton. The first 
hurdle was ail easy one, for Mr. Batson was the chief 
executive of w. T. Grant and willingly signed the contract• 
Since Grant had already signified 1 ts int.ent..ions of 
participating in .the program, it was an easy matter to 
convince the Woolworth store --ma·nag.er. o.f the community 
rela tiona value __ to his concern, so he was the next to 
give endorsement. 
Securing permission of Kennedy's a nd Enterprise 
Stores was a relativ.ely .easy ma.:tter. B.oth managers 
referred thede~egati>n to the,ir . main .. o.ffices., in Boston 
for approval. Since the- top ex.ecutives of both compani.e.s 
were m.embers of. the Greater Boston Israel Bond C.ommittee 
and had . played leadj__ng rol.e.s . in the Hub campaign, this 
approvaL was. quickly granted• 
Armed . wi.t .h the sign.ed contracts .. from the. As.soc1at1on's 
leading members., Eckman a.nd Herman bagan their so.licita-
tion of the. remainder of the merchants. Within three days 
they had -signed e.ontract.s from 47 of the. 51 merchants who 
had business enterprises on the street. 
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Th1 s unpreeedent.ed record .. of participation is tasti-
mony to the value of adequate. planning and c.oor.dinated 
procedure. The entire ef.fort ~ from the. initial . agreement 
by Mayor Tarr to proclaim. Israe l, Bond Week t o the 
acceptance of the program by·· the proprietor of. the . 
tiny Chinese Restaurant . on Market Street, followed lo.gical 
and orderly fashion. The commi.ttee avail.ed itself. of 
the additionaL prestige i .t acfluired with every signed 
contract to proceed to the next. prosp.ect right dO\m the 
line to the least a f fluent merclla.nt. 
The four storeJJ which refu s ed to part i c.i pate. in 
the program did .. no.t arrive at their decisions because 
of any antipathy to Israel. In order to a l lay any. possible 
criticism. which might hav.e labe.led . the.m anti-Semitic 
and ali enated the Jewi.sh community, they po.inted out 
that they had an inf,l.exibl.e rule against joining .. any 
promotion . plan. Records . of .· the As.so.ciation, whic,h showed 
that these men did not even contribute to the.· annual 
Christmas decoration budget, bore out this contention, 
and no . further so.licitation effort was made in their 
direction. 
SPECIAL EVENTS FOR ISRAEL .. BOND VfEEK 
While" the solic i .tation of. the merchants · ,,tas being . 
c<Diucted by Herman and Eckma:O, the remainder of the. Boston 
staff was engaged in plann~ng the special activities 
which wo'(lld t.ake. place . during- "Israel Bond iieek". 
The . followi.ng. sc.heduls was. developed.: 
Sunday, September 9 - SpeciaL Purcbas:ers Cocktail . 
Party at .. Kernwood Country Club 
Monday, September 10 . - Worker's Training Institute 
at the Jewish Community Center 
Friday, September 14 - Issuanc.e of Mayor's 
proclamation 
Sunday, September 16 - Mammoth Rally at Lynn 
Mun1c.1pa1 . Auditorium 
Monday, September 17 Opening of Lynn Israel Bond 
Sales and Information Center 
on ~iarket St.reet 
Tuesday, September 18 - Sp~cialWomen's Purchases 
at home of Mrs. Edward Lampert 
Wednasday,Saptember :P- Chamber of Comme.roe . 
Testimon1al. Luncheon to 
Israeli Government Official 
Thursday, September 20- Lynn B1Na1 B1Rith Israel 
.Bond Dinner Meeting at 
Hotel Edison 
Friday, September 21 - Ex.ecut.ive Comm.ittee Fi.rst 
Re.port Luncheon at Dinty 
Moore 1.s • . 
-Tour of exhibits by Catholic 
Students 
1-
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SundSty, September 23 - Isr.ael . Bond Speaker at 
meet~ng of Proteatant Boy 1 s 
Club a.t the Lynn Y .. M. C. A. 
'!'he first. two events li.sted. on the cal.endar did 
not take .. place during . Israel Bond Week it.s.elf, but their 
direct . relation to the program . c.ompels their 1nc.lus~on 
here. The events l .isted . hera . wilL be . discussed . in d.etail 
in a later chapter, but . it. is important now, in. order to 
preserve the chronology of this narrat~ve, to introduce 
the subject of the structure of the Lynn Israel Bond 
Committee• 
'I 
CHAPTER IV 
ORGANIZING THE LYNN I SRAEL BOND COMMITTEE 
In the search for a . chairman to head the Lynn Israel 
Bond Committe.e, the Bond office staff was ·de.term.ined to 
inject "new blood'' into the. community struct ure. The 
reasons for this were two--fold. 
First, the "old guard 11 , ttTho had been at the helm 
of previous community campaigns, was. ideEtif1ed too closely 
with the United Jewish Appeal. Since ~>Ur principal aim 
''~aB the divorcem.ent in the .community' a -mind of the IsraeL 
Bond drive from. philanthropi.c endeavors, the selection of 
any of the . "old . guard" to head the co.mmi.tt·ee would have 
negated t h i .s principle. of our operations• 
In the second 1nsta.n.ce, we . w.ere attempting to raise 
the standard . of investment to a n un.precedent.ed level.:. 
We felt that . the elder · stat.esmen, -conditioned as t h ey were 
by their prior gifts to the United Je,·ri.sh Appe~l, would 
not make a sh01.-1ing. that 1.-Tould electrify the , community. 
After a preliminary stu<ly of. the. community an d 
consultat i on \il th the executive directors of the J ewiah 
Community Center and the United Jewish Appeal, we arrived 
at the conclusion that the orthodox religious groups .. and 
the dyed-in-the-wool. Zionists would always support Israel 
even if ne1t1 , and relatively unknown, leadership were 
installed at the head of the campaign. Whereas, if the 
veterans WIJn.e. . to assume leadership of the Bond Drive, 
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' there woul,d be little possibility of at.tracting new 
etren~th on the s econd and third economic levels to 
buttress extsting leadership.. 
We realized, of course, that while· the veteran 
campaigners . were .alwaysthe first to cry the need of 
"new · blood", they would be almost certain to place 
obstacles in .our path if they were not consulted about 
the choice of the chairman. 
With these principles in mind, we . carefully analyzed 
the qualifications of men in the strata of com.muni ty 
standing immediate.ly below the top. U. J. A. 11gi v.ers". 
Our selection was Nathan Cohen, whose only community 
record 1-tas as .. Vice President of the Jewish Community 
Center. Mr. Cohen is a man of. moderate means. He is 
young, personable, energetic, and, most important, a 
man with a vast number of friends and no enemies. 
Mr. Cohen, -not falling into the category of ardent Zionists,1 
was devoted to the idea of a job well done rather than to 
the ideal of Israel~ 
Having sett.led on Mr. ~a.than Cohen, Boris Young, the 
regional manager, and Irving Kes.sler, who was . to b-e 
executive director o.f the Lynn campaign, visited the 
nold guard", and request.ed thei:r as.sis.t.ance in selling 
the. job of chairman to Mr. Cohen. At the . s:am.e time., 
· '1 they made it clear that the counsel and guidance of the 
r veterans was v,ital. to the. success of t .he drive, and . 
they were .i nvited to sit on the . Executive Committee. 
T):le.n, together with a representative of the "old 
guard", Young and Kessler approac.hed Mr. Cohen and con-
vinced him that he should undertake the leadership of 
the campaign. 
Once having gained his acc.eptance, ltle then tried 
to. fill all . other top. campaign posts v1ith men on the second 
and third economic levels--men \'Tho h8.d, in previous 
community activities, demonstrated their ability to 
assume pos~tions of responsibility. In retrospect, we 
foun d that this new kind of. leadership we developed not 
only retained the loyalty of the veterans, but added 
many new volunteers to. the rolls of suppo.rters of community 
e fforts--names that had not previously appeared in the 
United Jewish Appeal or other philanthropic ventures• 
The next . problem. involved 1tras the enlistment of 
suf ficient numbers of volunte.er workers to insure complete 
coverag-e o f the city's pr ospective· Bond purchasers~ 
Aft.er hav-ing de.t .ermin ed that 97% of the J ew.ish . 
popula tion belonged to at . least one of the 26 Jewish 
organizations in the city, we dec.1ded to tak.e Ei.dvantage 
of this structure~ Organizational pres.i .dents were summoned 
to a meeting at Bond headquarters and were as.signed the 
job of a ppo.1nt1ng, within their organi.zations, a Bond 
Committee v1ith an org~~zat~onal _B?E9- _chairman to ~ntegrate 
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its a.cti vi ties with the, ci ty-\'Tide framework . Thus,. in 
on e . gesture, \'te· had . as.sured ourselves of a nume·rically 
powerful committee~ had the potentiaL to effect city-
wide solicitation, an d , a t the same. tima., we -had introduced 
the element of organi.za.ti.onaL competition. This .. would 
res.ul t, we ware certain, in added impetus to the Hond 
sal.es • . 
Another new factor that was. a.n innovation for Lynn 
was the integration of . the \fomen 1 s . organization a.a a 
compo!lent of the Bond Commi.ttee. Pt ior . to this step, 
the Lynn Women 1 s organi-zations . had, because of laak of 
opportunity, played ineffectual roles in the community 
campaigns. 
Our experience- in Boston had proved the efficacy of' 
1. ac t ively enrolling the wom.en · in . the Bond drive. In Lynn,. 
I• 
as later developments showed, the. Women 1 s organ1.zations 
more than justified the merit of this decision• 
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CHAPTER V 
LYNN ISRAEL BOND WEEK 
Two .. import.ant_. meeting.s, . while. they took place. prior 
to September 16, may be eonsidered as part of the Israel 
Bond Week program. 
The first of these. meetings a cocktail party f or 
potential l a rge purchasers, \'las held a t Kernwood Country 
Club in Salem. Still operating on thepremise that we 
must shatter the pattern. of tieing Bond purchases . to 
past phi.lanthropic records, we conc.entrated on the men 
in the second economic level.~ We felt tha t if we. could 
stimulate these. men to make Bond purchas.es whi c.h . matched 
the am.ounts. norma lly cont.ributed by the m.en in the top 
bra cket to philanthropy, than we would at least . stand ~n 
opportunity of ha ving tho.se in the top stratum bet.ter 
I 
their record of giving by substantially higher Bond purchases ~ 
At the co.cktail party, Mau ri.c.e . Samuel., the · noted 
Hebrew author, who had just returned from Israel, and 
whose position as. guest of honor was that of super-
salesman, was assigned the tas.k o f priming men like Mr. Cohen, 
Mr. David Eps.tein and Mr. John Rimer for Bond purchases. 
greatly in exces.s of their usual U. J. A. cont.ribution. 
Ample. evidence of tha e.f .ficaey of thls. plan is given 
by the records of the Kernwood meeting. ithen the guests 
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were -ca lledupon to make the·ir Bond pur.chases, Mr. Cohen, 
whose prior U. J. A. gift. had . been $3,500, bought $8,500 
in Isra.el Bonds. Mr. Rimer, who had . never contributed 
more . than $1,5.00 to U. J. A., u pped his . p.ur.c.base to 
#10,000, and Mr .. Epstein, who.s .e t .o.p . philanthropi.c donation 
had beEm $100, startled the group by a purchase of $1,500 
in Bonds. 
This grat.ifying record, as had b.een hoped, had a 
b 1meficial effect on the purc.hases .. of the t.op echelon. 
Mr. David Kirstein, who .had . firmly announced prior to the 
I' meeting that his top purchase would be in the amount ot 
$15,000, raised. it to *20,000. His brother, Meyer Kirstein, 
following his example., raised his .. purchase to $15,000 
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from . an original figure of $10,000~ 
This pattern, while. -not. maint.aine.d in all cases, 
resulted .in a total of #188,000 in Israel Bond sales for 
the day;~, The s a les\ totaL ac.hieved at Kernwood, which was 
considered as the pacesetting event for the. campaign, 
was the first. concrete illustration that "The Lynn Story" 
would be a . su.cc.e.ss story. 
The second important pre-cam.pa1.gn. function took place 
on Monday evening, September 10, at t .he Lynn Jev;ish 
Community Center • . Emphasiz.ing our thesis that the Bond 
Is.sue was, total ly d i .ff.erent from. previous campaigns, we 
set up a Worker Training Institute where the volunteers 
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would be gi:ven inf orma tion. concerning the technical 
aspects of the Israel Bond. 
Be.cause ot. . the enthusiasm generat.ed by our publicity 
program, we succeeded. in attracting to this . meetiEg the 
largest number of workers ever. 1n at,tenda.nce at any 
campaign function at. any time in Lynn. ( 175) • 
As our principal speaker we secured Harry Levine, 
Massachusetts Israel Bond chairman, who . was . one of the 
pioneer Ameri.can in.dust.riali.sts to invest in Isr aele 
To explain the ·techriical points of the :Sond . Issue 
we bad l{&rold Sherman . Goldberg, one of Boston's leading 
investment . counsellors • . 
In addition, the program included the pr emiere show-
ing of the Air France technicolor motion picture "Flight 
to Israel11 which depicted .. the .phenomenal .progress the 
Iaraeli .have made .since .aeh1ev1ng sovereignty. 
Despite the tact.. that orig1na.l plans .for the ·Training 
Institute had not inc.luded a Bond selling. see.sion, the 
response .. to the · speaker• s address was so entrua1ast.1c that 
more than #5,000 was real.ized. in unsol.ioi.ted- sa~es. This 
figure -is. all ,the mo.re impressive- when one realizes . that 
the majorit,y of . those . 1n at-tendance were in the lower 
ec:onomicbra.cket•••• peoplewhose purchases were limited 
in the main to #50 and $100 dollar Bonds• 
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THE -RALLY 
Thus f'ar, the re.oeption to the .- Isra.e~ Bond sales 
program had exceeded the oomm1 ttee' s highest expectations • · 
However. both ot the public eve.nts preceding Israel Bond 
V'leek had been aimed . at ape.cific . groups, not at the . general 
public. The. real test of mass a qpeal would take p.lac.e 
on Sunday evening, S.eptember 16, at the rally inaugurating 
the \'leek's fe.sti.v1ties. 
The scene . of. the rally was Lynn Municipal Aud.1 tor.ium, 
which is situated at. the head of Market Street. Prior 
to this time the J P.wish Community had . ne-ver used the 
auditorium for any function because it accommodated 1800 
people, and there had never been more than 500 people 
in a t tendance at a ny Lynn Jewis.h..,.sponsored affair. 
In p.lanning the · attractions for the rally, the com-
mittee )lad consi.stently adhered .. to . the . principle of 
"prestige and drama". For the main s.p.eake.r, we had 
securedtheservices of Congressman Franklin D. Roosevelt,Jr~ 
In our inves.tigations we had . found that the Roosevelt 
name still had . a magi.c s.ound to . theLynn populac.e. That, 
coupled vvith the fact. that the young .. congressman . had 
been one of . the le.a.di.ng advocat.es of · s.overeign~y:for Israel. 
a nd had visited the .JevJish State shortly after its 
founding, made __ him an ideaL .a t .t .rac.ti.on. 
For the· entertainment feature of the -rally we needed 
a dramatic attraction, who, at the same time, could be 
·I 
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1dent1f.1ed with. the · Israe L Bond program. In the person 
of Ray L.eizer, we., found the artist who fi t ted these 
qua lifications. perfac.tly. 
Lelzer, an internati.ona1ly renoWT:Jed conc.ert piani.st, 
hadlos t both his arms while f.ighti.ng in Israel's struggle 
for independence. After months in Israe.li. hospi tala, 
he was s.ent to this. country for rebabilit.at.i.on. In 
New York he underwent a series of operations and finally, 
in 1949, was fit.ted vtith prosthetic devices. For. the 
next .. year and a half, Leizer devoted all his energies 
to recapturing his skill at the keyboard. After long 
and painful m.onths of practice, he was able to play t ,he 
scales, then simple melodies,and finally--the intricate 
compositions of Bach and Beethoven. 
Since that . time Leize.r has held audiences throughout 
the nation spellbound with his piano wizardry. 
The.se two attractiona, plus . the barrage of public.ity 
whic.h . appeared. in every Lynn newspaper, over . the airwaves, 
B.nd in speclaL ma. i.lings., . su_cce.eded in attracting to the 
,, rally an aud-Le.nce. of 1500 peopl.e. 
In his speech that evening , Congresaman Ro.osev:el t., 
follovling the suggestion o f the committee• point.ad out 
the close. alliance - bet.ween Israel. and the United . States, 
11 emphasizing Israel' a key position as tha only t r uly 
democratic n a tion in the Middle East. He told the audience: 
- '::""~~----
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"Is.rael is the show window o f democracy i .n that 
s action of the -world . The · peopl.es of the Arab 
nations, living in c.ond itions. of feudalism, are 
very much dissatLsfied wit.h . their lot. Pri.or to 
the establishment ... of Israe,l• they knew only one 
hope .. for -improving .. t .heir c.o:nditiona - Communism. 
The example s of Israel' a phenomenal progres.s, 
attained by adherence to the principle of 
individual liberty and freedom of choice, have 
given them· a second alternative. 
From the purely selfi . sh American point of view, 
any aid that we can rend er to Israel rr~ill be. 
reflected many-f.old in the reduction of the 
Communistic. menace . in the Middle Eas~. The Israel 
Bond Issue i .a your chance to strike a blow for 
freedom as we understand. it, for . peace as we pray 
f or it, and for Is.rael as an example of a 
peaceful and dignified country for which we may 
1 'b d ' If a ways. .e . prou .. _ 
In Ray Leizer., we had a stellar dramatic attraction ancl, 
in addition, we had a peg upon \vhich to prepare. the Bond 
sales ta l k . v-1hi.ch immediately followed his . performance .• 
The followin g ex.c.e.rpts .. from. the . sal.es ta.lk given by 
Cha.i.rman Cohen will illustra te the method by which we 
ca:p.itali.zed on . Leizer 1's appearance. 
-
"Ray Leizer per.ao.ni.fles the .. courage and spiri.t . 
50. 
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of Israel.--the victory of the indomi..table will 
of a people over unbelievable . odds.. The star (16) 
of Ray. Leizer and his. struggle for rehabilitation 
parallels the struggle of the citizens of Israel 
for econom:i.o ind.ependence. 
You hav.e seen the results which .Ray Leizer · 
produced when he was . given tha . proper tools--
the artif.ic1al limbs with which he. s.o thrillingly 
perf.orme.d at the piano. By helping Israel obtain 
the . proper tools to complete her industrial and 
agriculturaL program through your subs cription 
to the Israel Independence Bondissue, you will 
accomplish the same results for an entire nation." 
-This dramatic appeal, coming on the heels of 6ongress 
man Roosevelt's exposition of Israel's promis ing economic 
future, so moved the huge audience that the twBnty-minute 
period alloted to Bond selling bad to be extended to 
forty-five minutes with a total of $110,000 in new 
· purchases being recorded. 
Any aftermath of this overwhelming success was 
bound to be anti-climatic as far as ~y large amounts 
of Bond sales were concerned. The task befor e the 
committee novr was one of individual solicitat ion on all 
economic levels. 
The remaining events of Israel Bond Week, with the 
exception of the Women's Division Special Purchases meet-
ing and the B'nai Brith dinner meeting, served primarily 
as a means of keeping the Bond Issue aliv• .1n the public 
eye• Sven these two events could not be expected to pro-
duce much in sales, since many or the participants had 
already made their purchases at the Sunday evening rally• 
SALES AND INFORMATION CENTER OPENS 
Monday, September 17, the schedule called tor the 
opening or the Israel Bond Sales and Information Center 
on Market Street• This Center, staffed by members ot the 
Women's Division, was decorated with Bond taoaimilies, 
posters, American and Israeli flags and photographs of 
Israeli industrial installations• From one or the major 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY · 
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vending machine co.mpanies .·.we . obtained the use or . a "juke-
box•• and played Israeli , records. throughout . the day. (In 
order not . to create. animosity • the. volume · o:t the machine 
was kept sufficiently .low that i~ was .. .heard only by those 
directly passing the store and did not disturb merchants 
in adjoining stores .• ) 
Despite the ta.ct . tbatfew actual, a.ales were made at 
the Center, it did serve ·&·· very. us . ei"ul purpose .• Hundreds 
ot people~ including non-Jews, stopped . in to secure infor-
mation and. literl\tureabout the Israel Bonds. Thus the 
Center . was a v.aluable ,ad.junct . to the ed':lcat1onal program~ 
WOMEN'S DIVISION SPECIAL PURCHASES MEETmG 
-
Tues.day afternoon, September 18, the Women's Division 
Special .Purchases mee'\1rlg was held. at the home of Mrs~ 
Edward M·~. Lampert• Pierre Va.nPaassen, not.ed author a.n.d 
lo:ng-t1me. friend. of Israel, was the guest speaker~ Eighty 
of the coJIIlDunity's wealthiest women attended this meeting, 
and a tot~l ot- #21,650 in Bonds was. sold• (The results. or 
this mee.ting was another justification of our decision to . 
integrate women •s ac.t .iv1t1es into the Bond .sales program•) 
THE .. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE . LUNCHEON 
The 0 hamber of .'Commerc,e luncheon, Wednes.day, September 
19, was the pinnacle of our public .. and community relations 
a~hievements • f he action of the . Chamber of . Oommeroe ·· 1n 
.~ 
sponsoring thia . event 1n honor or Jos.at. Nevo , . the Senior 
Israeli Oons~l . in . th1& e.ountry, illustrated graphically 
' .. • 
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the rapport which. had .been eS.tabl..i.shed . be.twe.an t.he Lynn1 
Israel Bond. Gommi:t:tea. and the- businessmen of the city. 
Signif'ie.a.nt. as this gesture of friendliness was in itself, · 
its signii'i_cance was heightened. even m.ore -by the fact that 
the . organization had s-hif.ted 1-ts tradi ti.onal. meeting date 
from Monday to W_edn esday-in order that Etbnsul . Nevo might 
be its guest• Ad.Utional testimony ·to the good public re- -
latione we had gener.ated .. was the presence at the luncheon 
of' a group of' me-rchants t.rom Union Street ••• the shopping 
section we had eliminat.e.d _from our exhibit area~ 
B 'NAI BRITH DINNER MEE'liNG 
On Thursday, September 20, ~be ~!nai Brith, the city's 
largest Jewish men's organization, was bos.t at an Israel -
' 
Bond dinner meeting honoring Dr• Frank. Kingdon• ·As s.tated 
previously, ths value of this meet.lng as. a sales venture 
was negligible since. most or the members of' . this. group had 
made their committments on Sunday at the Munic.i .pa.l . Audi.t-
orium. The meeting did result, however, in additional sales 
~ or #12,ooo• 
I REPORT LUNCHEON AND CATHOLIC . STUDENT TOUR 
The two events . wbioh took place on Friday., September 
-· 
21 1 were not designed. as. Bond sel11ng functions, and no 
additional revenue was forthcoming• None- the-- less, they 
did have great import .. from the- point of . view of both the -
sales._ program and from th-e standpoint of public relations• 
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The first of these events was the initial report meeting 
ot the Executive Committee• At this meet.ing,. Chairman 
Cohen revealed that the sales total up to September 21 
was over the $360,000 mark• · 
The most significant part of the meeting was the 
discussion of pla.nsfor completing coverage of all pros-
pect! ve purcba.s era of Bonds • This . dis.cuss ion gave cont-
inui-ty to the campaign• Had the report meeting not been 
scheduled at this time, it is almost a certainty that the 
campaign would bavegr~d to a halt and reverted to the 
sporadic 11 h1t or miss" type of drive we were trying to 
eliminate• 
On Friday afternoon we achieved -another milestone in 
public .. relations ·.•. a. tour of the Market Street display 
area by students of St~.Mary's Parochial School• As cited 
previously, inter-faith relations in Lynn had been static 
or"neutral" exoept . for the short-lived program at the time 
of the Goldstein. incid.ent • 
When the author 1ea.rned t.hat one of the exh1Mts had 
come from Jerusalem, he seized upon this opportunity to 
win the approval of Monseignor Mc011nchey for the proposed 
tour• ~he MonseigDor. at. .!',!ret. , displayed a reluctance 
... 
to invol.ve his atudents in the program• Only after it . had 
been pointed out that . the group would be photographed 1n 
front of the display from Jerusalem, "the relig1ous cap-
ital for Christianity, Mohamm.eda.nism and Judaism", and 
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that the display 1nclud.edsacramental .a.rticles of all 
three religions, did he agree to.. permit . his s.tudents to 
participate. The tour and its resultant publicity was an 
added boostto .inter-:t'aith. ba.rmony and to the good will 
engendered by the ... Bond . drive~ 
PROTESTANT BOY'S CLUB 
Once the -Catholic- group .had been included in the 
program, the next item on the. agenda of good will was the 
participation-of a. Protestant organization• Through the 
cooperation of the Executive Secretary of the Lynn Y.M.C .A. 
the committee secured approval. for aspeaker to attend the 
Sunday a:t'.ternoon . meeting. of one. o:t' the Pro.testa.nt . young 
men's clubs .to tell .them the story or. the- rebirth o:t' Israel 
as. a nation after ·a period of 2000 years. Themeeting att-: 
racted a substantial.. number of the. club members who showed 
an acti.ve ·interest -in leanning about Israel's emergence as 
a sovereign sta.t.e and about its development program• 
ISRAEL. BOND WEEK .ENIS 
So ended Israel .Bond. Week 1n Lynn. Its success as a I 
Bond selling techtlique will be discussed in a later chapter )I 
but its . succe.ss a.s a. oommun.i ty relations · venture can best . 
be expressed in quotations from a letter written by Norman 
Randell to the Executive Secretary or the Worcester 
Chamber or Commerce to gain our staff an entree into the 
city for the conduct of a similar program: 
55. 
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" I have bean asked by Boris Young of the Bonds for : ( 17) 
Israel program to tell you briefly of our exper-
ience 1n cooperating with their group during 
their program in Lynn, as I understand they will 
shortly set up a program in Worcester• 
Our participation in Lymr'was one or the best 
public relations programs in whichwe have ever 
participated~ Mr• Young and his staff are the 
highest type of public relations people and 
seemed to fit into the community exceedingly well•" 
Mr• Randell's letter went on to. describe in detail 
the events. whieh took place during Israel Bond Week, a.nd 
concluded: 
" We -were really impressed with the whole program, 
and we. can only give the highest of testimonies 
to 1111"• Young a.nd his committee, b13.cause they made 
it a pleasure to work with them• :.L:hey cooperated 
with us on every detail. · 
I do know that it your Chamber can see it.s way 
clear to go along with the program., you will be 
highly repaid for any efforts that your staff' 
has put into this program• It is not only tor a 
worthwhile cause, but is a good public relations 
program and something about which you will be as 
proud as we are in Lynn." 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE FOLLO',i-UP 
Israel . Bond vveek over, and the excitement having 
subsided, the job of selling Bonds cnntinued. 
It was . hera that . the Lynn organizationaL structure 
\'lhich we had utilized came into play. Each organizational 
Bond Committee was given as its prospect list the entire 
mambar.shipof that organization. In cases where prospects 
were members of two or more organizations, automatic.a.lly 
they were -assigned to more than one volunteer. It was 
our ca.lcul.ated decision to face duplication rather than 
risk lack of coverage. 
\'lhenevar a purchase was made, the Bond chairman of 
every organization of which the prospect is a member v1as 
notified. In addition, we noted on the list the organ-
ization which the .purchaser had. cred1 t.ed f .or the sales 
in order to stimulate compet.ition. To further enh.ance 
the compet.itive as.pects. and to take advantage of the 
Bond chairman's loyalt.y to his . assignments and . his 
organization, we sent out. a dai.ly report of organi.zat.ional 
sales totals. If, duri.ng the day, no member of a particular 
organization purchased a Bond, the chairman received a 
memo stating, "We wish to advise you that no member of 
your organization bought Bonds today." 
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\fuile this procedur.e· was fo~lowed on thelm-Jer 
economi.e levels., we had a special solici.tation program 
for the . rem.aining members of . the first and second 
economic strata. .. who. had not made their purchases. 
Recognizing that these · p e.ople prefer to deal only 
with members of their own "in group"--associates that 
they consider their "equals "--we formed a shock troop 
among the members of the executive committee. Each 
member ac.cepted the assignment of contacti.ng five of 
these prospects .. for individual soJicitation--assignments 
be i ng meted out on the basis of the .. pers.onaL relat :l.onship 
existing between the solicitor and the prospective 
purcha sers .• 
This plan was . foll.ow-ed out., both in the organizations 
and in the executive committee, right up until campaign 
closing . da te. 
Final res.ults of the campaign revealed that th~7re 
were 1,938 individual Bonds sold for a total of ~~11,550~ 
The reader may observe the. omission of any "victory" 
or "closing" dinne.r from the ca mpaign program.. Thi.s 
om.iss1on was deliberate, . since at . no time did we wish to 
create an air of finality. Our sales program advoc ated 
the pur.chase o f Israel Bonds for all oc.c.asi.ons throughout 
the year, and we . wis hed to leave every possibl.e avenue 
open for additional sales--and we wished to maintain some 
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sort of organizational structure for use in future 
intensive campaign. periods. 
It was decided, however, tha t there should be 
some sui.table reward for the volunteers ,..,ho . had devoted 
their time and energies to . the Israel Bond program. The 
functi .on we decided upon would s .erve t .his. purpose, but. 
it would also make available to us another opportunity 
for highlighting the Bond sales program. 
We. selected the Fourth Anniversary date of the 
United Natlons decision to grant sovereignty to Palestine, 
a nd we invited the community to attend a ttOabaret Night" 
c e lebration. Free. admission was granted to certified 
campaign workers, while there was a nomin e. l che.rge to 
a 11 othe.rs • 
"Ga baret Nightn, on November 29, . was attended by 
approx .~ mat ely 150 Israel. Bond committee workers and 
about 100 peopl.a . who had not participated in the 
campaign. It was a success both as a builder of 11 e.sprit . 
de corps" for workers, giving them recognition for their 
volunteer . efforts, and as a source of new Bond purchQ.see• 
A total .d' $8,200 in Bond sales were made, sending the 
lj Lynn grand total to $420,000. 
1
1 EXPLANATION . OF GOAL. 
Those familiar with the conduct of community fund-
raising campaigns. may have. noted . the absence of any 
stated goal or quota for the Lynn campaign. 
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Th1.s was a d~liberat.e technique~ si.nce as mentioned 
earlier in this chapter, Bond of'f.ieials . did not want 
to create the impression tha.t s ales a eti vi ties would 
cease with the .. 'end of' the inten sive drive. 
In actual fact-. .. there was . a goal set for Lynn, based. 
on its previous rEtco.t'd of' phi.lanthropy. With an average 
annual . city-wide contribution of' $295,000 to the U. J. A., 
! the Bond officials expected . to realize approximately 
I 
I 
,1· $900,000 in investments in the three-year period. 
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This es.timate was formulated on the basis that 45% 
of' the total would be reached in the first year, 75% in 
the second year, and the $900,000 total by the end of 
the campaign. 
The . reas.oning of . Bond l .e ader.s. was that the wealthier 
memb ers of the community, while they might make substantial 
purcha ses during .. the_ first. year, could . hardly be. expected 
to divert lik,e amounts f'r .m capital funds ., during each of' 
the three yea rs. On the other hand, it was fel't that 
purcha ses -by members of the lm.,rer. income · groups .would be 
accelera.ted . dur.ing the. s.e.cond and third . years of the 
I' c ampaign. Purchases from t h is. group would . be ma.de 
primarily from savings ei.ther to be 'l..,.ithdrawn from the 
·I 
bank or to be accumula ted .. · for the express purpose of making il 
an Israel Bond purchase. Therefore., while purchas-es from 
this group ' would be limited to Bonds of small denominations, 
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it was. felt tha t the same .. pa tt.ern of purchasing would 
prevail for the entire duration of the Bond sale. 
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CHAPT.ER VII 
PUBLICITY 
Prior to August., at_ which time the plans for the 
Lynn campaign were . formulated, there had been little 
or no news in the Lynn newspapers . or on the North Shore 
radio stations about the Israel Independence -Bond Issue,. 
As so.on as the committee authorized the . Lynn campaign .• 
the author, . ae public rela t.t.ons rep~esentative of the 
Israel Bond drive, met with the principals who con-
tr9l~-ed the . various Lynn media to outl.ine our plans. 
This group included the city editors of the LYNN ITEM 
and LYNN TELEGRAM NE\t/8; dail.y newspapers, the editor 
of the NORTH SHORE JEiVISH PRES~ -. an Anglo-Jewish weeklyi-
and the program direct-ors of. radio stations WESX and WLYN • 
Stressing the importanc.e of' t-he Bond campaign as 
a whole . and the intensive .nature o.f the Lynn campaign 
in particular, -..re elic.ited from them a promise of whole-
hearted coopera.tion. We assured them that we would. not 
flood them with "fluff", but that every item . submitted 
would be of import.a.nc.e to the campaign. · Evidence of 
this cooperati-on is .demonatrated. by . the · fact that, in 
a four-week period, we. received in fre€! publicity space, 
in the news columns, a .. total o.f 1130 column inches. 
This included photographs., . advance publicity st.ories 
on special events, follow-up stores, editorials, back-
ground stories on Israe.l 1 s economic progress, fillers 
(18) 
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and feature stones on campaign officials. 
In addition, the NORTH SHORE JE\IISH PRESS, just 
prior to the campaign inaugural, ran a special Israel 
Bond ed.ition. 
From the period of . Sept.ember · 3 to September 23, 
ra.d1o stations WESX and WLYN gave us. approximately $4,000 
worth of free time. This included. speeches, round table 
discussions, newscasts; and the presentation of the . 
special Isra.eL Bond transcription serie-s · ''Cities of 
Israel''. This series . was a . set of six fifteen-minute 
programs relating the story of the development of Israel's 
principal industrial. centert • 
The exhibits, included in the appendix, illustrate 
the ·extent to which the entire community was saturated 
with Israel. Bond publicity material. 
In addition. to the free space we were able to secure, 
we also persuaded the Market Street merchants to insert 
nslugs" in their regular advertisements, calling attention · 
to the exhi.bits in their stores., The L¥-NN ITEM, itself, 
sponsored an IsraeL Bond advertisement in the loca l high 
school. football program. 
PUBLIC RELATI ONS COMl-UTTEE. 
Although the Public .Relations and publicity program 
was considered · one of the highlight.s of the Lynn 
campaign, it is regrettable that there was no organized 
6:3. 
Public .. Relations committee , and that the responsibility 
for accomplishing the pr.ogram rested on the shoulders 
of the. Pu-blic Relations chairman. 
Thts . factor is the ant1.thes1s -of. good . community 
organization, and it vtas only because o.f the outstanding 
ca.paci ties of the Publ.ic . Rela tions chairman that the 
task was . accom.plished .. at. alL. Wi.th the proper assistance 
there is 11tt.l .e. doubt that he could have. conducted an 
evan more. sa ti.ei'a.ctory program and achieved much more 
phenom.enaL results. Regardless of the· capacities of 
an individual, 1 t .is too much to expect that he alone 
shoul d be responsible for both the planning and im-
pl·ementation of such an important aspect of a community 
campaign. 
I 64. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
WAS. THE LYNN CAMPAIGN SUCCESSFUL? 
Scient.ific measurement .of · the success .of any ph11-
an..throp:1c campaign, in . the absolut.e . sense, is impossible 
since the formula for flxing quotas is an arbitrary one;. 
The establishment of quotas,. in . the, main, is based on 
the need, the generaL economic conditi.ons, . the number 
of possible .. contributors in the universe, and .. the results 
of previous. campaigns of' a similar nature aimed at the 
_same public .• 
This. approach, as . far as it goes., . is w1 thin the . realm 
of scie:nt.ific measurement. Hm,rever, the ·factor that rules 
it out as an absolute sci.entif.ic -measurement i .s the 
relation of "willingness to give'' against. "abili.ty to give". 
Since this last fa.ctor is an imponderable, even i .f a 
campaign surpas.ses _, it.s goal, it . doe.s not necessarily meet 
the absolute sci.entific definition of .. suc.cess_.. 
The above ia not wr 1.tten by way of' any apologia., but 
is merely introduc.ed- to demonstrate . that the aut.hor 
realizes the limi.tations of his measurement of the '~success" 
of' the Lynn Israel Bond campaign. 
The aforementioned criteria, even taking into a.c.count 
their li.mi tat ions for scientific measurement, couldnot be 
applied in this. instance. 
Becau.s.e of the provis,1on parmi tt1ng Isra.eL.Bonda 
to be sol d over the three-year period, quotas were not 
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established in any city. Secondly, sincethecampaign 
for the sale . of . Bonds was a ·· new and untried venture in 
Lynn, there was no historical precedent . of a . similar 
nature against. which resul.t.s could be gauged ·. 
In order to obtain a reasonabl.e degree of scientific 
measurement, the author established the foll.owing criteria 
which he belie.ves are the most obJective po s sib le 11 ithin 
the scope of this type -of study: 
1) comparison of Lynn campaign . sales. total with 
results obtained in cities with compare.ble 
population characteristics. 
2) comparison of Lynn Israel Bond re.sults, in terms 
of sales total and in terms of. number of partici-
pants, with results of prior campaigns aimed at 
the same public. 
The entire universe of' United. State.s cities which 
a re similar in st.ructure to Lynn as far as Jewish population 
charac.teristics includes 59 cities. In conformity with 'I 
I 
accepted scienti.f.ic sampling methods, 17 of these cities 
were selected at random .• 
It must . be remembered .that the, figures · recorded a.s 
the sales totals in these communities are based, not on 
a. six-week campaign period, but . on the . t .ota.l sales since 
the inception of the Israel Bond drive on ~ ~Y' 1, 1951 
through October 31, 1951. 
I -~=r~ 
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c ovrrvrmn TY TOTAl . SALES 
LYNN, MASSActTIJSETrrs ~~1 411' 5 50 
Bridgeport, Conn. 237,450 
Columbus, Ohio 81,000 
Dallas, Texas 914,400 
Elizabeth, N.J. 412,000 
Indianapolis, Ind. 574,850 
Louisville, Kentuck y 193,500 
Oakland, California 243,700 
Omaha, Nebraska 212,000 
Portland, Oregon 191,000 
Richmond, Virginia 271,950 
san Diego, California 130,600 
scranton, Pa. 90,500 
Seattle, Washington 742,100 
Springfield, Mass. 185,800 
St. PaUl, l'Ainn. 197,650 
Syracuse , N.Y. 97,000 
Worcester, Mass. 208,100 
JEV.TISH NUMBER OF 1b SUBSCRIBERS 
POPULATION SUBSCHIBE_RS TO TOTAJ, J EWISH 
POFLJli1 TI ON 
10,000 1,938 19% 
11,550 781 7% 
7,400 279 4% 
10,000 552 6% 
10,000 643 6io 
7,600 386 5% 
9,700 585 6% 
7,500 651 9% 
8 ,300 664 sot io 
7,300 390 5% 
8 ,750 811 9% 
7,100 463 6% 
7,900 516 7% 
9,950 512 5% 
10,000 740 7% 
12,000 704 6% 
10,000 442 4"1 70 
9,750 777 84';; I 
AVERJ\_GE 
SALES 
~~ 212. 
300. 
290 . 
1,655. 
640. 
1,489 . 
330. 
374. 
319. 
489. 
335. 
282 . 
175. 
1,449. 
251. 
280. 
206. 
267. 
II~~ I\)._., Q\.0_,. 
0\ 
~· 
• 
=-===- ---
The results obtained in Lynn appear spectacular 
when pl.aced .. for measurement against the , abov.e list. In 
al.l . fairness, however, it . must . be .emphasized that many 
of these communi ties had been wi.thout adequate leader-
ship at the beg inni.ng of the campaign. After the 
normal summer hiatus of activity, some of them did show 
signs of accelerated . sales during September and Octo.ber. 
Nowhere did the results a pproachthe Lynn campaign, 
:either in . total sales or in the amount of Bonds sold. 
The . number o f Bonds sold ia, perhaps., an ev.an 
better measurement of the suc.cess of the. campaign for 
it shov'led the extent of community part.icipa tion. Dallas, 
Indianapolis, Eliz.abeth and Sea.ttle e,ll show larger sales 
tota ls than Lynn. The number of Bonds sold, however, 
is appraciably . lower. 
In Dallas, for example, isoo,ooo of the total was 
achieved in two $250,000 Bond purcha ses, and in Seat.tle 
there ware four $50,000 purchases and one $.100,000 sale• 
Thetop purchase i n Lynn was the $20,000 bought 
by Da vid Kirs.tein, and aside from a handful of purcha ses 
in the $1.000 ao $5000 categor y, . the remainder of the 
Bond s sold were to "small" purchasers •. 
The next category o f criteria in d etermining the 
success of the Lynn Israel Bond campaign. is the com-
parison o f its r esults with results of previous fund-
--'It=-==-= ======= ----- -
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raising efforts within . the Lynn Jewish com:nuni ty. 1
1 
'I 
The f irst of t-hese . c :)mparisons is between the 
Bo.nd drive and the .annual United Jewis h Appeal. In 
the peak year, . 194.8, the U. J. A. raised $470,000 from 
3,100 c .ont r 1 butors. The ave.rage for the -10 years that 
the u. J. A. bad been functioning in Lynn wa.s$295,000 
I (21) 
annually from 2,900 . contributors. Thus it can be seen, 
that, despite . i .ts comparati-vely .long acceptance by the 
community, the U. J. A. had succeeded . only in 1948 in 
surpassing the totalraised by the Bond drive, which was 
an entirely new concept• 
The list of contributors to U. J. A. was much higher 
than the number of Bond purcha ser s. A factor to be 
considered in this measurem.ent, however, is tha t the 
U. J. A. list . consisted of peo ple who had . contributed 'I 
$1.00 or more, while the minimum Bond denomination was I 
$50.00. 
In this respect, it should be pointed .. out that 
among the lower economic levels money for the . Bonda 
c a.me . from savings, whereas the usual U. J. A. contribution 
was. "out o f the pocket~'. 
(22) 
- - ==- -..=--- -==---- =-~======--
campaigns ext.ending over 18 months to ac.complish i.t .• 
The fact that there was . a trem.endaus . income . differential 
between then and now might justifiably negate any con-
tention that the . IsraeL Bond campaign was relatively 
·mo.re "success.ful". 'lie turn, there.fore~ to our other 
criteri.o.n, the. number of participants ... 
The number of. people . contributing to .the building 
fund. was approximately 2000, nearly the same amount as 
those who purchased Bands during the six-week campaign. 
Again the disparity in the m.inimal amount ne.o.es.sary 
to get on the .list must be taken into consideration. 
The above statistics, when considered within 
the limits . of the criteria established for gauging 
"success" or failure, prove . that the . Lynn Israel Bond 
campaign may justly be termed a successful campaign. 
I II 
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CHAPTER IX 
~tHY THE LYNN CAMPAIGN . ~UU:J SUCCESSFUL 
In an attempt t o isa.lat.e som.e. specific factor for the 
community wide .. parti.cipa.tion i .n Israel Bond Week, the author ' 
. ' 
conducted a total of 48 interviews among the following 
respondents: 
Campaign Officials . (4) 
Campaign rlorke.rs (11) . 
Campaign Professionals (6) 
Israel Bond Purchasers (6) 
City Government Officials (2) 
Chamber of Commerce Staff (3) 
Merchants (8) 
N ewspape.r Personna 1 ( 4) 
Radio Station Personnel (2) 
United Jewish Appeal Executive Director (1) 
Jewish Community Center Executive Director (1) 
In many i .nst.ancea when interviews were conducted . with 
profes.s.i .onal staff, Chamber of Commerce . officials, city 
governm.ent offi.cial.s, and newspaper an.d radio personnel, 
the entire universe . which had participat.e.d 1n tha campaign 
was used. Scientific sampling methods were not u.aed to 
select res pond.e.nts in the l a rger groups such as Bond 
purchasers, campaign officials and campaign workers. The 
!! 
I 
I 
I 
author did make ·1n effort, however, to s e lect the 
res pondents. in the latter cate.gorie.s in accordance with 
the princ.iplea . of stra-tif.i cation. Thus,. the group of 
I' I 
CD.mpaign workers_ included some. pe.ople who had never before 
served in a volunteer capacity in any campaign, and s .ome 
who had been active in community campaigns for many years. 
I 
--- =====#-:11 ==== 
The respondents among the Bond purchasers were sel-
ected, as far as wa·s possible, from the two categories 
of' economic status and previous philanthropic record. 
The breakdown here includes: 
l Top level economio-fullpartioipation in previous 
campaigns. 
l Top level economic-little previous community 
activity. 
l Second level economic- no previous campaign 
activity. 
2 Lower level economics- no previous campaign 
act1v1ty~ 
l Lower level economic-fairly active in previous 
campaigns. 
Questions directed at those respondents directly 
connected with the campaign, such as volunteers, pro-
fessionals and purchasers, attempted to determine why 
volunteers were motivated to join the Israel Bond Comm-
ittee; why purchasers bought Bonds; what effect the 
Market Street exhibit had on participation; and whether 
the publicity program "got through" to the community. 
A sample of some of the answers to the above quest-
ions will illustrate ~he wide range of factors which 
motivated both Bond purchasers and volunteer workers 
in the Lynn campaign~ 
-· 
VOLUNTEER WORKERS 
"My organizational Bond chairman appointed me." 
"I was anxious to help Israel." 
"I never thought I would live to see the dar. when 
there was such a thing as a Jewish nation. ' 
"Everybody seemed to be getting into the act." 
"I wanted the ZOA (Zionist Organization of America) 
to be well-represented in the campaign·." 
"I have been campaigning for Jewish causes tor 20 
years, ringing doorbells, asking people for 
money. This is the first opportunity I have ever 
had to offer a material as well as a spiritual 
return for thS money p.eople gave me." 
"If the Gentile merchants could partic~pate in 
the program, why shouldn't I?" · 
BOND :PURCHASERS 
"My friend solicited me." 
"As tar as I'm concerned, it's not an investment~ 
It's the same as the U.J.A. but I bought a Bond 
anyway~" 
11 I was thrilled by the courageous performance of 
Ray Leizer." 
11 I was at the rally and at the women's meeting at 
Mrs~ Lampert's. If people like Franklin D. Roose-
velt,Jr. and Pierre Van:Paassen think the Bonds 
are a good investment, I am certainly willing to 
take a ohanc.e•" 
11 I read the nprospeotus and I saw a lot of stuff in 
the papers about Israel 1a progress." 
"Nate Cohen is a. friend of' mine. I would have 
bought a Bond anyway, but his sales 'talk sold 
me on a much bigger one than I meant to buy at 
the present time~" . 
DID PUBLIC.ITY PENETRATE? 
~he only pattern which could be interpreted from 
this wide variety of reasons for participation was that 
we had succeeded in our objective of' creating a climate 
of' opinion which made participation "the thing to do." 
This contention was further borne out in the attempt 
to measure the merit of' our publicity ef'f'ortse Recog-
nition and recall tests conducted with newspaper stories, 
advertisements and the "G:lties of Israel 11 radio series 
proved conclusively that the community was aware that 
there was an Israel Bond campaign taking place there~ 
Further questioning of respondents indicated that in 
general the public also knew the purposes ot the Indep-
endence Bond Issue. Virtually every respondent mentioned 
phrases like "economic development 11 and 11 help spread 
democracy" 1n his answers~ 
CHAPTER X 
THE FORMUlA AND HOW IT vfAS TESTED 
The Israel Bond organization had, by embarking on 
the Lynn Bond drive, set out to establish a formula that 
could be used for campaigns in other cities . The next 
logical steps, t hen, are a review of the components of 
the "Lynn-type " campaign to det ermine vrha.t the formula 
was , and second, the testing of the formula in another 
locale . 
THE FORMULA 
The essential elements of the formula which was 
developed i n LJmn are as f ollows : 
1 . Devising of a program which dramatizes the 
Israel Bond campaign , and i'l'hich gi vee the 
entire community an opportunity to participate. 
2. Study of entire commm1i ty , its history and 
the attitudes and behavior patterns of i ts 
citizenry·. 
3. Study of major group participating in program 
to a scertain which organizations and which 
leaders can mold community into a single unit . 
4 . Secure proper ca~paign leadership 
5 . Develop sound organizational structure 
6 . Establish time schedule which provides for 
optimum effort within as short a period as 
possible~ 
It should be recognized that the above formul a is 
only a framework, and that within each community there 
19: 
will be special situations and special problems, indi8;-
enous to that community, which must be faced·. However, 
the above factors can,from the evidence of the Lynn 
campaign, be considered as an adequate outline to be 
follovred in organizing a community for the Israel Bond 
drive• 
TESTING THE FOfu~LA 
To test the above premise, the st~ff of the Greater 
Boston Israel Bond. headquarters instituted a "Lynn-type " 
campaign in Lowell on Novemeer 14 and in Vlorcester on 
December 7. 
In essence, the results obtained in these communities 
compared favorably with the results of the Lynn drive ·. 
Lowell , where the United Jewish Appeal had yielded an 
average annual figure of $85,000, sold $115 ,000 i:n 
Israel Bonds during a four week period~ Worcester, 
which had a previous total of $208,100 in Israel Bond 
sales for the six month period from May through October , 
sold an additi onal ~~150 ,000 worth of Bonds through its 
"Lynn-type " program• 
Thus, using all the criteria available, we have 
shown that the formula developed in Lynn could be used 
as the bas i s for planning Israel Bond campaigns in 
other cities throughout the nation~ 
CHAPTER XI 
THE LYNN CAMPAIGN-A PUBLIC AND CO~IDNITY RELATIONS 
ACHIEVEMENT 
The author, in attempting to ascertain the effect-
iveness of the public relations aspects of' the campaign, 
interviewed representatives of' the city government, 
Chamber or Commerce officials, newspaper and radio station 
personnel and a group of eight merchants~ 
All except the last group bad been active in some 
phase or the campaign. In the case of' the merchants, the 
author stratified his sample to include a representative 
of the Market Street merchants who did not join in the 
exhibit, and two businessmen from Union Street, the shop-
ping section not included in the exhibit area~ 
The consensus followed the tone set by Randell in 
his letter to the Worcester Chamber of' Commerce. From 
Mayor Tarr down through the other categories interviewed, 
there was not a single cr.ticism or any phase of' the camp-
aign~ Some of' the Union Street merchants, thanks to the 
good will created by our letter explain~ng why they were 
not included in the promotion program;, had even taken 
space in the Israel Bond Edition of the !forth Shore Jewish 
Press to add their best wishes for the success of' the 
campaign• 
Almost every persorr· interviewed singled out some 
phase of the campaign for a public relations accolade~ 
COMMENTS OF MERCHANTS 
The merchants were impressed by our handling of the 
distribution plan for the displays so that each store 
would get equitable treatment. We convinced the display 
men in the stores that for this promotion it would be 
mare effective if they displayed materials not usually 
shown in their windows• In this manner, we were able to 
effect the distribution or materials to the aatlltt&ctio·n 
The only problem we had was the placement of the 
$400,000 Weisberg collection ot Jewish ritual silver• 
Naturally this was the most coveted display• Fortunately 
there were only two stores with windows large enough to 
carry tpe collection• One of these was a jewelry store, 
and in accordance with the. display program, would not 
receive jewelry for its windows• ~herefore, there was no 
complaint when this exhibit was given to Kennedy•. 
The following is a comment by one of the merchants 
on Market Street who did not participate: 
"My store is next to the place where you had your 
sales center. When I learned you had a sound machine 
and were going to play records all day, I was ready 
to squawk• But your thoughtfulness in keeping the 
volume down dissuaded me. It was another example of 
the high plane on which your .activities were conduct• 
ed." ' 
COMMENTS OF CIVIC OFFICIALs 
The civic officials were enthusiastic about every 
phase of the campaign, but were parti&ularly pleased 
(23) 
that we had used representatives of other faiths in the 
program~ 
Mayor Tarr, at the presentation ceremonies where he 
received his Israel Bond, said; 
"The dignity whth which the Lynn Israel Bond Week (24) 
was carried out is a. tribute to the Lynn Jewish 
community. Our entire city benefited from this 
opportunity to learn about our sister democr-cy 
on the other side of' the world~ I am proud to have 
been able to take part in such a worthwhile comm-
unity venture•" 
COMMENTS OF NEWSPAPER AND RADIO PERSONNEL 
The treatment aocorded our publicity material by the 
newspapers and radio stations bespoke their friendly att-
itude toward the campaign. 
At the Cabaret Night celebration to which they were 
invited, Ed Ja.f'fe, ~ editor of' the Lynn Item, said: 
"In many of' these campaigns, pressure from the bus- (25) 
iness otf'ice is exerted on the city desk to give 
preferential treatment to .. certain stories. We app-
reciate very munh the action of' the Lynn Public 
Relations staff' in dealing directly withnua~ and 
respecting our authority as editors• 
I know that I speak tor everyone at this table when 
I express my personal gratitude f'or the manner in 
which stories were released. I realize the diff-
iculty inherent 1n trying to reconcile newspaper 
deadlines with deadlines for radio- newscasts, and 
I am satisfied that all media received equitable 
treatment from your of'f'ioe•" 
COMMENTS OF JEWISH COMMUNITY OFFICIALS 
The final interviews were conducted with William 
Pruss, executive director of the United Jewish Appeal, 
and Herman Sbukovsky, executive director of' the L~ 
~lewish Community Center-. ~o the author, this was the 
. ~ 
suprem~ test of the value of the campaign as a public 
relations program• 
The Greater Boston professional staff, when the camp-
aign was added, would leave the city-. The impression whicl 
we had made would remain ••• andit would be reflected -in 
the attitude of the entire commtm1ty toward projects to 
be sppnaored by the Jewish commtmity in the -t'utW!te.-. Thus, 
these two officials would either benefit or surfer from 
the effects or our campaign• 
In the words or HermaD Shukovsky, which form a f'i ttir ~ 
conclusion tor this treatise, their evaluation of the 
campaign was& 
"The Israel Bond. campaign 1n Lynn has given stature (26) 
and an increased m.easure of dignity to the Jewish 
community-. ~ou have established a new hallmark ot 
rapport in your relations with public of'tioials, 
the press and other groups in Lynn. As unofficial 
ambas,sadors or the Jewish community, you created, 
1n a two month period, an atmosphere ot good will 
which can be the foulldation for an enduring and 
harmonious relationship among :.all religious groups 
in our city-." 
CHAPTER XII 
CONCLUSION 
'rhis exposition of the "~N STORY" demonstrates 
clearly the public and community relations aspects of 
an intensive and extensive campaign·. It proves the value 
of using sound, proven campaign methods with adequate 
and accUl.,ate preliminary planning-. 
~e author ' s participation in the "LYNN STORY" gave 
him an opportunity to test th~ theories and methods 
learned at the Boston University School of Public Relat-
ions and Communications-. The results achieved were eloq-
uent testimony to the soundness of the school curriculum , 
and added greatly to his knowledge in the field of human 
relations-. 
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LYN11 ISRAEL BOND .uAZCUTIVt.: C011!AITTEE 
MAPS CAKPAIGN PLANS AT TH~ H01iE OF 
CHAIRMAN NATHAN COHEN. 
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COMl':IDHTY lEADERS AT SPECIAL PURCHP.SES 
MEETING • KERNWOOD COUNTRY CLUB, 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 
STATE OF ISRAEL DOLLAR BONDS 
I hnchy lllllkrlah· to ""'''' ihe to the "5.\0il.OOO.Oilll h'ue of Bond, ''' 
folio"': 
!l)f_ ~ r!FICAliO~ NU'-'IBER 
$ in r Dollar Sa\ ing\ Bond .... 112-~ ~ar Bond, \\orth I )(V( of 1\...,UC amount at maturity ) 
S in Dollar Coupon Bond' 11.\-)ear :1' ,•; llond,-intcrc't pa)ahk 'cmi-annually) 
f'lc:l\e i\\lle and mail S 1 111 Ill I'R 11 1 hond' 'ub,c·rihed for to 
NAMF 
1 Ph: .t''-' pr1111) 
1\ DDIU· '~ CllY A~[) STAlE 
My c·h,·c·k for the amount of "5 
My ._·he,·k for the amount of 'S 
t Pka"~: print 1 
j, attadlcll. 
"ill be for" arded h) 
1 indtcate date) 
.Jdnn\\ ledge' rcc·eipt of " current Pro,pectu' relating to s" II OJ · hR\1-L Dollar Bond,, 
1 \tJ..!Il..lturc of Suh,~.:nher) 
' ~•me.· ,,f ~h'h~r.llltl)! ()q.:.mtt.lll,,n, It \ n' • 1 \ JJn:'' l 
IICAN FINANCIAl AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION FOR ISRAEL , 
HAROLD SHERMAN GOLDBERG EXPlAINS 
i~\\U ~\1~ \~~~tl 
TECHNICAL POINTS OF BOND ISSUE 
AT WORKER TRAINING INSTITUTE. 
MAYOR STUlutT A. TARR SIGNS PROCLAMA-
TION FOR ISRAEL BOND WEEK. iYATCHING 
A.qE MRS. BURTON MACHINIST • WC!.!EN 13 
CHAIRI.l.JiN • AND NATHAN COHEN • LYNN 
CHAIRMAN. 
MAYOR STUART A. TARR BROADCASTS 
PROCUJ:ATION OVEH. RADIO STATION WLYlJ. 
WITH HThl ARE HAROLD Zlt.u~..A.N, CAMPAIGl~ 
VICE CHA!R};lAN • AND MRS. MACHINIST. 
BANNERS FLY OVER LYNN JEWISH 
C01LlillHTY CENTER FOO ISR ,\EL BOND 
CAIU'AIGN . 
CONGRESS:t.'lAN FRANKLIN D. ROOOEVELT ,JR. 
SPE ;.KING AT LYNN ISRA8L BOND RALLY 
'1ill<ICIPAL AUDITORM , SIDlDAY, 
SEPTB11BER 16 
HAJmLJ!!S;, CONC,i!;RT PIANIST RAY LEIZER 
ENTERTAINS AT LYNN ISR.'\EL BOND RALLY , 
MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM , SUNDAY , 
SEPI'EMBER 16 
FORTY FOOT BANNERS ACROSS MARKET 
STRE::::T CARHY ISRAEL SLOGANS DUlUNG 
lSR.AEL BOND WEEK . 
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WEISBbRG COLIECTI 01\ OF JE,IJSH RITUAL 
SILV~R VALUED AT ~400,000 01 DISPLAY 
A'l' L.iARKBT STR::::::;T ISRAEL BOND liXHIBIT 
EMBROIDERED 
IN ENS 
N SRAEL 
DISPLAY OF HAND-EMBROIDERED ISRAELI 
LINENS 6.XHIB ITED IN ·,'i .T .GRA'NT \i!NDO~'l 
.::URii~G ISR \EL BOND t"lESK . 
CH:\RTS OF ISR \BL'S i::CONO!.HC PROGRESS 
DI SPL.i\YED IN 1i nmo., OF LYlm FIVE C~tiT 
SAVIljGS BANK 0URING ISR!\i:L BOND itt:...X. 
S ILVt:R";jARE .Mi\.D~ IiJ JERUSALEM MHIBITED 
Il-l ll . F. NE~'diALL & SON JE'NEIRY STORE; 
;:m:-tHG LYNN ISR\..::;1 BOND W8~K . 
YOUR BUND ~U.H ISRAEl I. 
I~RAEL EXHIBIT 
HERE SEPT. 16-21 
Big Bond Program to Be 
Staged 
Thousands ot North Shore resi-
dents will have their first oppor-
tunity to see industrial and agri-
oultural exhibits, art collections 
and religious and cultural ob-
jects trom the world's youngest 
democracy the week of Sept. 
16-22, as the entire length of the 
Market Street business district 
will be devoted to special win-
dow and interior displays from 
Israel. 
Dasi&nated as Israel Bond Week 
by Mayor Stuart A. Tarr, in com-
memoration of the launchint ot 
Greater Lynn sales activities on 
behalf of the $500,000,000 Israel 
Independence Bond T <;Sue, special 
events for the city- •., celebra-
tion will includf' •s rally 
Sunday evening. 4 ((,• T,ynn Municipal A1· ~~ 
Chamber of ' ~ 
in honor ol". ~ 
from Isra,. !JT/ ~· 
19. In ., ~ 
week t' ~ ~q; ~ 
tuncti ~ ~c; ~~ 
the ~ ., 
.. ~ ,. ~ 
t' -v~·; ~· ..s. ~,.. ~~r 
AIJGIJBT U, 11151 
EVENING ITEM -·lYNN, MASS.. FRIDAY :SEPTEMBER 7, 
'Bonds For Israel Aides 
To Hold Workers Institute 
loth Men and Women To Attend 
Sessions At Jewish Center 
GUEST SPEAKER-Harry Le~ine 
widely-known :s-ew England IndUS.: 
trlallst. who will be the gue•t 
8peaker at the Worker Training In-
lltltute of the <ireater Lynn Com-
mittee for the Bonds of the Israel 
f;on•rnment, )(on.day evening at 
l,yno Jewish Community Center. : 
I.e,·lne, who Is Mal!sachu!llt'tts 
for thP $500,000 Independence 
waN a pioneer In Introducing 
indn~trlal tPchnlqu~ to Is-
M~roclaims 
Israel Bond Week 
Mayor Stuart A. Tarr sounded 
the first note in the Greater Lynn 
campaign for the sale of Israel 
Independence Bonds by proclaim-
ing the week of September 16 to 
September 23 as Israel Bond 
Week. . .11 "the week long celebratiOn WI , 
~n Sunday evening ~i~h a gi- : 
gantic rally at the MuniCipal Au-
ditorium, featuring Congressman 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Jr., 
as principal speaker. . 
In issuing the proclamatiOn, 
Mayor Tarr praised t~e courage I 
of the citizens of Israel m ~ebuild- . 
ing their land and fulfil~mg the 
biblical promise of estabhshmg a 
Jewish nation, a haven of rescue 
for persecuted peoples. He de-
clared, "The State of Israel •. found-
ed as it is on the same prmciples 
advocated by the pioneers whose 
vision was responsible for ou~ 
own 'Declaration of Independence 
will surely emerge as the Middle 
East's bastion of freedom. Israel, 
in its three years of stateh~d has 
roven to the world that It has 
fhe will to build a st~o~g •. ec~mo­
mically sound nation, If It IS giVen 
the proper tools. The Independ-
ence Bond Issue is the medlUJ? 
through which ·we can ass 1st. this 
budding country that has built a 
flourishing garde!J out of a desert . 
wasteland." , 1 ' The text of the Mayors proc a- ' 
tion is as follows: 
WHEREAS, the State of Isr~el 
has repeatedly demonstrated Its 
ateadfast adherence to the ca.uee 
pf democracy, and its key Im-
portance as an o~tpost to de-
mocracy in a crucial area of the 
world; and 
WHEREAS, Israel repre~ents 
the fulfillment of the ag~-old Id.eal 
of a Jewish State, and 1s servmg 
as a haven of rescue and home-
land for vast numbers of homeless 
and oppressed Jews, and 
WHEREAS, the State of Israel 
has announced the flotation of a 
$SOO,OOO,OOO bond issue in the 
United States to enable Israel to 
realize its great opportumhes for 
the complete absorption of new-
comers through industrial and 
agricultural expansi~n, and to 
speed Israel's transition to eco-
nomic independence and self suf-
ficiency and the achievement co.f 
Jewish 'statehood in the fullest 
sense of the word; and 
WHEREAS, the State of Israel 
bonds off~ a twof?ld. appeal, as 
an indispensable a1d In the de-
·lopment of Israel, and as a 
1d investment in the most 
, .. pidly growing democracy in the 
world: 
THEREFORE, I. STUART A. 
T ARR the Mayor of Lynn, Mass-achus~tts. by the authority vested 
in me, do hereby proclaim thtt 
week of September 16, 1951 as 
Israel Bond Week. 
MAYOR PURCHASES ISRAEL BOND - Mayor Stuart A. Tarr became the first customer :o 
purchase an Israel Bond at the Sales and Information Center of the Greater Lynn Commit-
tee, 124 Market Street. Making the sale is Mrs. Simon Miller of the Greater Lynn Wom-
en's Division. 
~N TELEGRAM-NEWS, Tllu.SDAY, ~DL. ... Jtll 
Hadassah to Honor 
Mrs. Epstein At 
Bond Rally, Show 
,'Market Street M---.. ~ ... 
'To Assist Israel Drive 
Unusual and Instructive Exhibits 
To le Shown In Stores Sept. 16·22 
1 B'rit\~j TELEG~_~¥-NEWS1, S 
Hears 1a · . ;ls · O/e of c'~"~~~~~!~~,::;~.3~~t: D IT 0 R I A L P A G Jt"':~~~~{~!~~ds lis rn ot the. o . rnet+ i lr)lttee liter l3o e](eC!Jti 'DokJ · 
RoO ·ith a dlnnel tcr- ' SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 15 1951 ' Bo ston ... lie bo Ine, 
\as\ night 'd' hY ~teller en ' ' ~l!t 111:4 Of t'- ""Oir)en• ard 
. h\I<YhtC O ' itnd l1 ne 1 8 
hlg " . ·· tcr l ISRAEL BOND SALE Of rst sra 
. . Kingdom. '-t \ilc \ ~ lJ . the kc Chair et 
. "frank P thoniY un 1 • llited J. Olr)e , '111an 
D1. utstanding adu his audience , "In my judgment the bonds of the State of Israel are Intere ellvish • n s 
and o \ thn\lc . . of de- ood th b nds f th t . 'th h'C'h I t Sts of <"~PPe 
. Israc . a\ dcscnpll?~ ,,1\ckeY . as g as e o o any o er na 10n Wl w 1 a n1ee . the c Ill, 
th a {ac\Un that countn··t" sto.r \ am familiar." Of th 
1111
g Of t'-Urreiit 
\ rnents 1 t cirCUI ' ~t e J. ''e 
· oP "b<Jrch 40 nlinutes , This statement by Alben W Barkley, Vice-President the C e11118h 
-rreernan_.e the grouP . a11id ente 
\so ga'
1
· g hurnor. of the United States, echoes the opinion held by promi- ~"-· · Slo~-.J, last . 
spark 111 uon~'- 111/:ht_ 
nent leaders throughout our nation. Israel, in its three 
h h , _E_V_ ENtN,.. 1'-* . years as an independent state, as won t e esteem o~ ':7 1-:M -' __ __ .. -LYNN 
people everywhere. Particularly in the United States, T 
where our every effort is exerted toward spreading the HU~SOA, Y SE ------~ ' 
chan ~··£~5tc;JI. _r.la~~~~~ ideals of liberty and freedom throughout the world, this J ~ ~~E~. 20, 
· na' · --- ._,. J !' ~ tiny nation has been acclaimed for its adherence to the 
EVE ~rinciples of democracy which we love so well. 
,____ NING _I!EM- lYNN, MASS., The Israel Bond sale which opens in Greater Lynn 
· his week-end, is the cornerstone of a large scale develop-
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1951 ment program that will consolidate the economy of this 
I I C young country which ~as in just forty short months as-SrGe on sui tounded the world's foremost economists by its phenom-
T B G t enal industrial progress. 0 e · Ue5 Standing as security behind the Bond Issue are th1 
Of Ch b spirit, resourcefulness and integrity of a people who hav am er never defaulted on any obligation which they hav 
.. ~~··~!.-~' ft ~A"nlo mhf\ h,vp wrowzht miracles frq • 
Y EVENING ITEM- LYNN MASS., WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBf 
LATE PLANS FOR LYNN ISRAEL BOND CAMPAIGN 
Key personnel of the Greater Lynn Committee for the 
onds of the Israel Government, who met this week at the 
n Jewish_ Community Center to receive assignments from 
neral chairman, Nathan Cohen, for forthcoming Israel ln-
~ndenc:e Bond sales. Left to right , Jacob Goldberg, Ben-
mm B~nson, Abba A. Sales, Hyman Addis, Sydney Sugar-
Irving Kessler, Mr. C~he~, David Epstein, Boris Young, 
ur M. Sugarman, Ben1amm Bronstein, Cantor Bernard 
ller, Solomon Wolk. 
S-M Hadassah To 
Meet At Salem Hotel 
. Because a capacity attendance 
Is expected at the first meeting fJ d the Swampscott-Marblehead 
O~toabessah on . Monday evening, 
r 8, With the announce-
ment that Mrs. Moses p E st . past N t· · · P em, a Ional President of H 
dassa_h, will be guest spea::{er t:; 
;reetmg will be held at the Hotel 
T awthorne in Salem instead of 
emp!e ~srael in Swampscott 
ed Invitations have been ext~nd-
to Lynn Hadassah d 
the Salem, Peabody, and a~v:;f 
lhapters to ~hare in the privl~ 
ege of. hearmg Judith Epstein ;t :e Is known to thousands of 
a ssah women all over the c~ll!ltry. Mrs. Epstein, national 
c. ~ll'man of the Women's Di-
VIsion . Bonds of Israel Govern-
ment, LS one of the most am,-n nl"t-
LYN I.t UASS THURSDAY, SEPTiMBER 13, NIN6 ITEM- N, M ., 
HOTAILES AT INAUGURAL OF ISRAEL BOND CAMPAIGN HERE 
FDR, JR., MEETS THE LADIES- Flashi 
Congreumtn Fran!!in Delano Rooseve 
Lynn Israel- Bond urive at Lynn City 
rithtl Mrs. Abraham Hoh:, chairma 
cheir1nen of the women's division, 
. ~ ISRAEL BOND 
DRIVE OFF TO 
GREAT START 
Cong. Roosevelt Lauds 
Spirit ol Local 
Audience 
I 
welcorm·d the counsul to Lynn and Alfred T Comstock. chairman of 
lauded Israel for it> lrrm , ,,, nd in thP Forum; Harold Batson chair- 1 
one of the most explosl\·e b e CI!Oi' S man of the Retarl Trade Tlure'tll 
ales Lauded I of the world. 1and chairman of the Market Street BACK CA'::IIPAH;X i,::roup for the Israel Bond Dnv~. , 
B Ch b PICSidcnt Ficdcllck E. r >U\\C.s Beth El ; Harold Zimman, vice I 
. . . . .· " . ~ . · Rabbi brae! Harburg of Temple y am er. of th.; Chamber congratulated bus- r··M;->~-·. ~· ... _ ._ __ ..... _,,_ ~ ·s 
. mess men of the city for their in- i 
Declarmg that the State of Is-lterest aeti\·e participation in LYNN TELEGRAM-NEWS, .J 
rae! has less than a decade to build : present Israel Bond Dri\·e to he i .. · 1· 
the same type of natiOn tl1at ~ ·c keep democracy alive in the iv'Iiddic 1 1d 
ve been bUlldmg m the p:~~t 1;)\J 'East ]MONDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1951 
rs, Senior Israel Consul Josd 1 Nathan CohP~ 1an of tha 
Neva speakmg at a chamt:er ofiisrael Bor-' \1rs Ber-
commerce Forum yesterday. des- nard .. , t'!l'- .he wom- Donor Dinner Workers 
Advanced With Plans 
cribed the proplems faced by the..- · ,.,, '\: ·e 10 tho 
state. £f. 
To a large gUhering at •· -Af.~ ~ .. ,._...., 
forum of the Ch<. ~f.~ .. The second in a series of Lynn Hadassah donor dinner workers' 
meetings was held recently to-
gether with Hadassah's Bonds for 
Israel committee. at the home of 
Mrs. Charles V Labovitz, Atlantic 
avenue, Swampscott. 
-at the Hotel Edh ~~~'i· 
M. Henry \~f. 
Mayor Stuart 
Mrs. Charles Labovitz, chair-
man, Bonds for Israel, for Lynn 
Hadassah, lauded her committee 
for their efforts in promoting the 
sale of bonds, and called upon 
them for their continued efforts 
toward a most successful conclu-
sion of t-he current bond drtve. 
Mrs. Swartz, secretary of the. 
Lynn Bonds for Israel committee, 
announced that the Swampscott-
Mal'blehead ~hapter of H:'l.dassah 
were sponsoring a meeting at the 
Hotel Hawthorne in Salem. Octo-
ber 8, whi-ch Mrs. Judith Epstein, 
national chairman; women's com-
mittee, was to address. In addi· 
tlon there would be a fashion 
llh-~-----------1 ehow. The Lynn Hadassah and 
• fN•N'S MAYOR GRmS A PRESIDENT'S SON C 
F kl . - ongress-man ra~ •n Delano Roosevelt, Jr., of New York, son of the 
late PreSident Roosevelt, is presented with a history volume 
of Lynn by the chief executive, Stuart A. Tarr. The congress-
man c:..me to Lynn to address a rally for the Greater Lynn 
Israel Bond Committee. 
the Salem-BeYerly-Peabody Ha-
dassah have been invited 
PARTICIPATE IN ISRAEL BOND SALE- Delegates from 
Greater Lynn women's organizations who pledged I 00 per 
cent cooperation to Mrs. Burton Machinist, head of the Wom-
Divi,ion for the Greater Lynn Israel Independence Bond 
in .the campaign which will be inaugurated early in Sep .. 
te'l'ber. Front row (left to right) Mrs. David Slobodkin, Jew-
ish • Community Center Women's League; Mrs. Jack Hurwitz, 
Sisferhood Anshai Sfard, and Mrs. Louis Kaplan, Jewish War 
Vet,erans. Rear row, Mrs. Morris Roiter, Mitrachi; Mrs. Har-
old! Feuerstein, Ahabat Shalom; Mrs. Edward Stone, Jewish 
So~ial Service Agency and Mrs. Morris Epstein, Juvenile Aid 
Society. 
Subscribe To The 
"Press" Today 
WHEREAS, the State of 
Israel has i-epeatedly demon-
strated its steadfast adher-
ence to the cause of demo-
cra.cy and its key importance 
ru an outpost of democracy 
in a crucial area of t h e 
world; and 
W H E R E A S, Israel represents 
thE' fulfillment of the age--old ideal 
O( a Jewish State, and is serving as 
a haven of rescue and homeland 
for vast numbers of homeless and 
oppressed Jews; and 
WHEREAS, the State of Israel 
bas announced the flotation of a 
$500,000,000 bond issue in the 
Unlf ed States to enable Israel to 
realize its great opportunities for 
the complete absorption of new-
comers through industrial and 
agricultural expansion, and to 
speed Israel's transition to econo-
mic independence and self-suffici-
ency, and the achievement of Jew-
ish Statehood in the fullest sense 
of the word; and 
WHEREAS, the State of Israel 
bonds offer a two-fold appeal, as 
an indispensable aid in the de-
velopment of I rael, and as a sound 
investment in the most rapidly 
growing democracy In the world; 
THEREFORE, I, Stuart A. Tarr, 
Mayor of Lynn, Massachusetts, by 
the authority vested in me, do 
hereby proclaim the week of Sep-
~ember 16, 1951 as Israel Bond 
W eek. 
Shear & Sons 
Restaurant & Delicatessen 
The Only 
Jewish Style Restaurant 
171 Lynn 
AU Food Fl'eshly Prepared 
1!)8 SUMMER ST., LYNN 
LYnn G-9Ul 
We Qlt6r !or AU Occasions 
• 
Israel OHicial 
To Address Lynn 
C. of C. Luncheon 
YOSEFNEVO 
Yosef Nevo, one of Isr·ael's noted 
figures, will be the guest,speaker 
at the Lynn Chamber of Com-
merce luncheon Wednesday, Sep-
tember 19, at the Hotel Edison. 
Nevo, who is Senior Consul in New 
York, will speak in connection with 
the $500,000,000 Israel bond issue. 
Nevo is the son of two of the 
original founders of Herzlia, the 
thriving township near T.el Aviv 
which was established 25 year ago 
by a group of Americans. 
(Continued on Page Six) 
EVELYN SIMONS 
HILLMAN 
Announces the re--opening 
of her 
Studio of Corrective 
Speech, Diction and 
Dramatic Art 
J<'or Appointment Plea.., Telephonl' 
LY 5-7880 
U.S. Postage Paid 
Permit No. 46 
Sec. 34.66 p .L. & R. 
Ly~, Mass. 
BOND RALLY SUNDAY NIGHT 
AT LYNN MUNICIPAL HALL 
More than 2000 people, repL'e--
senting every community on the 
North Shore, will be present. Sun-
day evening at Lynn Municipal 
Auditorium, to hear United State~; 
Congressman Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, Jr., who will be the 
guest speaker at the gigantic rally 
·· ,, sponsored by the Greatet· Lynn 
T ynn' · Mlrl<Pt Str·t>Pt will he 
come a vivrd ;;imili(? of hr·aPI n"xt 
Monday when merchants of the 
stt·eet dedicate th~ir displays to 
the Greater Lynn Bond:s fOI' Israel 
Committee , 
A list of the available merchan-
dise includes the Weisberg collec-
tion of cer·emonial silvetware, on 
loan from Boston University; an 
extensive collection of collector's 
jewelry; hand made dolls, repre-
~enting historic scenes; per·sonal 
pictures of Israel's prime minister; 
the Monosson collection of Jewish 
objets d'art; hand-embroidered 
t·itual cloths; housewares; prayer 
shawls, ritual chale and matzoh 
covers; rams' horns; wine and 
water goblets; water kettles; cast 
&luminum pots; samples of Israel 
clothes, styles madt> in Israel and 
some costume pieces, such as hand-
embroidered Yemenite blouses; a 
five-framed Israel stamp E;Xhibit; 
a six-ft·ame photo exhibit; a series 
of children's paintings; the Ger-
1 rude Samuels photo exhibit, cour-
tesy of the New York Times; in-
dividual samples of giftware; a 
fifty-frame exhibit of r~r!lel's his-
tor·y; a frame exhrhll of the hbror·y 
of Palestrno>: replica of th Dt•claa·-
ution of Independence and hrael 
year books; posters from the 
ha·ael consulate; historic pictu~s 
0f Truman and Chaim Weisman; 
shoes made in hrael; Kaiser Fra-
zer and Philco montages; El All 
exhibit; Air France exhibit; hand 
painted scarves; books published I 
in Israel; coin jewelry; 12 huge 
stars of David; a puppet exhibit 
and a wide selection of New Year's I 
greeting cards. 
Some of the items will be avail-
able for purchase, and prices vary. 
Greeting car·d will sell for $1.00 
per box, but some prayer shawls 
will be priced from $45 to $200, 
and goblets of precious metals will 
he priced at about $65 
1\'Iet·chants who have ananged 
the display wmdows include Har-
old Batson of Grllnts Department 
store, chairman; John Nourse, 
Norman Cohen, J. E. Magrane and 
Lincoln Stackpole 
Ben Barker, executive director 
o( Zionist House, has collected the 
merchandise for the exhibit. 
Gerson Yessin To Perform 
Wednesday at Pops Concert 
Gerson Yessin, gifted young pianist will headline the 
program on Wednesday afternoon, September 19, at the 
Seventh Annual Pops Concert sponsored by the Women's 
League at the Greater Lynn Jewish Community Center. 
young song stylists, will also be a 
highlight of the day. 
Mrs. Celia Winer, chairman, re-~ 
minds members and guests of the 
baby-sitting service by the Cen-
Committee for the Bonds of the 
r.,raPI govcnrment Till' Ptlly her-
alrh the op.-nlng of thE' greatest 
cel~bralion in tht• histot·y of North 
Shm·e Jewry, a w•'ek long ser·ie~ of 
sl!,ecial events commemorating the 
(Continued on Page Three) 
FOR BACK-TO-SCHOOL 
HEALTH and ENERGY 
OR 
CITRUS 
BLENDS 
Mr. Yessin made his dPbut with 
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston 
Pops Ot·chestra four years ago at 
the age of seventeen. Since then 
cl'itic;, have acclaimed him a 
"young musical genius." This past 
summer he and Mr. Fiedler were 
pel'forming on the West Coa t in 
addition to concert and television 
pel'fot·mances. 
ter's nursery school teachers, avail- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
able for this program. -
• The Pops Concert, an annual 
Women's League affair, promises 
to be one of the most enjoyable 
concerts in the seven years of their 
existance. Court and Saunders, 
The largest assortment of 
famil.v and g('neral Hebrew 
and Jewish New Year's 
cards on the North Shore. 
M . FREEDMAN 
269 Summer St., LYnn 8-7918 
The auditorium will be ar-
ranged in the traditional Pops 
Concert atmosphere and a coffee 
hour will follow the performance. 
Ticket captains for the affair 
are: May Teterman, Jean Siegal, 
Lynn; Sara Gould, Ida Blumberg, 
Swampscott; Florence Kaplan, 
Shil'ley Young, Peabody; Isabelle 
Ablow, Ravelle Dubin, Salem. Door 
attendants will be Sara Gould, 
Sophie Mendelsohn and Francis 
Goldman. Decorations by Ruth 
Sugarma.n and Dorothy Miller, 
hostesses, Esther Weiner and 
Esther Liss, and kitchen prepara-
(Contl.o.ued on Pa'e Six) 
KESSEL'S 
Meat Market 
256 HUI\IPHREY STREET 
SWAMPSCOTT 
Kosher Western 
Steer Meats - Poultry 
Delicatessen 
Daily Deliveries Alone 
The North Shore 
Dial LYnn 8-2220 
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Focus 
Membership 
Supper Held 
By Hadassah 
I1.!::::===By Charles M. Segal=== 
Mrs. Frank Levine, president of 
Lynn Senior Hadassah, welcomed 
the group at its opening meeting 
of the current season, in the form 
of a paid-up membership supper, 
WASHINGTON, D. C.: -Demo-
rat and Republican politician!! are 
etting awfully age-conscious these 
ays, especially when it concerns 
he Presidency and Vice-Presidency 
of these United States. And one ~annot help but wonder whether 
all this concern is sincere interest 
'n the welfare and well-being of 
~essrs. Truman and Barkley-or 
f:hether it is just the old fashioned olitical trick of putting the age-ug into the ears of the voters. If 
you agree with me, you'll decide 
It's the latter. 
The GOP maintains that it is 
~rossly unfair to us fellow-citizens 
to ask us to support a President ~f over 68 years of age (that's Mr. 
ruman) and a Vice·-President who 
~ill be 75 years o1d (that's Mr. 
arkley) come inauguration day, 
953. Mr. Trum~n, at 68, would 
tlready have put in almost eight 
ears at the most difficult and tax-
ng job in the world; they say. But 
ilr. Truman's medical examiners-
ot concerned with political ma-
euvring-frankly state that the 
resident was never ' in more ex• 
Ellent shape. And what's more, 
flere aren't even any outward 
igns to challenge this diagnosis. 
Mr. Truman is enjoying the 
!residency thoroughly and obvious-
r age has not yet caught up with 
ur Chief Executive, nor is there 
y prospect that it will for many 
ears to come. He is keen and 
!ert and must receive a great deal 
r satisfaction in the knowledge 
at he is following a course con-
ered in the best interests of this 
untry by many of the nation's 
p liberals. 
Could it be that the Republicans 
fe worried over Mr. Truman's 
owing political strength and are 
ing to offset it by crying he is 
o old to be President in 1952? 
e GOP's interest in the Pres-
nt's age can also be taken as an 
ication that they do consider 
not only a threat to their own 
litical fortunes, but a sure win-
r in the next election. 
nd what about Mr. Barkley?-
-· -·~-' a, ~-- <1!1 important role 
making the 1948 Democratic 
ket a winning ticket. 
"I'm feeling as good as I did 40 
ar.s ago and am doing four times 
much work," he says. This re-
rter has never seen him look 
tter, more cheerful, more ener-
tic. He seems to thrive on work. 
'I don't ever expect age to be 
obstacle to my activities," he 
ys. "I weigh the same as I d~d 
~en I was a senior in college. I've 
ver had a headache or indi·ges-
!n· The only difference is I'm 
t on the track team and don't 
ve to run five miles." 
he Vice-President has often 
ALLEN 
STATIONERY CO. 
WE BUY - SELL - RENT 
and REPAffi 
ALL MAKES of 
YPEWRITERS and ADDING 
MACHINES 
e also carry Duplicating and 
Addressing Machines and 
Supplies 
Exclusive Agents for the 
mith-Corona Office Typewrite" 
110 Munroe St., Lynn, Mass. 
Tel. LYnn 3-9'720 
told this reporter that he (Bark- Tuesday, September 11th at the 
ley) expects to live t> be a hun• Lynn Hebrew School. After an 
dred. And I won't doubt his word. excellent supper prepared and 
The fact remains that the Veep served under the chairmanship of 
could make life as difficult for thej Mrs. Sol Feldman, a brief business 
Republicans in 1952 as he did in meeting was held with reports 
1948 and this is something that the given by the various chairmen. 
GOP does not cherish in the least. Mrs. J. Stanley Carp, Donor 
But don't get the GOP wrong. Dinner Chairman, announced that 
They're not concerned with this th_ere would be a Donor Worker's 
thing called "practical ' politics." K1ck-Off Luncheon at t~e home of 
They're thinking about what will Mrs. Israel Block, Puntan Road, 
happen to the American people if Swampscott, on Friday, September 
Mr. Truman and Mr. Barkley are 14, at 12:30 P. M. for all workers 
re-elected and something happens a~d . potential workers. Anyone 
to both of them, especially if a w1shu~g to work on 11:ny particular 
Democratic Congress is swept into c?mm1~te~ on the dmner is cor-
power with them. d1ally mvtted to attend the Kick-
In that event, we would have 
more "gloomy" prospects to steer 
our ship of state: Speaker Sam 
Rayburn, who would be 71 and 
Senator Kenneth McKellar, Pres-
ident pro tempore of the Senate, 
who would be over 80. 
Yes, this age business is really a 
problem. You can do as much 
about it as you can about the 
weather. But if you were a Re-
publican you could offer a sure-fire 
solution__:_put the Republicans into 
power. They're much younger 
men. They have no reaction to 
age. One look at their voting rec-
ord in Congress would corroborate 
this. Yes, you would find a lot of 
reaction-but not to age. 
Israelis will soon be traveling 
around their couRtry on domesti-
cally-made motorcycles. A factory 
with a yearly output of 5,000 l 
motorcycles is planned for con- · 
struction in the very near future . . 
- --- ·-- t 
Off Luncheon. Mrs. Milton J. 
Smith, daughter of Judge and Mrs. 
Lewis Goldberg of Boston, and 
1950-1951 General Chairman of the 
Boston Hadassah Shopper's Guide 
will be the speaker. Mrs. Lou~ 
Hotz is co-chairman of the Donor 
Dinner, which will be held on No-
vember 18th. 
Rabbi Samuel Zaitchik of Con-
gregation Ahabat Sholom was 
guest speaker. 
Those working on the committee 
for the successful supper were the 
following Mesdames Benjamin 
Gochros, Philip Gordon, Louis 
Hotz, Barnet Kalikow, Bernard 
Kaplan, Maurice Kaplan, Macklen 
Kleiman, Harry Levine, Samuel 
Malinow, Simon Miller, Irving 
Newburg, Herman Rafey, Leonard 
Bloom, Louis Ravin, Israel Nesson, 
Philip Waldman, Minnie Pine, 
Philip Epstein and Harry L. Katz-
man. 
Crops planted during the past 
year include peanuts and sunflow-
ers, which are used mainly for the 
production of edible oils, and tobac-
co, based on a Turkish blend with 
a small quantity of Virginia tobac-
co. There has also been a large 
increase in the production of non-
citrus fruits. 
Classified· 
APARTMENTS WANTED 
WE CONCENTRATE ON 
5-6-7 room apartment or house 
with garage wanted by middle 
aged couple near beach and 
bus line in Lynn or Swamp-
scott preferred. Write North 
Shore Jewish Press, %- Box 
It 11, 3.1 Exchange St., Lynn, 
Mass. DAVID EIGNER 
BARNEY MAZONSON 
~ 
:g) 
31 CENTRAL SQ. 
LYnn 8-9500 
NOTIDNG BUT INSURANCE 
A. MAURICE REUBENS ASSOCIATES 
REAL ESTATE 
60 HUMPHREY ST.- SWAMPSCO'IT 
Sales - Management - Mortgages Insurance - Investments 
Tel. LYnn 8-9000 
Secure Your Future with Real Estate 
VIC & YIN RADIO TELEVISION 
ENGINEERING 
FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY 
REP AIR SPECIALISTS 
NORTH SHORE'S MOST COMPLETELY EQUIPPED 
RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
"On Tlie Job Around The Cl<lck" 
VIC & YIN 1'75 UNION ST. - LYNN LY 5-6206 - LY 3-620'7 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 
To All Our 
Patrons, Friends, Relatives 
and Associates 
from 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Weinshel 
and Family. 
Sheldon Pharmacy 
PRESCRIPTIONISTS 
Samuel Brody, Reg. Ph., 
Prop. 
Complete line of 
Surgical Appliances 
Free Delivery - LY 2-0282 
208 Summer Street Lynn 
S-P-8 Hadassah To Hold 
October Member:ship Tea 
The first meeting of the Salem-~ the National Convention of Hadas-
Peabody-Beverly Hadassah was sah in Atlantic City, N. J. from 
held recently at the Salem Jew- September 16-19 should contact 
ish Community Center. President Dorothy Cohen. 
The season was opened by Mrs. Rabbi Samuel Zaitchik was guest 
Julius Cohen, president of the speaker. 
chapter. ~nvocation was read by Tea and cakes were enjoyed at 
Mrs. Maunce Bender, followed by the close of the meeting 
the singing of the Star Spangled · 
Banner and Hatikvah, accompanied 
by Mrs. Ruth Winters at the piano. 
Mrs. Morris Sigman, recording sec-
retary. read the minutes of the 
final meeting of the past season 
and gave the members a report of 
its officers for this season. 
Fashion Show To 
Be Presented By 
N. S. B'nai B'rith 
Mrs. Rose Klass, delegate to the Mrs. Edna Bosman will be the 
Northeast Regional Convention at commentator at the "Preview ot 
the Hotel Mayflower, Plymouth, Fall Fashions" to be presented by 
Mass. in June, gave an enjayable the North Shore Chapter of B'nai 
account of the many events which B'rith at the Hotel Edison on · 
took place. Highlights of the con- Thursday evening, September 27. 
vention were the speech given by Door prizes will be awarded and 
Mr. James G. McDonald. proceeds of the affair will go to 
Mrs. Shriffman asked the mem- the Leo N. Levi Hospital in Ar· 
bers to please begin a collection of kansas. 
articles to be used at the Rum- Chairman of the affair is Miss 
mage Sale in the near future. Ida Goldstein who is assisted by 
These articles may be stored in the the _following committee; Dol'Othy 
homes of Mrs. Shenker in Salem Kuman, Rae Imber, Regina Dm·n-
or Mrs. Shriffman in Peabody until field, Frances Spielberg and Rose 
a store is obtained for the sale. Levine in charge of refreshments• 
Mrs. Gertrude Silver, member- - Sara Zenis, decorations; Gertrude 
ship Chairman, made an appeal Fre~m~n, _door prizes; Ruth Sim• 
for new members. It was an- ons, lDVItabons, and Lottie Freed• 
nounced that the Membership Tea man publicity. 
will be held October 25. 1951, at ;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ji 
the Beverly Jewish Community 
Center, and will . feature a play 
called "Its Later Than You Think" 
presented by the Lynn Hadassah 
Dramatic Group. 
A new feature called "Head-
lines," which is a resume of recent 
world events and will be given at 
each meeting under the direction 
of the study group, was introduced 
by Mrs. Ruth Scholnick, program 
chairman. Mrs. Pauline Flaxer 
gave the headline reports at the 
first meeting and was well received 
by the members. 
An announcement was made that 
all those interested in attending 
Varley's Diner 
OPEN ~VENINGS 
661 Broad, LY 5-9487 
Business Services 
ACCOUNTANT 
EDWARD BROWN 
BUILDERS 
COPROX 
Copperized 
Hard Cement Coating 
Protects Masonry Walls 
Agains~ Water Seepage 
and Dampness 
Lynn Builders 
Supply Co. 
50-100 STATE ST. LYNN 
Telephones: 
LYnn 2-2424 Salem 4800 
FURNITURE 
REFINISIDNG 
Furniture Refinished 
Call Colack Upholstering Co. 
268 Western Ave., LYnn 3-1645 
Ask For JOHN FUSCO 
All Goods Picked Up 
and Delivered 
ELECTRICAL WORK 
SIDNEY E TIN 
Elec\rical Contractor 
LYnn 2-7058 
LAUNDROMAT 
OCEANSIDE 
SELF-SERVICE 
LAUNDROMAT 
56 Ocean Street <at Lewis> 
~Ion. - Fri. 7 :30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Satnrday 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Always Clean, Quick Senice 
OIL 
OIL BURNERS 
Sold - Installed .. Serviced 
New process for cuttinc down fuel 
bills. FREE to all customers, 
C. (See) VORIS 
21 Crosby St. - LY 6-3838 
Call before 10 A.11l .. after·5 P.M. 
Bregman's Hebrew Re-
ligious Articles of All De-
scriptions. 
106 Malden Street, Everett 
EVerett 7-9201 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 
TYPEWRITERS 
ADDI"C. MACHinES 
CASH REC.ISTERS 
SOL f)• RENT£t:'•R£PR IRE 0 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 
AHD EQUIPMENT .,. 
-f~7~L;r~~ o-~ ,.
-SERVICE , · · 
... - ,•: 
CONNERY· KAVANAUGH Cc 
112. MUNl-J O £ ST. LVNN . LV. :-.) 1 ;.: • .-:r:~ 
LYnn 3-0359 LYnn 8-0975 
I. TILL 
Painting, Paperhanging 
& Decorating 
140 SOUTH COMMON ST. 
LYNN. }lASS. 
FREE RENTAL SERVICE 
~ords, List Vacancies 
LY 5-6635 
JAMES L. McCARTHY, 
Hotel Edison Room 206 
TELEVISION SERVICE 
MINUTE· MEN 
TELEVISION, INC. 
Factory Autho~ized 
Service at 
Reasonable Rates 
OPEN 9 A.M. to 9 P.l\f. 
LY 8-2783 
' ·, 
615 SUMMER STREJ:l 
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REPRESENTATIVES OF NORTH SHORE WOMEN'S ORGANIZA-
TIONS who will• begin canvassing for the Greater. Lynn Israel Bond 
Drivl.' the week of September 16. Seated left to r•ght: _Mrs. ~har!es 
Lahovitz, Lynn Hadassah; Mrs. Stanll.'y Carp, Brandms Un•vers!t:Y 
Women's Committee; Mrs. Jose1>h Rice, Jewi~h War Vete~ans Auxili-
ary. Standing (left to right) l.\lrs. Harl?' W. Parker, adv1sory board, 
Lynn Women's lJonds for Israel Conmuttee; Mrs. Murray P. Leple, S~•an>{)SCott-Marblehead Hadassah; Mrs. Mae Zarline, Jewish Home 
for the Aged Auxiliary, and Mrs. Isral.'l Rabinovitz, ~emple Isr~el 
Sisterhood. -photo by Srdney Studros 
''Woman of The Week'' 
AI a time when Israel is depend- Appeal Drive in Boston for many 
fng for its life blood on its Bonds years, is a Trustee of Beth Israel 
for l"rael campaign, one of the Hospital and was active in philan-
Nort h Shore's young matrons has thropic work in Boston for many 
taken the helm of the Women's years. 
Bond Campaign. Following in the family tradi-
Fot the time and effort she had tion, Mrs. Machinist participated in 
generously contributed to Israel's philanthropic work in Boston and 
futur·e, the North Shore Jewish was a member of the Women's 
Pre,;s is proud to award her the Committee of the Jewish Family 
•·woman of the Week" citation. and Children' · Service, Camp and 
Mr~. Burton Machinist, energetic, Country Week, Beth Israel Hos-
vit a l young chairman of the Worn- pita! Auxiliary, National Council 
en·~ Committee, Greater Lynn of Jewish Women and Temple 
Bonds for Israel Government, has Israel. 
won the hearts and the devoted co- A tireless community worker, a 
opPration of all Women's Organ- gracious homemaker and mother, 
izal ions in the Greater Lynn Area Mrs. Machini.t also weild a mean 
in the very short time that the mashie. and placed among the 
commit tee has been in existence. finalists in tht' recent Kemwood 
H 'I enthusiasm and tireless work Country Club champion;.;hip. 
fn hE-half of the Bond DriYe has in- At the beginning oC an important 
spin>d her associate,; and her work wePk in North Shore hbtory, it is 
will contribute in large measure to an honor to bestow "The Woman 
th ~~~ · '" s of the Lynn Bond Cam- of thP Wt>ek" o1·chld upon Mrs. ""-!i'l'\"''~~~L~~;;,;; .. ~r-:·~:;;:;;;!"~~~~ acl\inist. Clebnik Brothet·s, Flor-
i" t b rormer· bond ists, will deliver hPJ corsage today. 
chairman for the North Shot'E' 
Chapter of Women's American 
ORT and an active board member 
of ORT. She is a vice-president of 
thP Swampscott-Marblehead Chap-
ter· of Hadassah. and a membet of 
B'nai B'ri1 h and of the Women's 
Committee of BrandeL<> University, 
and is al:so active in the- Beth 
ls•·ae l Auxiliary. She was a cap-
tain in the 1950 United Jewish 
Appeal Drive. 
Mrs. Machinis t is the wife of 
Bul'lon Machinist, shoe manufac-
turer, and the mother of two chil-
drt>n, 14 months old Nancy and 
3 \oe year old Johnnie. 
She is the daughte1 of Mr . and 
Mr·s. Louis Salvage of Swamp~cott, 
formt>rly of Brookline. Mr. Sal~ 
vage headed the Combined Jewish 
VENETIAN BLINDS 
Laundered • Re-taped 
Re-corded • Prompt 
Service 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Custom ~lade Blincb and 
Stock Blinds 
l''6r Highest Quality Lowest 
Prices - CALL US 
APEX 
VENETIAN BLIND MFG. 00 
471 Western Avenue 
LYnn 8-3123 
Israel 
Bond 
Committee 
Presents 
series of dramatic progr ms 
S1.'ARRING 
Quentin Reynolds 
World Famous Correspondent 
WESX 
at 6:45 P.M. 
THURS., FRI., SAT., 
.SEPTEMBER 13, 14, 15 
Engages Cantor 
For High Holidays 
Mr·. Jacob Kaplan. president of 
the Congregation Beth Jacob, 38 
Blossom Street, Lynn, announces 
the engagement of Cantor M. Fi~h­
er. for the high holiday . ervices. 
Both the interior and exterior of 
the synagogu<> havf' been reno-
vated recently. 
Cantor Fisher a tenor anived in 
this country from Au tria, and has 
an extensive H ebrew education. 
Offi cers of the Congregation in-
clude: vice-president, Mr A. Al-
perin; secretary, Mr. Max Hoff-
man, and treasurer. Mr·. l\Tax Ro~s­
man. 
Here's how to 
Save Time on 
that Back-to-
School Schedule! 
.~:~:~ 
'~ 
/ 
Back before you know it 's gone 
Service keeps your clothe$ 
sweet and while while you tan. 
Luxury for a few l>ennil's! 
DEPENU ON 
SERVICE LAUNDRY 
72 MUDGE ST., LYNN 
LYnn ~-83SO or ENterprise 5438 
No Charge for Enterprisl' Can 
T. B. Auxiliary To I Rally ... S f 25 11 (Continued from Page One) 
IS gei'l.<!ral chairman of the Inde· 
pendence Bond hsue for the en-
tire area. 
Meet ep . ' launching of I he $500,000,000 Israel 
A meeting of the Boar~ .of Dr- Independence Bond Issue in this 
There i:; no admission charg<' for 
the rally and the general public is 
invited. Door:; of the auditorium 
wi'll open at 7:30 P. M. 
rector s of the Ladre~ Auxrlrary of 
the Jewish Tuberculosi Sanitor·i-
um wa:-; held at Hawthorne Res-
taurant recently with Vice-Pres-
ident Mr:- Gertrude Boyar~ky pr«'-
siding. 
Mro;; . Mary Cordon wa~ welcomed 
as a new board member. 
Mr~. Ida Miller reported that 37 
new members have been added. 
Mrs. Cert rude Boyarsky, chair-
man of th€' Israel Bond Campaign , 
as~isted bv Mrs. Bessie Kremer, 
Ida Ashman . Bessie White, Minnie 
Fishman and Frances Feldman are 
working on the campaign. 
Thirty ladie;. will make a vi~it to 
the hospital in Rutland, Mass. on 
September 18. and will bring gifts 
to the patients. 
Two thou,;and coin boxes for. the 
ambulance fund and drug fund 
have Qeen dist•·ibuted by the chair-
man Mrs. Bessie Kremer. 
The following daughters have 
been enrolled as new members of 
the Auxiliary: 
Mrs. Leatrice Cohen, d{),ughter of 
L eona Rosenthal; Miss Marlene 
Kremer, daughter of Bessie 
Kremer; Miss Beverly Swartz, 
daughter of Minnie Fishman; Miss 
Lee Ann Kessler, granddaughter of 
Elsie Brown; Miss Audrey Ashman, 
daughter of Ida Ashl)lan; Rosalin.e 
Zimmerman, daughter of Frances 
Feldman. 
The next regular meeting will be 
held on Tuesday aftemoon, Sep-
tember 25th at the Jewish Com-
munity Cente1. 
The American owner of the Sar-
gun Knitting Mill near Tel Aviv 
has reported that the mill is mak-
ing a "substantial profit" after less 
than four months of operation. 
The plant, which manufactures T-
shirts, colton briefs and othet· un-
derwear, has · developed a large 
domestic market in Israel, and has 
already received an order fot· 750 
dozen undershirts from Holland, 
as well as inquiri es from prospec-
tive customers in a number of 
other countries. 
ORIGINAL, HAND-PAINTED, 
:Framed Oil and \Vater Color 
ART - PICTURES 
RPasonably Priced from 
TE~ DOLLARS up 
For Appointment Call 
LYnn ~-18H 
area. 
Harold Zimman, popular Lynn 
community leader, will serve as 
toastmaster at the rally. which 
,.ill be highlighted by a spectac-
ular program of ente1tainment. 
Most notable attraction of the pro-
gmm will be the appearance_ of 
Rav Leizer handless concert pran-
bt · ·who 'has won renown the 
wo'rld over, not only for his cour-
age in o\·e rcoming his handicap, 
but for his artistry at th€' concel't 
grand. 
Of special interest to Greater 
Lynn parents will be the selections 
offered by the North Shore Isuel 
Bond Choral Society, a group com~ 
posed by youths from the various 
clubs connected with th<> Lynn 
Community Center. The Choral 
Society, under the direction of 
Elaine Talcofsky, will pre$ent a 
program of Hebrew melodies. 
Another Lynn "first'' will be the 
~howing of the technicolor motion 
picture "The Wanderers' Return,'' 
which depicts, the heroic saga of 
the return of the Jews to the 
promised land after two thousand 
year~ of exile. 
Dignitaries who will share hon-
or~ on the platform include Mayor 
Stuart A. Tarr, Beverly, Salem and 
Peabody Israel Bond Chairmen 
Fred Yoffa, Ted Simons and Max 
Kirstein, and Irving W. Rabb, who 
TEACHER OF HEBREW 
Preparation for 
Bar-Mitzvah in Your 
Own Home 
relt>phone MR. REYNOLDS 
LYnn 5-1311 
CALL "Your Friendly 
Plumber" 
Morris A. Cherkofsky 
LYNN PLUMBING and 
HEATING, INC. 
303 Summf:'r Strf:'f:'( 
LYnn 2-0269 
EXTEND YOUR 
Beverly JWV Auxiliary 
Fashion Show Monday 
The Jewish War Veteranf' Aux-
iliary of the Goldberg-Zassman 
Post 486 of Beverly will hold their 
annual fashion show on Monday, 
September 17, at 8 P. M .. at the 
Beverly Hebrew Community Center 
on Bow Street and will feature 
the new fall a~d winter fashions. 
In addition there will bf' door 
prizes. Thi · b open to the public. 
The only requirement for admrt-
tance b a gift for the hospitalized 
,·eterans. Mrs. Beverly Toll is in 
charge of the affair. 
LAWYER TO SEE YOU 
IT's not a pleasant experi-
ence to face a lawsuit for 
accidental injuries to oth-
ers on your property, and 
it's costly. Why not have 
the protection of Com• 
prehensive Personal Lia-
bility Insurance, aa many 
property owners do 7 
Costs very little. 
Harry T. Turner Co. 
65 EXCHANGE STREET 
LYNN, 1\fASS. 
Personal Rosh Hashonah GreetinCJS 
tbru the NEW YEAR'S ISSUE of 
the north shore JEWISH PRESS 
. 
Convt"nient - Inexpensive 
Your Greeting problem IS solved by 
this convenient method of wishing 
your relatives and friends a Happy 
New Year .No danger of the em-
barrassment of forgetting someone 
$ 50 
'rer 
Family. 
<One 
Addre .. 
Only) 
Please send us your remit-
tance with order, and spare 
us time and expense of bill-
ing and bookkeeping. We 
shall appreciate your co-
operation. 
. . No trouble. Thank you . 
A. B. 
Sincere New Year's 
Greet·ings 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Smith 
and Jerry and Sue 
wish aU their friends 
and relatives 
from 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Smith 
and Family A Happy and Prosperotts 
New Year 14 Elm Strf'et. L.vm1 
for Additional 
Information Can 
LYnn 8-4343 
-
~AIL THE COUPO~ AT ONCE! 
·····································································: 
. . 
. . 
: North Shore JEWISH PRESS : 
: 31 E'CI'hange Street, Lynn, Mass. • 
. 
: Gentlemen: 
Enclosed find $1.50 for which please insert No ...•• 
1\lew Year's Greeting Card in your Rosh Hashonah Edition. 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
···································································~ 
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The Greater ·Lynri 
Israel Bond Committee 
i .... 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr. 
.. Lynn Municipal Auditorium .. '- Admission Free 
See Our Israel Display 
during the week of 
September 17-22 
Brody's is proud to participate in the 
Bonds for Israel Campaign by featuring 
Exquisite hand embroidered 
linens from Israel 
We Invite You To See Our Display 
Brody's Curtain Shop 
116 MARKET STREET, LYNN 
See Our Israel Exhibit 
Sept. 17 ., Sept. 22 
Liggett's will feature historic photographs 
of President Harry S. Truman, of the 
United States and of President Chaim 
Weizman, of Israel during negotiations 
. 
leading to Israel's indepen,.dence 
at 
Liggett's Drug Stores 
98 MARKET STREET, LYNN 
Israel 
Comes 
to 
Market 
Street 
* Ceremonial Silverware 
Israeli Jewelry 
Handmade Dolls 
Jewish Objects d'Art 
Ritual Cloth 
Prayer Shawls 
Ram Horns 
Wine and Water Goblets 
lsraefi Clothing 
Y eminite Blouses 
* 
• 
The W. T. Grant Co. 
Salutes lsrrael 
On the occasion of the tllegimmimg of the 
Greater lynn Bonds for 
Israel Campaign 
During the Weelk of 
, 
September 17 "" September 22 
We Will Display 
Various Items o:tr Religiou.s 
Embroidery and ~amdl.-Fashioned 
Ritual Items at our JLynn Store at 
72 Market Street· Lynn 
The W. T. Grant ~o. 
HAROLD BATSON, Manager 
The W T. Grant Company'g other Lynn store 
is at 318 Union Street. 
-Thursday, September IS, 1951 The North Shore JEWISH PRESS 
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Outstanding 
Entertainment. 
, Program 
"Our. Bond With Israel" 
CONGRESSMAN 
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, JR. 
Page Fiv~~ · 
,. 
• Films 
• Pagentry 
• Music 
Sunday Evening - September 16. 8 o'clock 
DOORS OPEN 7:30P.M. 
"L/ 
. s· 
.ge a The North Shore JEWISH PRESS 
the north shore JEWISH PRESS 
PUBLISHED EVER-r THURSD.o\1' 
WS AND ADVERTISI NG COPY should be mailed to 31 Exchange 
Lynn. LYnn 8-4343. 
·VERTISING DEADLINE NOON MONDAY. 
BSC!UPTION RATES: One year, $3.00; single copies, 10 cents. 
~ NORTH SHORE. JEWISH PRESS assumes no financial respon-
.llly for typographical errors In advertisements, but will reprint 
·t part of the advertisement in which the typographical error 
'urs. 
'tC is a slight fee for all engeavings. 
NORMA NATHAN, EditoJ 
NORMAN NATHAN, Managmg Ed1t01 
BETTE KLINE, Society Editor 
--------------------
Bonds for Israel 
This year marks the third anniversary of the State of 
'ael, a coun~r:Y co~ceived like our own United States by 
1andful of VISlOnanes eager to found a nation which would 
vc as a haven of safety for persecuted peoples. 
In commemoration of this anniversary the State of 
ael has instituted a half billion dollar Independence Bond 
ue, proceeds of which will be used to carry out an ambi-
us industrial exP.ansion program designed to establish the 
mtry as a financially sound, economically secure nation. 
Standing as security behind the Independence Issue are 
' ~n.tegrity of _t~e government of Israel and the spirit of 
citizenry; a CitiZenry which fought and won a war of in-
x~ndence . ~gainst th~ combined might of six invading 
mes; a citizenry whtch has transformed a desert waste-
~d into a flourishing garden; a citizenry which has never 
aulted on any obligation which they have assumed. 
This gallant nation has already established itself as a 
lwark of democracy in the Middle East. Of a certainty, it 
I emerge a::; one of our strongest allies in the struggle to 
~erve the Ideals of liberty and justice throughout the 
rld. 
The Independence Bond Issue, which is being launched 
the Greater Lynn ai'ea this week, merits the support not 
Y of the Jews of out· community but of freedom-l~ving 
1zens everywhere. 
-~"~·:""··~):,~~~::""·~~=f!cr.'··~·-~~·~A: 
·.·--· ~--:-.-.. :· -.---. ---~: 
SPECIAL! 
FREE Hairshaping and Cut with a 
Shampoo and Wave 
Beginning Wednesday, September 12 
Thru Wednesday·the 26th 
Misses JEAN and THERESE 
With New Fall Clothes • 
Renew Hair Color! 
M. JEAN CASE 
SPECIALb"'T IN COLOR and CORRECTION W RK 
Hawthorne Beauty ·Salon 
HAWTHORNE HOTEL SALEM 4687 
;c~.,..:;....:~r,.;.;:~·1-»:.~Y?'IIit{~ ·?Ml'·~~ !-~·-
l Helman's Kosher Caterers i 
lftlroduees for the First Time' to New "Eo,;land: ~~· 
New Pa•t~l Laee Cloths to Cauy 0&\ 1'our Color 
Seheme aad Make a w 
HEl.MAN'S Smart rarty Even Smarter f.{.J 
* AT YOUR HOME 'OR TEMPLE ~ I 
* T YOUR FAVORITE HOTEL • • I 
*AT THE PARTY HOUSE • ~ 
HELMAN'S, 226 Harvard St., Brookline 
PHIL BELMAN DAVE FEINSTJ:IM 
LO l·llU - BE %-1687 
BE 1-lUts - PEABODY 23~5-B 
Handless Pianist 
Featured at Rally 
The story or Ray Leizer, handless 
concel't pianist, who will appear 
a~ a featured artis1 at the Greater 
Lynn Israel Bond rally Sunday 
e\·ening at Lynn Municipal Audi-
tovium, is the story of the triumph 
of morlern· surgery and the human 
spirit OYer unbelievable odds. 
Ray Lei.:er has been a pianist 
since he was five years old. The 
88 keys of the concert grand were 
his very life until World War II 
put a temporary halt to his career. 
During the six years from 1939 to 
1945, Leizer served with the Bri-
tish Army in Africa, Italy and 
Ethiopia. While in the service of 
the British, he visited Palestine 
and was so infused with the spirit 
of the country that he settled there 
at war's end, joining with a group 
of pior>eers to work a collective 
farm on the border of Syria and 
Israel. 
As soon a war began between 
the Jews and the Arabian nations, 
the members of the farm were 
compelted to mine the land in 
order to protect it feom the in-
,·aders. Ray Leizer began placirg 
anli-penonnel mines, but tragedy 
struck as one exploded blowing 
off both his hands. He was rushed 
to an <>mergency hospital for treat-
ment. and then eyacuat~d to other 
I~raeli ho;;pitals. 
In Decem bet, 1948 Ist·aeli plwsi-
cians decided lo se;1d him to 'the 
United Stales 
use of hands, arms and legs 
be-en made. Thus began the process 
of rebuilding. After undergoing a 
>.eries of operations, Leizer was 
fll1ed With artificial arms. With 
apprehension, he approached the 
piano again. Finally, after long 
and painful months of practice, he 
was able to play, not only the 
scales, but composition. of Bach 
and Beethoven. 
In the summe1 of 1949, the 
physician who had treated him 
were so amazed with his progress 
that they invited him to appear at 
the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Medical Association. When 
Leize1· finished his concert the 
doctors and surgeons rose. 'from 
their seats and shook the audi-
torium with their applause and 
cheers. Since that time, Leizer has 
held audiences from coast to 
coast entranced by his wizardry at 
the keyboard. 
-------
A large cold storage plant is to 
be built in Elath by an Israel-
Swiss firm interested in bringing 
meat to Israel from Africa via the 
Red ·sea. 
MARK DAMSKY CO. 
New Fall Styles 
For Men's Suits 
Burns, tears and damages on 
clothes textiled. 
prices. 
Reasonable 
HOTEL EDISON 
LYnn 2-2295 
THE FAIR LADY 
BEAUTY SALON 
PLEDGE ALL OUT AID IN BOND SALE - David Epstein, extreme 
left, Chairman of the Organizations Division for the Greater Lynn 
Committee for the Bonds of the Israel Government, is pictured with 
delegates of various organizations, who pledged 100% solicitation of 
their membership in cnrrent israel Bond sale. Left to right are, 
Epstein, Arthur Sugarman, ll)•mau Addis, Benjamin Benson and Sol· 
omon Molk. 
• • • 
Page One) 
tions by Mollie Goldberg and Ida 
Miller. Mrs. Marion Menkes was 
in charge of publicity for the af-
fair. 
Letters To The Editor 
As a native of Lynn, having 
lived there all my life up until my 
marriage three years ago, it was 
indeed a pleasure to receive from 
my mother recently, several copies 
of the North Shore Jewish Press. 
The general committee includes Every news item, social anec-
Natalie Cogan, Sarah Segal, Selma dote and special a1·Licle was of 
Herlick, Ruth Freedman, Reda great interest to me, since I know 
Cohen, Helen Zimman, Ann Moses, so many or these people about 
Helen Millman, Minnie Polshuck, whom you write. Not naving seen 
Lena Greenberg, Beatrice Miller, 
1 
my old _friends and acquaintances 
Leat:t;:ice Sandler, Dora Goodman, in several years, by reading your 
Esther Bloom, Doris P1·uss, Char- newspape1 they and Lynn itself, 
lotte Slobodkin, Edith Baum, Edith seemed to be brought closer and 
Ostrer, Mollie Zecker, Sophie closer. Once I started to read the 
Waldman, Freda Feldman, Helen "Press" I couldn't put it down. 
Wax, Natalie Hotz, .Bessie Garber, I wish the staff of the North 
Ethel Fishman, Bertha Zamchek, Shore Jewish Press the best of 
Sara Levison, Mary Weiss, Ger- luck and rontinued success with 
tr·ude Boyarsky, Esther Cohen, this fine publication. 
Marion Goodman, Eleanor Winer, MRS. MARTIN J\!ENACHEM 
Sophie Cohen, Rose Le\'ine, Lena (nee Esthet· Flaxet) ' 
Berstein, Molly Fierston, Ann Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Vimck, Yetta Nesson, Helen Bloom, -- --
Mildred Dritch, Louise Goodman, N 
Lena Bazet·, Paula Butman, Goldie eVO • • • 
Rubin and Marion Collier. 
It has been announced that Mrs. 
Joseph Levine of South Peabody 
ha. been added to the staff of the 
Peabocly Hebrew School. 
Mrs. Levine was associated with 
the local Sunday School some 
years ago. She i known for her 
devotion to Jewish causes and for 
her active particjpation in Jewish 
organizations in J=>eabody and in 
Lynn. 
Mrs. Levine is the mother of a 
son, who is now entering Columbia 
University lo do graduate work, 
and a daughter, who is a senior at 
the Peabody High School. 
At the Sunday School the new 
teacher will teach Bible-stories, the 
Jewish religion. puyers, arts and 
crafts and traditional hymns and 
songs. 
New Facilities Added To 
Peabody Nursery School 
The faiJ session of the Peabody 
Hebrew Community Center Nurs-
ery School opened Monday, Sep-
tember 10, with an enrollment of 
18 children. 
The school boasts many new 
facilities, new equipment, new toys 
and an outdoor play area. A new 
sandbox in the yard was built by 
Irving Mann, a father of one of 
the students. 
Milk for the year is being donated 
by David Kirstein, and Mrs. Bern-
ard Alpers, chairman of the sister-
hood volunteers. is in charge of 
supplying a daily sisterhood vol-
unteer to assist the teach, Mi;;s 
Irma Ehrenkranz. The school's 
sup~rvisor is Mrs. Eva S. Ole~. 
Slow Down At InterseetioDS 
DRIVE OA.REFULLY 
~ro .w. During 
he served with thP 
British Army's .Jewish Brigade in 
the Middle East and Italy, 
In Israel's War of lndependenee, 
Ne\'O was a Brigade Commander 
in the defens(' of .leru;;alem. 
After his Army discharge, he 
was appointed to a post in L'rael's 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, a posi-
tion he unlit his United States ap· 
pointmenl. 
REGISTER NOW 
FOR ELOCUTION LESSONS 
Classes f 1.00 
Private f 1.50 
SPeech Droblerus, radio and ~ve· 
t• int" claRSf"S for a-dulls. 
CHARLOTTE ALLEN 
LY 8-9175 
57~1. --~ 
~ww~  -·~ ~ ~. §. 
REMEMBER TO LIGifT 
THE SABBATH CANDLES ON 
Friday, September H 6:St 
Friday, September ~ ~ - 6:~~ 
~-~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·-
iROSA FRUTMAN i 
j Concert Pianist and Teacher j 
r WILL RESUME PIANOFORTE~ 
j INSTRUG.riON I 
~ SEPTEMBER 10, 1951 • 
j Stud;os: Bostoa, !'l'll BaatioKtoa I 
r AvPnn e ~ j ·Brookline. 116 Marion Street 1 
r In Marblehead on Sa.turdays • 
I• Fer ioformat;on, write 21 Cotta,;~ j Street. C'hels .. a. r 
, rhone CHelsea 3-2536 j, 
•""'-• ............. "'--."""-•""-•""-• ........... "'-."'-' 
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Affairs and People 
A shower honoring Miss Natalie 
Lissok on her approaching mar-
riage to George Mack, of Lynn, 
was held at the Hotel Edison last 
Tuesday evening. 
* * * A 1·eport from Kansas City, Mis-
souri, says that Rabbi Abraham 
Karp, formerly of Temple Israel 
of Swampscott and Marblehead, 
will be installed as co-rabbi of Con-
gregation Beth Shalom Friday 
evening, September 14. Rabbi Karp 
delivered his first sermon last Fri-
day at the Kansas City synagogue. 
* * .. Joel G. Greenstein, 15 Fortesque 
Terrace, Lynn, is home recuperat-
ing from a recent appendectomy. 
• • • Upon their return from a honey-
moon in Europe, Mr. Herbert Gold, 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin 
A. Gold of Swampscott and his re-
cent bride (the former Beverly 
Krock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Aaron Krock of Worcester) will 
make their home in Swampscott. 
(All listings for the "Datebook" 
may be mailed to the NORTH 
SHORE JEWISH PRESS. 31 Ex-
ehange Street, Lynn). 
Thursday, September 13-
Miss Ruth Berkowitz 
of Nahant Street, Lynn, attended 
Englewood Junior College, and is 
a graduate of Dean Junior Col-
lege. She is an alumni of Delta 
Kappa Sorority. 
Mr. Rosenfield, grandson of Mr. 
and M,rs. Harry Israel of Breed 
Street, Lynn, attended Riverside 
Military Academy and is now at-
tending Suffolk University, School 
of Business Administration. 
First meeting of Lynn Jewish 
War Veterans Post 31 Auxiliary. 
Lynn Jewish Community Center. 
Sunday, September 16-
0pening of Lynn Israel bond /? /} I l 
campaign, Lynn City all udl- Lelebra e:J 
torium. /} 
Monday, ptember 17- _Anniver:Jai'U 
Fashion Show by J. W d 
Beverly 8: Pr:...._.,..,.lii~~+-J.,_.ue tenth wedding anniversary 
,_.._....,.,._f'I'ITn;u,mrl"il....,,nmunity Center, Vow of Mr. and lrl'. Samuel S . Maize, 
Street, Beverly. of Lynn, was celebrated by the 
Wt>dnesday, September 19-- pair and friends at their new sum-
Women's League ''Pops Concert, ·• mer home in Kingston, New Ramp-
Lynn Jewish Community Center. shire. 
The following guests were pre--
Thursday, September 20-- sent: Mr. and Mrs. I. Springer, of Supper meeting of the Greater D · 1 
I.ynn Lodge, B'nai B'rith, Hotel Dorchester; Mr. and Mrs. ame 
German, Mr. and Mrs. William T. 
Edison (6:30). Tucker, Sr., of Kingston; Mr. aHd 
Monday, September 24-- Mrs. Lee Gerrish, of Manchester, 
Greater Lynn Chapter B'nai N. H.; Larry Singer, Annie Singer, 
B'rith meeting, Lynn Jewish Com- Ann Cohen, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan 
munity Center. Singer, Mr. and Mrs. A. Hacket, 
Tuesday, September 25- Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Donovan, 
Open house and regular meeting Major and Mrs. Edward McAllister, 
of Lynn Auxiliary of Jewish Tu- USAF; Mr. and Mrs: Charles 
berculosis Sanitorium, Lynn Jew- Daum, Mr. and Mrs. Haywood 
ish Community Center. Pelley, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Nor-
Wednesday, September 26- ton, all of Lynn. 
North Shore Business and Pro- Mr. and Mrs. Maize were pre-
fessional Group of Hadassah mem- sented the deed of their summer 
bership supper meeting. home as an anniversary gift. 
Thursday, September 27- The couple have two children, 
First anniversary meeting of Marcia Lea, 7, and Donald Law-
Anshai Sfard Sisterhood, syna- t·ence. 2. Mr. Maize is the man-
gogue vestry, Lynn. ager of the Connery-Kavanaugh 
North Shore B'nai B'rith Fash- Typewriter and Office Machine 
ion Show, Hotel Edison, 8:15 P. M. Company. 
Tuesday, October 16- ---- ----
First general meeting of the In · its efforts to speed the de-
North Shore chapter of 0. R. T. velopment of its industries, Israel 
Announcing the 
·NEW LOCATION 
OF THE 
Tommy Marquis Dance 
Studio 
has increased the proportion of in-
vestment goods in its imports from 
24 perc~t in 1949 to 34 percent in 
1950, while decreasing the share I 
of consumer goods from 36 per-
cent to 26 percent. By developing 
its own industry, Israel will be able 
to supply a greater portion of its 
"consumer needs from domestic pro-
duction. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yashgar of 
9 Gene'va Street, Salem, an-
nounce t he engagement of their 
daughter, Helen Betty, to Harris 
Pruss, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam M. Pruss of Lynn. 
Miss Yashgar, a graduate of 
Salem High school is now employ-
ed in the office of the Associated 
Grocers of the North Shore. 
Mr. Pruss is a gradaute of Lynn 
English High School and the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts. He is a 
veteran of three years service in 
the U. S. Army and is presently 
employed as rect·eational director 
of the Lynn Jewish Community 
Center. 
A winter wedding is planned. 
:lor 
On Sunday evening, September 
16, under a canopy of white gladio-
las, at the flower banked altar of 
Congregation Anshi Sfard, Miss 
Joyce Kanosky, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Jack Kanosky of 17 Surf-
side Road, Lynn will become the 
bride of Lester Shore, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Rubin Shore of 21 Aborn 
Place, Lynn. 
Rabbi Samuel Zaitchik will of-
ficiate and one hundred and fifty 
guests are expected to witness the 
double ring candlelight ceremony. 
Selwyn Kanosky, brother of the 
bride will be best man, and Miss 
Marcia Neipeis will be in charge 
of the guest book. 
The bride will wear a white ,;Iip-
per :satin and lace gown and a I c 
and pearl trimmed white satin 
helmet. She will carry a bible 
with two orchids and streamers of 
stephanotis. 
Varying shades of green and or-
chid have been chosen for the 
brides attendants. Miss Toby Lee 
Kaufman, sister of the bride-to-be 
will be maid of honor, and the 
groom's sisters the Misses Ethel 
and Annette Shore will be bride-
maids. 
Mrs. Kanosky the bride's mother 
will wear a rose--toast lace gown 
with a tangerine colored orchid, 
and the mother of the groom will 
be in a blue lace and crepe gown 
with and orchid corsage. 
Ushers will include: Sheldon 
Simons, Jack Kaplan, Arnold 
Vinick, Sidney Miller, Joseph 
Hazed, and Irving Kanosky. 
Miss Kanosky is a graduate of 
Lynn Classical High School, and 
KAY'S 
MEANS 
Appetizers 
218 Summer Street 
LYnn 2-8090 
47A Union St., Lynn 
Instruction In 
All Types of Dancing 
For Information or Appointment 
J!lease Phone LYnn 8-3391 or 
LYnn S-0676 
For Shear Pleasure 
For Your 
Simchahs 
and Important 
Affairs. 
MURRAY SHEAR 
MAlden 4-9602 
4-8870 
2-2285 
Under the direction of 
V AAD HARABONIM 
• • • 
HARRY SEEVE 
National Director of the Ameri-
can Financial and Development 
Corporation for Israel, who will 
be a guest speaker at the 
Greater Lynn Israel rally, Sun-
clay evening, September 16, at 
Lynn Municipal Auditorium. 
SunJa'l 
nuplia~ 
Crup.bridge Junior College and is 
employed in the office of General 
Electric. 
Mr. Shore, a veteran of World 
Mr. Pruss is a graduate of Lynn 
Classical High School and is co-
owner of Ace Wallpaper and P!int 
Co. in Lynn. 
A purple uit with gray acces-
sories will be the bride's going-
away outfit. 
After a wedding trip to New 
York, the couple will be at home 
on September 24, at 9 Beacon Hill 
Avenue, Lynn. 
Pupil Officiates At 
Peabody abbath ke 
Paul Edelstein, pupil of C class 
of the Peabody Hebrew School of-
ficiated at the Sabbath service of 
the Junior Congregation at the 
B'nai Israel Synagogue Saturday. 
The officers of the Synagogue 
have promised to award semi-an-
nual awards to all pupils who will 
have a perfect record of attend·-
ance at service. The Sisterhood of 
the Peabody Hebrew School will 
furnish refreshments at the con-
clusion of every service. 
QUALITY WORK AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
• Wedding Invitations 
• Shower Invitations 
• Birth Announcements 
• Confirmations 
Leonard Krouse - LY S-2381 
Births~ 
To Mr. and Mrs. Murray ColH 
(the former Myra Kaufman) ol • 
Easter·n Avenue, Lynn a git·l • 
September 5, at Lynn Hospitl 
Grandparent honors to Mr. ill 
Mrs. Daniel Kaufman of 128 On•( 
Street, and Mr. and Mrs. Benjam 
Cohen of 3 Surfside Road, all 
Lynn. 
To Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spill 
109 Lewis Street, Lynn, a 
Marshall Dana, at Lynn HO-'P't 
Augu t 31. Mrs. Spiller is the f< 
mer Ruth Potash, of Peabo< 
Grandparents are Mr. and I . 
David Potash, of Peabody, a 
Mrs. Esther Spiller of Boston. 
Children of Sisterhood 
1 Members To Entertain 
At Anshai Sfard Affair 
At a 1ecent board meeting of t 
Siste1·hood of Congregation Ans 
Sfard, Lynn, it was announced t h 
the fil'st meeting of the season w 
be held in the vestry of the syn 
gogue on September 27. Child1 
of the isterhood members will 
tertain at this meetin-g, honori 
the first anniversary of the n 
building. Hostesses for the e 
ning will be Mrs. Rose Rosen1t 
and Mrs. Ida Miller. 
Also discussed at the board m 
ing we plans for the coming s< 
son. Refreshments were served 
Mrs. Celia Rosenfeld, Mrs. Minr 
Peckerman and Mrs. Rose Golf!. 
.t\JI listings for the 
Dat~book MUST be in 
office the Monday 
prior to publication. 
AT fEMPLES- DVLY.LI.!o•OI 
HOTELS 
M. GORDON 
KOSHER CATERERS 
Commissary: 
lSI Arlington Street 
CHelsea S-3119 
14 LAWRENCE STREET 
CHELSEA 50, MASS. 
Under Supervision of 
V AAD HARABONIM 
When Y 0U Think ot Flowers . 
Think of Ours! 
Wedding and Bar litonab Flowers A Specialty 
Dances 
LARRY THE FLORIST 
12 CENTRAL AVE. - LYnn 5-1980 
'24-HOUR TELEPHONE SERVICE 
Every Saturday Night 
Sponsored by the 
BOSTON UNIT, .UIERICA...V JEWISH CONGRESS 
At WHITNEY HALL 
COOLIDGE CORNER, BROOKLINE 
Paul Badger and His Orchestra. 
Featurin~ His Lowrt>y Organ 
Make Your Appointmt>nt.For Personalized 
New Year Greeting Cards Now! 
SIDNEY STUDIOS 
"Your Photographer - Sidney M. Bronstein'• 
118 MONROE ST., LYNN 
LYnn 8-0334 
e Eight 
~orth Shore Bond Leaders 
X-· 
2'.-
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Local Delegates 
Named To Confab 
In Washington, D. C. 
Election Observations 
Level Of Israel' Election 
Tactics Should Be Raised 
Greater Lynn Israel Bond chair-
men Nathan Cohen and Mrs Bur-
ton Machinist will head the. local 
delegation to the first National 
Economic Conference for Israel, 
which will be held from Thursday, It took twenty minutes to find 
September 20 through Sunday, th next house. Every person we 
September 23, in Washington, D. c. (Spt>cial to the "Press") approached had a different vet·sion 
The conference has been called JERUSALEM, August 1, <DelGty- of the location of the street and 
for the purpose of giving Jewish ed >- By the time this report reach- numbers. When we finally arrived 
leaders of America theii· first op- es you, the Israel election will be at the address, one family, recent-
. ly from French Morocco had to be 
portumty to meet on a national ancient history. Let this be, then, addressed in French and another 
scale to review the economic situa- a rehash of the methods and at- in Spani$h A third had voted 
lion of Israel, and to develop plan mosphere of the national election Mizrachi. zevi crossed them off 
for furthel'ing the sale of Inde- in the world's youngest democracy 
)e d B d ~is list of Joyal Mapai supporters. I n nee on s. In the weeks preceding the elec- 1 d 
S l f 
a y, apparently used to pol1ce 
ecre at·y o Labor Maurice J. lion, every inch of outdoor wall state methods, was at first terrified 
Tobin, recently returned from a space in Israel was jammed with and, with reluctance, said that she 
visit to Isr·ael, will be a principal campaign posters. To make cer- had already voted 
speaker at one of the conference lain. that a message was seen, 
Se -st·ons The f M h Thus, we went• from house to s . ormet· assac u- part1es would put twenty copies of 
sells Governor, who has bee? at the same poster on one wall Ap- house, each family presenting it.q 
the forefront of those Amencans peals were vehement and often pt·oblem. 
':':'ho ~upported. the ~tat: of Israeli vicious, making American pres~ Between houses, an ancient 
smce t.ts foundmg, w1ll gt~e a fi~st- _ idential. campaigns seem tame by North African Jew asked if we 
hand 1eport o_n the ~rogr_ess .wh~ch companson. Mapai cartoons rep- were Ben-Gurion's party. When 
North Shore leaders who will hold the the ~oun,try IS .makmg m Its .m- resented the- General Zionists us'lng he found we were, he took a Mapai 
du_ stnal and agncultural expansiOn building materials for mansions for circular, kissed it and placed it 
season's Bonds for Israel government pose together p 0 d h. · k t H' · r ~ram. . the wealthy. General Zionist car- un er IS ]ac e ·· IS act10n wa.q 
the Greater Lynn drive. Seated, Irving W. Rabb, H h I 1 t · l f th · · 1g . srae 1 government officials loons showed people waiting weari- yp1ca o e mess1amc reverence 
. Boston chairnta!'; !\Iaurice Samuels, guest speaker. Standing, who w1ll. participate in the. his- ly for an overdue bus wht'le Ht'stad- many new immigrants hold for the 
Suuons, Salem chatrman; Nathan Cohen, Lynn chairman·, Abra- t k h' 
0 
k ory-ma mg conference w1ll be ruth officers rode in luxurious government w 1ch brought them ~:::J"~ ~~~~~::!:ng the Beverly committee, and Meyer Kir- MosJ:e Share~t,• Israel's Mini:ster of Chryslers. Cheruth (Revisionists) to Israel. Opposition parties fre · 
..._ __________________ ..,, __________ F?re1gn. Affatrs and David Horo~ declared that Mapai and General quently joke about this feeling, 
• wttz, Dt~e~tor-General of the Fi- Zionists both represented different they describe the relationship be-· 
Y Juniors . 
•ld Meeting 
e first meeting of the year 
held at the home of Barbara 
Roberta Glickman, 4A Stick-
St. Plans were made for a 
we'en Party and a Fund-
g Bridge. Final plans for the 
Membership Tea with the 
· s Auxiliary on October 11, 
at the Hotel Edison were 
o Junior members were 
to be obligated .at the 
are Frances Kunian 
n Rosenberg. 
pro-
Tea. 
and 
e next mf'eting will be held 
e home of France:s Kunian on 
ber 8 and ts planned for a 
ess meeting and a Beano 
Anshal Sfard Plans nance M1mstry. types of monopolies an~ the Che- tween the, Messiah's donkey and L 
_J_W_ Y L d• ruth alone protected the common the golden calf. 
M b h• T ynn a leS man In the late afternoon, we visited em ers 1p ea Ot.her parties made similar a voting booth The actual voting 
The Ladies' Auxiliary of Con- Visit Hospital ~l!iims. Loud speakers blared pol- takes place in a room with a long 
gregation Anshai Sfard will. hold . ttlcal speeches day and night. I table on which are ananged in Je.~tsh War Veterans Ladies· remember, particularly, a General alphabetical order the letters rep· 
a membership tea in the vestry of Aux11tary Post No. 31 rccenlly Zionist speaker who, in blaming resenting the various parties The 
the synagogue Tuesday, September d · h t l8, it was decided at a recent board sponsor.e movtes for three nights t e ice shortage on the Mapai- vo er enters the room, has hi~; 
meeting. at the Soldiers' Home, Chelsea. dominated government (in Israel, identification card verified and re·· 
On the third evening visit, the a land of few refrigerators ice is ceives an envelope. He then goes 
Lena Berstein will serve as gen- l~die.s paid a visit to Wat·d "C" and a vital necessity), closed' every into the voting room alone, takes 
eral chairman, with Bertha Ler- dtstnbuted white sox, assorted sentence with "sieze the thief" re- the letter of his party from the 
man and Lizzie Garver, co-chair- fresh fruit, candy and toilet ar- ferring to Prime Minister David table, puts it in the envelope and 
men Minnie Barklar is the pres- ticles. A fitted writing pad was Ben-Gurion. drops the envelope in the ballot 
ident. the door· prize donated by a mem- On election day (Monday, June box in the lobby. As he leaves the 
The following are serving with ber of the auxiliary. 301 activity was at a feverish building, his identification car·d ill 
the committee in charge of the Magazines, books, playing cards height. Party workers dashed stamped to prevent him from vot·· 
affair, the Mesdames: Barr, Jacobs, <>.nd a lat·ge carton of nylon hose fr·om house to house, making sure ing again. The process is slow 
Sokol, Mishall, Rappaport, Viner, was also le~t for distribution. The th.at all t.he faithful votect_ My since only one person can vote at 
Lipsky, Goldberg, Weinswig Le- nylon hose IS used by the patients fnend ZeVI Terlo, 19 and a univer• a time and long queues of voters 
vine, Field, Miller and Gold. ' in the physiothet·apy shop. sity student, was a tireless Mapai can be seen throughout the city 
----- - --- Accompanying hospital chait·man wor·ker·. He invited me to accom• far into the night. ~ight modern vine-grafting ma- Mrs Frances Levine were Mrs. pany h1m on his rounds. Israel takes naturally to the 
chmes have just been brought in- Je~·ry Bernstein, Miss Barbara . "Getting out the vote" in Israel democratic el ction process At 
to Israel from France, where they Ghckman, Miss Phyliss Freeman lc> much more difficult than In present, the machinery is awkward ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;...;;;;;;.::;;=:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;_;_;.;- were- developed Jess than a year <1 nd Mi~s Bernice Chalet sky. America because street names and since so many voters ar new to 
ago. They will be inestimable Transportation was furnished by house numbe1·s are rarely marked the country. Tl\P lev~>l of cam .. 
value to Israel's vineyards, for they Mrs. Frances Chaletsky. and because a major part of the paign arguments should be raisea 
can be used to graft "American Next hospital visit will be on electorate, new to the country, and I am sure that when e next 
Do Not ,Jay-Walk 
Cros8 At Intersection" 
Stock" vinl" on th lo!'.al var1ety. October 8 at the Bedford v A. may not speak Hebr·ew, .~a~n]ctTif"~'a'?'ren~a~tr~o~n~a~l~e~le;,cHt~to~nts".;;'-:a~k~e~,;;p~la:c~P;;;t;h;:e:;:~!:::. 
•'Am!'rican Stock" grape.'i are Pl'llC Hos • never in the-ir lives ha .;; 
tically immunP to certain insect rapy !I ps c e ve 
pests which at onP time almost de- J. W V Auxiliary project. 
stroyed local vin yards. A complete summary of the hos-
pital work sponsored dul'ing the 
summer months will be reported 
by Chairman Mrs. Frances Levine 
at the opening meeting scheduled 
for Thut·sday evening, Septembe1 
13th, at the Jewish Community Store Of 
SOPHISTI-CUTE 
AMERICA'S 
TYPICAL 
SUB-TEENS 
A full selection 
of sub teen 
dresses with that 
grown-up look, in 
a large variety 
of styles from 
$3.98 
We now fea-
ture a hall-
size for the 
hard - to - fit 
chubby sub 
teen. 
Center. 
The first American refrigerators 
made in Israel ·are now coming off 
the assembly lines at a new plant 
in Tel Aviv. At present the re-
frigeralot·s are assembl~d from 
the United States, while the cabi-
nets at·e pressed in Israel from 
Amet·ican sheet steel. The factory 
hopes that it will soon be able to 
manufacture some of the parts 
locally. Its present production is 
500 units per month. 
City Auto School 
• Safe, Courteous, and Patient 
Drlving lnstructions. 
• Free Pick-Up Service. 
l.Y 8-2381 SALem 4680 
JOS. FELDBERG, Prop. 
It's Stylish • • • 
and Sensible • • • 
TO 
BUY YOURSELF 
A SEWING MACHINE! 
We buy, sell and rent new and 
used sewing machines, console 
or portable. 
We will also repair, 
or modernize your old 
be it a console or 
model. 
electrify 
machine 
portable 
LAit•s 
584 WASHINGTON ST., Ll"NN 
LYnn 8-SSOO 
There were four In our party: 
Zevi, a young lady Mapai worker 
who had arrived from North Africa 
a year before; Rita Josephson, an 
English girl who, like me, was an 
impartial observer; and myself. 
Together, we spoke seven lan-
guag"'s: Hebrew, German, Ft·ench, 
Arabic, Spanish, Russian and Eng-
lish. Since- we were going into a 
ne-ighborhood of new immigrants, 
this liguislic ability was useful. 
We easily found the first voters 
on our list of known Mapai sup-
port<>rs, a Bulgarian family which 
had been living in Israel for less 
than a year. They assured us, in 
Hebrew, that they would soon 
leave to vote Mapai. Zevi made 
sure that their voting credentials 
wer·e in order and that they were 
acquainted with the location of the 
voting booth. Another Bulgarian 
family in the same building knew 
no Hebrew and Zevi gave his mes-
sage in Ru sian. In this case, it 
was necessary to make certain that 
the voters knew enough of the 
Hebrew alphabet to recognize. the 
Mapai symbol and not vote an-
other party by mistake. ' 
DR. ELLIOT MILLER 
CHIROPODIST - PODIATRIST 
By Appointment Only 
220 Humphrey St. Marblehead 
Tel.: MAR 2671S 
INJUN AL sez: 
How! ! You li.kum heap 
goOd GAS RANGE for 
heap little WAMPUM? 
Good! ! Y o u t a k u m 
S q u a w over to BOCK-
SER's ••• 
They havum heap big 
SU~ER CLEARANCE 
SALE ••• 
BOCKSER PLUMBING 
SUPPLY 
SOS Summer Street 
LYnn 5-1650 
DEATHS 
MRS. ALICE SHELDON 
Mrs. Alice (Wasserman) Sheldon, 
78, of 104 Humphrey Street, 
Swampscott, wife of the late Jacob 
Sheldon. dted last Tuesday. A na-
tive of Russia, she was a long-time 
resident of the town and was ac .. 
tive in many Jewish communiaJ 
affairs. 
She leaves four sons, furael 
Sheldon, Hyman Sheldon and Na-
than Sheldon of Swampscott, and 
Max Sheldon of Malden, and a 
daughter, Mrs. Nathan E. Pearl-
man. 
Funeral services were held at 
Temple Beth El on Wednesday. 
Rabbt Israel Harburg conducted 
the se.rvice, assisted by Cantor 
Morton Shanok. Burial was in. 
Pride of Lynn Cemetery, Wyoma. 
50,000,000 razor blades will be 
the annual product of a new fac·· 
tory which is one of the projects 
planned for completion with funds 
realized through the sale of the 
State of Israel Issue. Most of the 
output of this factory will be di-
rected to the export market. Office 
of the Greater Lynn Israel Bond 
Committee Is at Room 207, Jewish 
Community Center Building. 
~ lla~at 
on all types of 
Television and Radio Sets 
ALWAYS RELIABLE 
Roman Television 
& Appliance Co. 
119 Fayette Street, Lynn 
LYnn S-0601 
SALLY•s 
• DRESSMAKING 
e ALfkBATIONS 
e DESIGNING 
69 Congresg st. ~lblent 6196 
--""n my judgment 
the bonds of the STATE 
OF ISRAEL are as good 
as the bonds of any 
other nation with 
which I am familiar., 
VICE PRESIDENT 
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VISIT THE ISRAEL DISPLAY ON 
MARKET STREET THIS WEEK 
GREATER LYNN COMMITTEE-
BONDS OF THE ISRAEL GOVERNMENT 
ROOM 207. 45 MARKET STREET. LYNN 
N~M N~M 
123456 B 
N 
J 2345fj B 
N 
An Israel Bond is an investment in the future of the world's youngest democracy. A financially 
secure Israel will result in a new birth of prosperity throughout the entire .Middle East. Support the 
Israel Independence Bond Issue now. 
HRUlTHORTIE 
HESTRURRTIT 
95 OXFORD STREET 
LYNN 
SE BONDS 
When Americans invest in big corporations. they are impressed-and rightly so-if a company has survived for 50. 60 or 
100 years. But in the new State of Israel. there is a company of people whose history goes back over 5.000 years! 
Consider the great civilizations which has risen during those 5.000 years and are now dust. The Egyptian. the Babylonian. 
the Persian. the Ancient Greeks. the Roman Empire and others. The people of Israel have survived them all-as they have 
survived war. homelessness. annihilation and tyrants. 
Therefore. it is an event of deepest meaning to all Americans that the world's newest democracy-the State of Israel-is 
launching its first Bond Issue. 
In an increc:l ibly short space of time. these Israelis have not only built a vital modem industrial plant and wrung an 
agricultura! land !rom the ancient desert. but they have also taken unto their bosom 600.000 homeless brethren-and trans· 
muted these immigrants into productive. happy people with stars in their eyes and their eyes on the future. 
There are plants and products and farms and ships and commerce to dramatize the modem miracle of Israel. 
Think of the historic element of character behind these 31/2 "/. interest-bearing Bonds even while you scrutinize the State 
of Israel's modem record of solid achievement. 
These Bonds are an investment for all Americans who believe in the dignity of the human spirit as the essence of 
democracy. 
GREATER LYNN COMMITTEE 
BONDS OF THE ISRAEL GOVERNMENT 
45 MARKET STREET. LYNN 
STATE OF 
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FOR ISRAEL, 120 Broadway, 
STATE OF ISRAEL DOLLAR BONDS 
GREATER BOSTON COMMITTEE- Suite 300, 79 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 
I hereby subscribe to the $500,000,000 ~~~:~·~·d~~~;··"}~;~~-·;;f 'IDENTIFICATION NUMBER • 
Bonds as follows: 
$ .................................... in D Savings Bonds ( 12-year Bonds worth at maturity 150% of issue amount) 
$ .................................... in D Coupon Bonds ( 15-year 3 Y2 % Bonds -interest payable semi-annually) 
Please issue and mail STATE OF IsRAEL Bonds subscribed for to 
NAME ..................... .............................................................................................................................................................................................................• 
(Please print name or names in FULL) 
MAILING ADDRESS .......................................................................................... C!TY AND STATE ....................................................................... . 
(Please print) 
0 My check for the amount of $ .......... .. ........................ is attached. 
D My check for the amount of $ ........ .. .......................... will be forwarded by .......................................................• 
(please indicate date) 
The undersigned acknowledges receipt of a current Prospectus relating to STATE OF IsRAEL 
Dollar Bonds, Independence Issue. 
.(.Fi~;;:;)··········· ······································ · ········· ···· ················ ·· ·················· (Signature of Subscriber) 
················································································································ (Business Address) (Home Address of Subscriber) (City) 
PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE STATE OF ISRAEL 
__... BE SURE TO READ INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE .._... 
Here Is Your Bond Volunteer ld 
To introduce you properly to 
your prospects, we are providing 
you herewith with your Bond 
Volunteer identity card. This card 
designates you as an official mem· 
her of our Local Committee for 
the State of Israel Bond Issue. 
We suggest that you carry this 
card with you at all times. 
PUNCH OUT 
/~-------------------------------------,, 
? ' / -------. ---~ \ 
I I BONDS OF THE ISRAEL GOVERNMEN~ \ 
I .d._ • I 
I I i VOLIJNTEER \ 
'1:11 - ~~ ~ i NAME.. ..... ~-~~~ ........ 1::~.2.;. ; ..... .::-.. ::...~-:-:~~L .... .. ...... ...... ........ i B 
0 I ~ .;""'"- =:::). f'(•. I~ ~_",.:_) v ':!/} I § ~: ADDRESS .... ~ :.~ ... ~:. \.~\:.~ ·.:~-::.~  .:•~ . .:............................ i"' 
l This is to certify that th~:bearer is an authorized : 
1 volunteer in the State". of Israel Bond Drive. : 
I . · I I ......__::JI~· ,:-.Jl 1 
\ No .................... ::-.. C. 1 __ ... ::. ......... ·--·-····=-~ .. :::....---····-··- 1 
', GENERAL CHAIRMAN / 
'-------------------------------------~ 
PU\CH OUT 
GREATER BOSTON COMMITTEE FOR STATE OF ISRAEL BONDS • 
I 1,.. 
c 0 p y 
A PROCLAMATION BY MAYOR STUART A. TARR 
WHEREAS, The State of Israel has repeatedly demonstrated its steadfast 
adherence to the cause of democracy, and its key importance as an cutpost 
ot democracy in a crucial area of the world; and 
\7HEREAS, Israel represents the fulfillment of the age-old ideal of a 
Jewish State, and is serving as a haven of rescue and homeland for vast 
numbers of homeless and oppressed Jews; and 
1nr&REAS, the State of lsrael has announced the flotation ot a $500,000,000 
Bond Issue in the United States to enable Israel to realize its great 
opportunities tor the complete absorption of newcomers through industrial 
and agricultural exampansion, and to speed Israel's transition to economic 
independence and self-sufficiency, and the achievement of Jewish Statehood 
in the fullest sense of the word; and 
WHEREAS, the State of Israel Bonds offer a twofold appeal as an indispensable 
aid in the development of Israel, and as a sound investment in the most 
rapidly growing democracy in the world; 
THEREFORE, I, STUART A. TARR, the Mayor of Lynn, Massachusetts, by the 
authority vested in me, do hereby proclaim the week of September 16, 1951, 
as ISRAEL BOND WEEK. 
) 
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A PROCLAMATION BY MAYOR STUART A. T.ARR 
WHEREAS, The State of Israel has repeatedly demonstrated its steadfast 
adherence to the cause of democracy, and its key importance as an <Utpost 
of democracy in a crucial area of the world; and 
\7HEREAS, Israel represents the fulfillment of the age-old ideal of a 
Jewish State, and is serving as a haven of rescue and homeland for vast 
numbers of homeless and oppressed Jews; and 
WHEREAS, the State of lsrael has announced the flotation of a $500,000,000 
Bond Issue in the United States to enable Israel to realize its great 
opportunities for the complete absorption of newcomers through industrial 
and agricultural exampansion, and to speed Israel's transition to economic 
independence and self-sufficiency, and the achievement of Jewish Statehood 
in the fullest sense of the word; and 
WHEREAS, the State of Israel Bonds offer a twofold appeal as an indispensable 
aid in the development of Israel, and as a sound investment in the most 
rapidly growing democracy in the world; 
THEREFORE, I, STUART A. TARR , the Mayor of Lynn, Massachusetts, by the 
authority vested in me, do hereby proclaim the week of September 16, 1951, 
as ISRAEL BOND WEEK. 
c 0 p y 
W. T. GRANT COMPANY 
August 21, 1951 
TO ALL MARKET STREET MERCHANTS 
IMPORTANT 
Here's our chance to publicize Market Street, Lynn, to all 
the North Shore. 
Here's bur chance to develop unprecedented trattio on Market Street 
alone. 
· ~ is the city • Market Street, tb3 street. 
At a meeting of the executive committee Market Street Merchants 
Association held Wednesday morning the plan on the enclosed sheet was 
given tentative approval. 
You will be contacted in the near future by a Market Street 
committee. In the me antime, please read the enclosed program 
carefully. 
HTB:RS 
Harold T. Batson 
Chai""'n 
MARKET STREET MERCHANTS 
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W. T. GRANT COMPANY 
August 21, 1951 
TO ALL MARKET STREET MERCHANTS 
IMPORTANT 
Here's our chance to publicize Market Street, Lynn, to all 
the North Shore. 
Here's our chance to develop unprecedented traffic on Market Street 
alone. 
· ~is the city • Market Street, t~ street. 
At a meeting of the executive committee Market Street Merchants 
Association held Wednesday morning the plan on the enclosed sheet was 
given tentative approval. 
You will be contacted in the near future by a. Market Street 
committee. In the me antime, please read the enclosed program 
carefully. 
HTB:RS 
Harold T. Batson 
Cha.irdln 
MARKET STRE~T MERCHANTS 
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'N. T • GRANT COMPANY 
August 21, 1951 
HERE'S THE STORY 
On September 16 a campaign will be launched by the Lynn Committee, 
Bonds of the Israel Government, with a mammoth rally at the Lynn 
•I 
Municipal Auditorium, featuring Franklin D, Roosevelt, Jr, aa the 
main speaker. 
During the following week, which will be p-oclaimed by Mayor Stuart 
A. Tarr as "Israel Bond Week", the Lynn committee will concentrate 
thousands of dollars on publicity and promotion. Market Street will 
be the focal point of all activities for this week. 
HERE'S THE SET-UP 
1. The Lynn Bond Committee will gather the largest display of Israe11 
products, historic items, art objects, photo displays, etc. ever amassed 
at one point in the United States, and will make them available to you 
for window displays, and in many eases, for interior exhibits as well. 
2. The Lynn Committee will use a tremendous amount of publicity 
(mailings, newspaper stories and advertising, radio time, fliers, etc.) 
promoting these displays and promoting Market Street as the place to see them. 
3. The Lynn Committee's professional staff and volunteers are p-epe.red 
, to assist you in arranging these displays and in any other manner to m9.ke 
the exhibit a soo cess. 
4. Events will take place every day on Market Street, designed to 
attract the populace to the street. 
5. There will be no cost to the merchant for any of the above. 
HERE'S YOUR PART 
1. Each nerchant will guarantee window space for his exhibit an:l will 
decorate his window attractively with the materials provided and at band. 
2 • The Street will be festively decorated, and each mere han t wi 11 be 
requested by a committee of Market Street merchants to participate in the 
very limited cost of the street banners and small flags which will be used. 
3. Merchants will be urged to mention the exhibit shovm in their windows 
in their regular advertising. All costs for special advertising will be 
defrayed by the Lynn Bond Committee. 
100% COOPERATION OF MARKET STREET MERCHANTS ·wiLL IlEURE UNPRECEDENTED 
ATTENTION AND TRAFFIC FOR MARKET STREET 
c 0 p y 
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5. There will be no cost to the merchant for any of the above. 
HERE'S YOUR PART 
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decorate his window attractively with the materials provided and at hand. 
2. The Street will be festively decorated, and each merchant will be 
requested by a committee of' Market Street merchants to participate in the 
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ATTENTION AND TRAFFIC FOR MARKET STREET 
c 0 p y 
LYNN ISRAEL BOND COMMITTEE 
August ,1951 
In consideration of our acceptance of a special Israel exhibit 
to be made available to us by the Lynn Israel Bond Committee, to be 
used in connection with Israel Bond Wee, September 16-23, 1951, as 
proclaimed by Mayor stuart A. Tarr, we agree as follows: 
1. To provide suitable display space in our store windOI'fs for 
the entire week of September 16 to 23. 
2. To share with other members or the Market Street Merchants 
Association in defraying the costs or decorating Market Street 
for t his special promotion. (All shares are to be paid 
directly to the Lynn Chamber of Commerce.) 
Name of Company 
By ______________________ __ 
Address 
Accepted by: 
For Lynn Israel Bond Comrndttee 
PROSPECTUS $500,000,000 
STATE OF ISRAEL 
I 
Independence Issue 
· v Two Types of Bonds Are Offered 
in the Aggregate Principal Amount of $500,000,000: · 
(a) Interest Bearing Bonds, denominated Fifteen Year 3~o/o Dollar Coupon Bonds. 
Dated May 1, 1951 Due May 1, 1966 
Ollered, at par, in denominations of $500, $1,000, $2,500, $5,000, $10,000, and $100,000. 
Interest payable May 1 and November 1. Interest will accrue from the first day of the month following 
the month in which subscription is accepted by the Bank designated for such _purpose. 
Interest for the unexpired balance of the current semi-annual interest period at the 
time of sale will be paid in advance at the time of delivery of the Bond. 
(b) Capital Appreciation Bonds, denominated Twelve Year DoJlar Savings Bonds. 
Dated first day of month in which subscription is accepted by the Bank designated for such purpose. 
Due 12 years from date. Offered, at par, in issue-amount denominations of $50, $100, $250, 
$500, $1,000, $2,500, $5,000 and $10,000. Maturity Value: 150% of issue amount. 
BOTH TYPES OF BONDS ARE NON-TRANSFERABLE AND NON-ASSIGNABLE, 
EXCEPT IN CERTAIN SPECIAL INSTANCES; EACH BOND IS EXCHANGEABLE 
BY THE REGISTERED OWNER FOR A FULLY TRANSFERABLE 
,, BEARER BOND ON OR AFTER MAY 1, 1954. 
~-- '- . 
Redemption of either type of Bond at the option of the registered owner (or his estate) prior 
- .- to maturity is limited to (a) redemption upon death or (b) redemption in Israel currency, as set 
-:·-,_ forth in the Bonds. · 
Either type of Bond is redeemable in whole or in part at the option of the State of Israel on or 
after May 1, 1956, upon at least 30 days' notice, at par plus inte~;est accrued to redemption date in 
the case of Coupon Bonds, or at appreciated principal amount at redemption date in the case of 
Savings Bonds. 
Principal and interest on the Coupon Bonds and appreciated principal on the Savings Bonds are 
payable at the office or agency of the State of Israel in the Cities of New York, N. Y., Chicago, Illinois 
or San Francisco, California, in .such coin or currency of the United States of America as at the time 
of payment is legal tender for public and private debts. 
THESE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN APPROVED OR DISAPPROVED BY THE 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION NOR HAS THE COMMISSION 
PASSED UPON THE ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF THIS PROSPECTUS. 
ANY REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE. 
Per Unit .... ----------------------------------- -·{ i~~~~~ 
Aggregate TotaL ...... ------- -- ---------{ CS oupon 
avmgs 
Bonds 
Bonds 
Bonds} 
Bonds 
Price to · 
Public 
100% 
100% 
$500,000,000 
Underwriting 
Discounts or 
Commissions* 
3Yz% 
3Yz% 
* 
Proceeds to 
Gpvernment* 
96Yz% 
96Yz % 
* 
~.--. * The arrangements between the State of Israel and American Financial and Development Corporation for 
Israel are embodied in an agreement which is summarized under the heading "Summary of Underwriting Agree-
- . - -.111ent." in _this prospectus. The amount of discounts and/or commissions is subject to adjustment downward as 
·t - prov1ded m the agreement. The aggregate proceeds to the State of Israel will depend upon the amount of any such 
adjustments as w.ell as the total amount of bonds sold. 
American Financial and Development Corporation for Israel 
The date of this Prospectus is March 28, 1951. 
= -
No dealer, salesman or any other person bas been authorized to give any information or to make any 
representations, other than those contained in this Prospectus, in connection with the oflering made by this 
Prospectus, and information or representations not herein contained, if given or made, must not be relied 
upon. 
This Prospectus does not constitute an oiler by the issuer or any Underwriter in any state in which an r 
o6er or solicitation is not authorized by the Jaws thereof or in which such Underwriter is not qualified to· act 
as a dealer or broker. 
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CONCERNING THE REGISTRATION STATEMENT 
The State of Israel (herein sometimes called "Israel", or "the State") has filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, Washington, D. C., a Registration Statement under the Federal Securities Act of 1933, 
as amended, with respect to its "INDEPENDENCE ISSUE" of Fifteen Year 3~% DoJlar Coupon Bonds 
(herein sometimes caJled "Coupon Bonds") and Twelve Year DoJlar Savings Bonds (herein sometimes called 
"Savings Bonds"). Copies of such Registration S tatement may be procured from the Commission by 
payment of the legal charge therefor. This Prospectus does not contain all of the information set forth 
in the Registration Statement, certain items of which are omi tted or are included in condensed or summarized 
form. For more full and complete information reference is made to the Registration Statement and exhibits 
filed as par.t thereof. 
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In this Prospectus amounts pertaining to the period of the Palestine Mandate are expressed in Palestine 
pounds (L.P. ), unless otherwise specified; during this period the value of the Palestine pound was approxi-
mately the same as that of the Pound Sterling. Amounts which pertain to the period following the establishment 
of the State of Israel are expressed in Israel pounds (I.L.) , unless otherwise specified; the official rate of exchange 
.::; of the Israel pound is fixed at $2.80. For a more detailed explanation of the currency of Israel see page 24 
of this Prospectus. 
The sour ces of the statistical material contained in this Prospectus, except where otherwise stated, are , for 
the period after May 15, 1948: The Central Bureau of Statistics and Economic Research of the Governm•mt of 
Israel, the Statistical Service of the Ministry of Finance and other Government Departments. Statistics covering 
the period before May 15, 1948 are taken from the publications of the Statistical and Economic Departments of 
the Jewish Agency and of the Statistical Bureau of the Mandatory Government. 
PURPOSE OF THE BOND ISSUE 
This Bond Issue is part of a three-year program of the Government of Israel for the economic 
development of the State. At a conference in Jerusalem on September 3-5, 1950, Prime Minister 
Ben-Gurion outlined to a group of fifty American Jewish leaders the major objectives of this three-year 
program. He stated that the people of Israel had determined to keep the doors of their country open to 
all Jews who sought to enter·. 
This decision was made in the face of increasing needs which arose from the fact that the influx 
of capital was wholly insufficient to meet the requirements of the unprecedented high rate of immigration 
.;___since the establishment of the State. Efforts had already been made to recruit as much capital as possible 
out of internal resources. The people of Israel had imposed upori themselves high taxation and an 
austerity program to make possible the absorption of the new immigrants, many of whom had to be 
-~-
retrained for a new life. A large expansion of the productive capacity of the country was achieved. 
Nevertheless, the increase in total production was inadequate in view of the increase in population ; and, in 
additi9n, a considerable number of immigrants were still without permanent housing. At the same time, 
·Israel had to contend with the l?roblems which normally confront any new state. 
In the light of these circumstances, it was evident that the continuation of large-scale immigration 
required substantial amounts of new capital. The three-year program was projected to develop and 
consolidate the economy of Israel, to enable it to receive and absolf9 all Jews who wished to come and 
to provide a haven for the Jews of the Middle East and of Easteni Europe while they were still free to 
move to Israel. 
It is anticipated that during the next three years approximately 600,000 immigrants will enter the 
country. The expectation is that this immigration will consist of about 200,000 persons from Eastern 
European countries, approximately 200,000 from the North African Moslem countries, about 150,000 
from Asiatic countries and approximately 50,000 from other countries. Changes that may occur in 
government policies in Arab and Eastern European cpuntries may materially affect this estimate. The 
total number of Jews in Europe, Africa and Asia is about twice the anticipated immigration. 
On the basis of plans drawn up by the Government of Israel, the Prime Minister estimated that $1.5 
~ billion would be required over a period of three years to achieve the integration of the additional immigrants 
--~ and the consolidation of the country's economy. He declared that Israel, with limited aid from countries 
other than the United States, would undertake to provide the equivalent of $500 million toward this fund. 
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Following a discussion of the three-year economic development plan, the American delegates visiting 
Jerusalem as referred to above, decided that the plan to raise the remaining $1 billion in the United States 
should be presented to American Jewry for . action. Accordingly, a National planning Conference for 
Israel and Jewish Rehabilitation was held in Washington, D. C., from October 26 through October 29. -
1950. This conference was the most widely representative gathering of the Jews · of the United States ~ 
ever ·convened. Finance Minister Kaplan presented details of the plans of the Government of . Israel. 
The National Planning Conference decided that every avenue should be explored to provide $1 billion 
for Israel in three years arid approved the following four point program: 
( 1) Efforts to obtain intergovernmental grants-in-aid. 
(2) Intensification of efforts to raise gift funds , especially through the United Jewish Appeal. 
( 3) Stimulation of private investment in Israel. 
( 4) Support of a bond issue to be floated by the Government of Israel. 
This Bond Issue in the amount of $500,000,000, is the largest single source of funds for meeting the 
$1 billion objective in the United States over the next three years. 
The Government of Israel plans to use the entire net proceed$' of this Bond Issue for the development 
of ·the economy of the State. The Government has. prepared preliminary allocations of the net proceeds 
of the Bond Issue among development projects in the fields of industry and power, agriculture, trat)sporta-
tion, trade and services, and the establishment of a Government Mortgage Bank and a Government Central 
Bank for Development. The Government intends to expend these sums by way of loans for particular _ 
economic development projects and also, where necessary or appropriate, by direct Government 
expenditure. 
More details, as presently projected, on the uses of the net proceeds of this Bond Issue and on the 
overall economic development program are given on pages 32-37. All such details are necessarily 
tentative. It is recognized that realization of the economic program is dependent upon many factors, 
including the availability of the necessary funds, -raw materials, machinery and other items required for 
the broad industrialization and fanning program contemplated. In some measure, parts of the program 
may be affected by the world political situation and the overall world market conditions. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE BONDS 
The Bonds are to be the direct obligations ~f the State of Israel, the principal and interest being 
payable in legal tender of the United States. They are to be issued under the State of Israel Bonds 
(Independence Issue) Law 5711-1951. 
There are to be two types of Bonds, denominated "Fifteen Year 301J'a Dollar Coupon Bonds, Inde-
pendence Issue" (herein called " Coupon Bonds" ) and "Twelve Year Dollar Savings Bonds, Independence 
Issue" (herein called "Savings Bonds" ). T he State of Israel will issue such amounts of each type of bond 
as it may determine, provided that the aggregate of the principal amount of all CoupoR Bonds and of the 
issue amount of all Savings Bonds will not exceed $500,000,000. 
. The Bonds will be initially issued as "Registered Bonds", with the name of the person to whom issued 
inscribed on the face, but it is not intended that books for the registration of such Registered Bonds will 
be established or maintained. 
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The Registered Bonds will be non-transferable and non-assignable, except to certain limited classes 
of transferees, as set forth in the Fiscal Agency Agreement between the State of Israel and The Chase 
National Bank of the City of New York (see pages 39-40 of this Prospectus) . Permissible transferees 
include the State of Israel, the American Financial and Development Corporation for Israel, tax-exempt 
charitable organizations (as described in the Fiscal Agency Agreement) and such other persons as may 
be hereafter designated by the State of Israel. 
The Coupon Bonds are to be dated May 1, 1951 and are to mature May 1, 1966. These bonds will 
be in denominations of $500, $1,000, $2,500, $5,000, $10,000 arrd $100,000. Interest at the rate of 331;l7'o 
per annum, will be payable semi-annually on May 1st and November 1st of each year. 
The Savings Bonds are to be Bonds of a capital appreciation type. Each Bond will be dated as of 
the first day of the month in which a subscription for such Bond is accepted by one of the banks desig-
nated for such purpose, and will become due twelve years from such date. The Savings Bonds will be 
issued in denominations of $50, $100, $250, $500, $1,000, $2,500, $5,000 and $10,000, and will have a 
maturity value of 150% of the issue amount. 
If the Registered Owner of a Registered Bond is an individual, the State of Israel will purchase such 
Bond in legal tender currency of the United States, upon its surrender, at any time within two years 
after the death of the Registered Owner, at the principal trust office of the Fiscal Agent in New York, 
N . Y. (with all annexed coupons which mature after the date of surrender, in the case of a Coupon Bond) 
payment to be made to the executor, administrator or legal representative of the Registered Owner; 
..- the purchase price, in the case of a Coupon Bond, to be the principal amount thereof (without interest) 
and the purchase price, in the case of a Savings Bond, to be the appreciated principal amount thereof 
at the date of surrender. If the Registered Owner is more than one individual, the State will be obli-
gated to make such purchase only after the. death of the last survivor of such individuals and as pro-
vided in the Fiscal Agency Agreement. If the Registered Owner is a corporation or other entity (other 
than one or more individuals) -and shall at the time of subscription have properly designated in writing 
an individual upon whose death the State shall be required to purchase such Bond-then, upon the death 
of said designated individual, the State shall have the same obligation to purchase such Bond as if the 
designated individual had been the Registered Owner (except that payment will be made to the Registered 
Owner). The State may suspend or terminate its obligation to purchase Bonds upon death if, in the 
opinion of the State, a material number of the holders of Registered Bonds shall die as a result of war, 
epidemic, catastrophe of nature or other disaster. 
The State will purchase any Registered Bond in legal tender currency of the State of Israel at the 
then official rate of exchange, upon surrender of such Bond (with all annexed coupons which mature 
after the date of surrender, in the case of a Coupon Bond) in Israel at the principal office of the Bank 
Leumi Le-Israel B. M., or at such other place or places within or without the State as may be designated 
by the State of Israel, such purchase to be made from the Registered Owner of such Bond, who may be 
required to present such Bond in person ; the purchase price, in the case of a Coupon Bond, to be the 
principal amount thereof (without interest) and the purchase price, in the case of a Savings Bond, to be 
the appreciated principal amount thereof at the date of surrender. 
Beginning with May 1, 1954, the Registered Bonds may be exchanged at the principal trust office 
of the Fiscal Agent in New York, N . Y., for Bearer Bonds of like amount and substantially like tenor, 
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except that such Bearer Bonds shall be freely transferable and shall pass by delivery and except that the 
State shall have no obligation to purchase such Bearer Bonds upon the death of the holder or any other 
person. The State of Israel shall, however, be obligated to purchase such Bearer Bonds from the bearer 
in Israel currency in the same manner and under the same circumstances as above provided with respect 
to the Registered Bonds. 
The State of Israel will have the right, at any time on or after May 1, 1956, upon at least thirty days 
published notice, to redeem the Bonds as a whole at any time, or in part from time to time, at a redemp-
tion price equal, in the case of the Coupon Bonds to the principal amount thereof and accrued interest 
thereon to the redemption date, and in the case of the Savings Bonds to the appreciated principal amount 
thereof bn the redemption date. 
The State of Israel agrees to deliver to the Fiscal Agent, for retirement and cancellation, Coupon 
Bonds (valued at the principal amount thereof) and/or Savings Bonds (valued at the appreciated prin-
cipal amount thereof at the date of such delivery) as follows: (a) In each of the four 12-month periods 
ending May 1, 1957 to May 1, 1960, inclusive, Bonds having a value of not less than 2o/o of the original 
amount of Bonds, and (b) in each of the five 12-month periods ending May 1, 1961 to May 1, 1965, 
inclusive, Bonds having a value of not less than 3% of the original amount of Bonds. The term "original 
amount of Bonds" means the total of the aggregate principal amount of all Coupon Bonds and the aggre-
gate issue amount of all Savings Bonds outstanding on May 31, 1954. The Bonds so delivered for 
retirement and cancellation may have been acquired by redemption, by purchase upon death or by 
purchase for legal tender currency of the State of Israel, as set forth above, or in any other manner. 
The principal of all Bonds, and interest on Coupon Bonds, will be payable at an office or agency 
of the State of Israel in any of the following cities: New York, N. Y.; Chicago, Illinois; San Francisco, 
California. 
The principal of all Bonds, and interest on Coupon Bonds, will be paid free of all taxes now or at 
any time hereafter imposed by the State of Israel or by any taxing authority thereof or therein, except when 
the Bonds are beneficially owned by a person residing in or ordinarily a resident of the State of Israel. 
The legality of the Bonds will be passed upon on behalf of the State of Israel by Pinchas Rosen, 
acting in his official capacity as Minister of Justice in accordance with the duti~s of his office, his address 
being Jerusalem, Israel ; and on behalf of the underwriter by Messrs. Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & 
Garrison, New York, New York, and Messrs. Gross & Blumberg, Newark, New Jersey. On all questions 
relating to the laws of the State of Israel, said counsel for the underwriter may rely on the opinion of 
Mr. Abraham Levin, Tel-Aviv, Israel, a member in good standing of the Israel Bar. 
The foregoing description of the Bonds is intended only as a brief summary of the more important 
terms of the Bonds, and is qualified in its entirety by reference to the full terms of such Bonds and of 
the Fiscal Agency Agreement therein referred to, all of which have been filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission as Exhibits to the Registration Statement. 
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STATE OF ISRAEL 
Early History 
~ The State of Israel was formally established on May 14, 1943, with the authority of the United 
Nations. 
This action brought to realization hopes and prayers that had their origin many centuries ago, when 
the Romans under Titus laid siege to Jerusalem and drove the Jews into exile. The exodus from Pales-
tine scattered the Jews in all directions, but for many centuries they sought to live as close to their 
homeland as possible. Until about the year 1000 the majority of the Jewish population remained in the 
countries of North Africa and the Near East. Some, however, migrated through North Africa to Italy, 
Spain, France, Germany and England; others went by way of Byzantium into the Balkan Peninsula 
and the Slav countries. Only in the eleventh century did the Jews increase in numbers in Europe, 
especially in Spain. 
Torquemada's Inquisition in Spain brought to a violent and tragic end in 1492 one of the most 
creative chapters in Jewish history. Hatred and persecution followed the Jews wherever they went. 
Movements typified by Oliver Cromwell in England, the Declaration of Independence in America, the 
Revolution in France, and the emergence of liberalism elsewhere on the European Continent, greatly 
reduced the brutalities of discrimination, but persecution continued in many countries. 
The Zionist Movement 
In 1881 and 1882 wholesale massacres occurred in Russia. Pogroms against the Jews wiped out many 
thousands of men, women and children. At about this time the longing for the return to their ancestral 
homeland gave rise to the formation of an organization known as "Chovevei Zion" (Lovers of Zion). 
This was the forerunner of the World Zionist Organization founded by Theodor Herzl. The first Zionist 
Congress was held in Basle, Switzerland in 1897. The return of Jews to Palestine and their settlement on 
the land, undertaken sporadically during the preceding decades, now became an organized function of the 
Zionist movement. 
Twenty years later (November 2, 1917), Great Britain, by the Balfour Declaration, undertook to 
facilitate the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people. The United States 
together with the other Allied Powers endorsed this significant step. The following year General 
Allen by marched victoriously into Jerusalem at the head of an army including the Jewish Legion, which 
consisted of volunteers from the United States, Canada and many European countries. 
In 1922, after the creation of the League of Nations, Britain was granted a Mandate over Palestine. 
The League incorporated the Balfour Declaration as an integral part of this Mandate. 
Six Million Die 
In 1939 with the outbreak of World War II, Hitler marched eastward through Poland and there 
began a systematic mass destruction far beyond anything known even in the days of the worst martyrdom of 
the Jewish people. On the eve of the War, the Mandatory Power had issued a White Paper limiting 
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immigration into Palestine to a total of 15,000 a year for a period of five years. Thus in the years when 
6,000,000 Jews were killed by Hitler, the Jews of Europe found the doors of Palestine almost com-
pletely barred to them. 
The end of World War II did not bring any material change in the immigration policy of the Man-
datory Power, with the result that many thousands stormed the gates of the country in a desperate attempt 
to end their homelessness. · The freedom to join their own people in their own land was not achieved until 
the State of Israel was proclaimed. Only in the light of these circumstances can one understand the 
firmness of the resolve of the Jews of Israel to keep their doors open at any cost. 
The United Nations Act 
On November 29, 1947, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted a resolution recom-
mending the establishment of an independent Jewish State in Palestine as part of a partition plan. Arab 
groups immediately resorted to force in an effort to destroy the Jewish community and to prevent the 
establishment of a Jewish State. The British Government announced that it would terminate its mandate 
on May 15, 1948. Although greatly outnumbered and lacking substantial war equipment, the people 
of Israel proceeded to implement the decision of the United Nations and proclaimed the establishment of 
the State of Israel on May 14, · 1948. Several Arab states, answering the action of the people of Israel 
acting under the United Nations resolution, launched a full scale invasion to strangle the infant state 
of Israel. Young and old left their work benches and their ploughs to fight for the independence ef 
Israel. Many of those who were in the front line of the Jewish Defense Army of Israel were veterans 
of service with the British armies in North Africa, Greece and Italy during World War II. What they 
had contributed in the world struggle for freedom, they now gave in even greater measure for their 
own liberation. 
The United Nations finally succeeded in bringing about an end to the hostilities, but not until Israel's 
army had registered decisive victories on the field of battle. On the basis of a resolution adopted by the 
Security, Council of the United Nations on November 16, 1948, Armistice Agreements were negotiated 
between the Government of Israel and the respective Governments of the contiguous Arab States, Egypt, 
Lebanon, The Hashemite Jordan Kingdom and Syria. 
These agreements have succeeded in restoring a considerable degree of stability and are intermediate 
steps between the military truce and the establishment of normal international relations between the parties 
based on the final settlement of all questions. 
The Armistice Agreements, which were consummated during the period from February to July, 
1949, have common characteristics of great importance. First, they provide non-aggression under-
takings; the parties agree never again to resort ' to force in the solution of outstanding problems between 
them. Second, the agreements fix Armistice demarcation lines beyond which no military element of 
either party is to advance or pass over for any purpose whatsoever. Third, the agreements have a 
continuing effect in that they set up Mixed Armistice Commissions consisting of representatives of each 
of the contracting nations and representatives of the United Nations, whose function it is to deal "with any 
disputes arising under the Armistice Agreements and to interpret such agreements in case of dispute. 
The State of Israel was admitted as a member of the United Nations on May 11, 1949. 
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Present Relations With the Arabs 
The Government of Israel has sought to achieve normal relations with the neighboring Arab countries 
ever since hostilities ceased more than two years ago. Thus far, however, it has not been successful in 
persuading t he Arab nations to enter into direct peace negotiations, and an economic boycott by the Arab 
countries has continued since the cessation of active hostilities. While there have been a number of border 
incidents from time to time between Israel and its neighboring countries, the Government of Israel does 
not believe that existing armistice arrangements are in jeopardy. 
The population of Israel includes about 175,000 Arabs. They are an integral part of the political, 
economic and social life of the State. The policy of the Government is that there shall be .no discrimination 
against its Arab citizens. They are represented in the knes~et (Parliament). In all aspects of its work-
education, welfare, health, local administration-the Government of Israel has sought to assure that its 
Arab citizens are full fledged members of the community and enjoy the freedom of worship and all other 
democratic rights guaranteed to all members of the population. 
Geography and Climate 
Israel lies on the western edge of Asia bordering on the Mediterranean Sea on the West, the 
Kingdom of Jordan in the East, Lebanon and Syria in the North, and Egypt in the South. It comprises 
about 8,100 square miles (the size of New Jersey) and occupies the major portion of what was formerly 
Palestine. Israel is 260 miles long and 70 miles across at its widest point. 
'The Jordan is the principal river in Israel. In addition, there are various other rivers along the 
Coastal Plain, the most important of which are the Kishon near Haifa and the Yarkon near Tel Aviv. 
In its descent from Northern I~rael into the Dead Sea, the Jordan River flows through Lake H ule 
( 5 y.4 square miles in area and 230 feet above sea level), and the Sea of Galilee ( 64 square miles, 696 feet 
below sea level). The Dead Sea is a salt lake, 405 square miles in area and 1,286 feet below sea level, 
which is the lowest point on earth. A portion of the Dead Sea is in Israel. 
The leading cities in the coastal plain are Tel Aviv-Jaffa, Haifa, Nathanya and Acre. 
Geographically Israel can be divided into several regions: the Maritime and Coastal Plains, the 
Valley of Jezreel (Esdraelon), the Hills of Judea, the Galilee, the Jordan Valley and the Negev. 
The Negev is a large triangle with its apex at the Gulf of Elat which comprises more than half of the 
total area of Israel. Large-scale irrigation projects have already been initiated to revive the fertility of 
the northern area of the Negev. Water is being obtained, partly by damming the winter run-offs in the 
wadis, and partly by means of pipelines from more northerly points. The many thousands of square miles 
in the Negev constitute a new frontier for mass settlement and development in the coming years. 
Situated between the Mediterranean and the desert, Israel has a variable climate modified by the 
hills and valleys of the country. Israel is unusual in its sharp climatic contrasts. Within the small 
area of the country there are many gradations of climate and this phenomenon has made possible the 
cultivation of a wide variety of crops. The summer is warm, with the temperature varying in different 
parts of the country. The winter is the ni.iny season extending approximately from October to April. 
Most of the rainfall occurs during the period between December and February. 
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Mineral Resources 
The mineral resources of Israel, especially those in the South, have not yet been fully explored. 
The Dead Sea, approximately one fourth of which is within the territory of Israel, is one of the 
richest sources of chemical deposits of the world, containing the principal chlorides-potassium, sodium, 
magnesium and calcium- and magnesium bromide. There is a wide export market for these chemical 
products. 
The mineral wealth contained m the waters of the Dead Sea is indicated in the following estimate 
of its chemical salt deposits: 
Salts 
Potassium Chloride ......... .............. ........................ . 
Sodium Chloride ................................................... . 
Calcium Chloride ..... ............................................ . 
Magnesium Chloride .. ......................................... . 
Magnesium Bromide ............................................. . 
In Metric Tons 
2,000,000,000 
11,000,000,000 
6,000,000,000 
22,000,000,000 
980,000,000 
Dead Sea potash deposits have been exploited commercially for more than twenty years. Originally, 
Dead Sea deposits were exploited in two plants owned by Palestine Potash Works Ltd., a private 
corporation. The plant in the North is today in the territory occupied by the Kingdom of Jordan. 
However, this plant was completely destroyed by the Arab Legion during the War of Independence. The 
Southern plant, which is in the territory of Israel, was only slightly damaged and can resume operations 
upon the rehabilitation of its machinery and equipment. 
In various parts of Israel, minerals have been found of such quality and quantity as to make them 
an important potential asset for the development of industry and for the improvement of Israel's balance 
of payments. Fire clay, gypsum, glass sand, and marble are already being exploited to cover local 
requirements. Deposits of phosphates, kaolin and glass sand exist near Kurnub in the Negev where 
the establishment of a mining area is contemplated. In the lower Negev manganese, mica and copper 
have been found ; whether commercial exploitation is possible requires further investigation. There are 
deposits of barite, feldspar and bituminous limestone in other areas of the country. In the Lake Hule 
area there are deposits of peat estimated at 20,000,000 tons. 
The geological structure of the country, especially the Negev, suggests the possible existence of 
petroleum, but specific deposits have not yet been located. 
The Government 
Israel embarked on self-government with the advantage of the long experience of the Jewish com-
munity in administrative and national planning. Under the Mandate, the Jewish community (Yishuv) 
had its own Elected Assembly and National Council, the Vaad Leumi. Relying on its own tax revenue 
and resources, the Yishuv maintained its own school system, public health and other social services. 
Moreover, the Jewish Agency for Palestine (an organization representing organized Zionists and other 
Jewish bodies throughout the world) performed quasi-governmental functions through its Executive, 
sitting in J erusalem. 
On the 14th of May, 1948 (5th of Iyar, 5708, Israel Independence Day), when the State of Israel 
was proclaimed, two governing bodies were established: the Provisional State Council, composed of 
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37 members, to act as the supreme legislative authority; and the Provisional Government, compnsmg 
13 Ministers, under the Premiership of David Ben-Gurion. Dr. Chaim Weizmann was elected President 
of the State Council. 
The basic legal forms and institutions of Israel have not been codified into any one single consti-
tutional enactment. The fundamental structure of the State is found in certain basic laws and proclama-
tions, including the following: ( 1) Proclamation of Independence (May 14, 1948) ; (2) Proclamation of 
the Provisional State Council (May 14, 1948); (3) Ordinance on Institutions of Government and Justice 
(May 19, 1948); (4) Ordinance on Elections to the Constituent Assembly (November 18, 1948); (5) 
Transition Law (February 16, 1949), also known as the Small Constitution; (6) Law of the Return 
(July 5, 1950); and (7) Law on Local Authorities (January 17, 1950). 
The Ordinance on Institutions of Government and Justice provide_s for the continuation of the laws 
and the entire legal system existing in Palestine prior to the estaplishment of the State, except as modified 
by specific legislation. The carry~over of . the legal framework of the State despite the change in its 
political structure is analogo)ls to the so-called "reception statutes'' in early American history. 
Israel has a parliamentary form of government. Its Proclamation of Independence laid down these 
broad principles: of democratic government: 
"The State of Israel ... will promote the development of the country for the benefit of all 
its inhabitants; will be based on the principles o£ liberty, justice and peace as conceived by the 
Prophets of Israel; will uphold the full social and political equality of all its citizens, without 
distinction of religion, race or sex; will guarantee freedom of religion, conscience, education and 
cuiture; will safeguard the Holy Places of all religions and will loyally uphold the principles of 
the United Nations Charter". 
Following a population census, general democratic elections for the Knesset, the Parliament of Israel, 
were held on January 25, 1949. The powers of the Knesset, composed of 120 members, are partly defined 
by law and partly based on the traditions of other democratic parliaments. The Knesset, whose principal 
function is legislation, also exercises control over the affairs of the State and the acts of the Government. 
The Executive is a Cabinet collectively responsible to the Knesset in accordance with familiar 
European parliamentary systems. The Transition Law provides: 
"A government [Cabinet] in which the Knesset expresses no confidence or which has decided 
to resign shall immediately tender its resignation to . the President of the State, but shall continue 
with its duties until a new government is formed ... " 
The first Government established under the Transition Law was approved on March 10, 1949. It was 
a coalition government. On February 17, 1951, the Government resigned (on the issue of religious 
education of immigrants )-but, in accordance with the above quoted provision, the Government con-
tinues in office until a new Government is formed., It is expected that new elections to the Knesset will 
take place in July, 1951. 
The President, who is elected by a majority of the Knesset, represents the concept of the continuity 
of the State. The President designates one of the members of the Knesset to form a Cabinet, which 
must be submitted to and approved by the Knesset. 
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The Ordinance on Courts (June 24, 1948) established a Supreme Court and subordinate District 
Courts and Magistrate Courts. _ 
Local government in Israel comprises "municipalities" (towns) and "local councils" (townships and 
; large villages). They both have the right to levy such taxes as Rent Tax; Property Tax; Entertainment 
Tax; Building License Fees; Business License Fees; Education Tax. They administer education and 
culture, health and social welfare, water supply and other local mattets; they have the right to promote 
housing projects, allocate land to public institutions, contract loans,_ etc. They also have the right to com-
bine for common purposes in regional councils. -
. . -------------- -
_ Administratively, relations between the local governments and the central government arenandled_ 
by the Ministry of the Interior. A system of grants-in-aid is 'maintained whereby the central government 
aids local authorities in providing many public and social services. The local authorities may borrow 
money provided that each loan is approved by the central government. The Government has itself 
extended substantial loans to the local authorities for the execution of public works a,nd the construction of 
schools under the Special Development Budget. 
ISRAEL'S ECONOMY 
The development of the economy of the Jewish community of Palestine and later of Israel can best be 
understood in relation to immigration. Each new wave of immigrants brought skills, initiative, ·manpower 
and capital for new agricultural and industrial development. This- has resulted in a highly dynamic 
growth. The country has been transformed into the most industrialized economy of the Middle East. 
At the same time the people of Israel developed a modern farming system, with tl1~'; object of achieving a 
- balanced economic structure. 
Since 1948, however, the economy of the country has been subjected to extraordinary pressures and 
strains res\tlting from the War of Ind-ependence and the accelerated influx of new immigrants. Although 
the productive capacity of the country was greatly increased, the supply of capital necessary to expand and 
consolidate the economy became wholly inadequate in relation to the enlarged population. 
Population and Immigration 
Palestine had a Jewish population of 65,000 in 1919. By May of 1948 it had increased to 650,000. 
By the end of 1950, there were about 1,200;000 Jews in the State of Israel. In addition, there were 
approximately 175,000 Arabs. 
Approximately 85 per cent of this increase in Jewish population resulted from immigration. The-
flow of immigrants was concentrated in five major waves, the first, bringing about 35,000 people during 
the years 1919-1923; the second, beginning in 1924 and lasting through 1931,, which brought in 82,000 
persons, three-fourths of them from Eastern Europe; the third, from 1932 to the outbreak of .World War II 
bringing in about 225,000 new immigrants, the majority of whom were of Polish and Central European 
origin; the fourth wave, from the beginning of World War II until May, 1948, consisted of about 110,000 
immigrants, among them a considerable number of so-called "illegal" immigrants who entered despite 
the Mandatory Power's restrictive immigration quotas. 
The current (fifth) movement began on the day the State of Israel achieved independence, when the 
restrictions on immigration imposed by the Mandatory Government were completely removed. Tens of 
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thousands of men, women and children who had survived the holocaust of war and oppression in Europe 
and elsewhere, converged upon the shores of Israel after years of anxious waiting and wandering. It 
quickly became usual for the number of Jews entering Israel in one month to equal, and sometimes exceed, 
the total annual immigration of previous years. By the end of 1950 more than 510,000 newcomers had 
already come into Israel in this movement. The principal areas of origin during this last period were 
Central Europe, the Middle Eastern countries, Poland and the Balkans. In the first two and a half years of 
Israel's existence, more Jewish immigrants entered the country than during the three decades of the 
Mandatory Administration. 
---------~. . .. 
De.spite·tlreilifficulties resulting from the insufficiency of capital imports, it is estimated that-at least 80% 
~new immigrants reaching Israel in the post-independence period have become integrated into the 
economy. 
Occupational Structure 
At the end of July , 1950, 33 % of the Jewish working population of Israel was engaged in industry, 
construction, and related occupations. 18% was employed in agriculture, forestry and fishing. The rest 
were in commerce and trade, communications and transportation, government and the service industries. 
The non-Jewish working population (which constituted approximately 127o of the aggregate working 
population) was engaged principally in agriculture. 
The occupational structure of the Jewish working population differs widely from the occupational 
oistributions which are found throughout the Middle East, Africa and most of Asia and Latin America, 
where from SO% to 80% of the working population is engaged in agriculture. The Jewish occupational 
distribution is comparable to the occupational distribution of the Western economies. (The distribution of 
the gainfully employed in the United States in September, 1950 was 33% in industry and related fields 
and 147o in agriculture, mining and fishing.) 
The occupational structure of the Jewish working population at the end of July, 1950, estimated on 
the basis of a preliminary census is as follows : 
OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF JEWISH WORKING POPULATION, 
JULY 1950 
No. of 
Gainfully 
Branch of Economy Employed % 
Agriculture, Fishing ........................ ......................................... . 70,000 18 
Industry, Mining and Handicraft... .......................................... . 100,000 25 
Building and Public Works ................ ...................... ................. . 30,000 8 
Transportation ................. ..... ...... ............................................... . 24,000 6 
Trade .................................... ..... ................................................ . 58,000 15 
Finance and Insurance ........ .. ... ............ .. ...... .............................. . 9,000 2 
Civil Service .............. ....................... .......................................... . 36,000 9 
Liberal Professions ........................... ..................... ................... . 36,000 9 
Hotels, Restaurants and Domestic Services ............. ........ ...... . 23,000 6 
Miscellaneous and Unspecified .................. ....... ......... .............. . . 9,000 2 
ToTAL ..........••...................................................•.•• •........ 395,000 100 
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National and Per Capita Income 
The estimated national income in 1949 shows the following composition: 
ESTIMATED .TOTAL NATIONAL INCOME OF ISRAEL* 1949 
Branch of Economy I.L. Million 
Agriculture, Fishing ·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 32 
Industry and Handicraft ... ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 62 
Building and Public Works--------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------· 28 
Transport and Communications ....... ----------------------------------------------------------------:::o:---...__JZ__ 
Trade and Finance .. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ SO -~-------···-
Civil Service ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 15 
Professions, Other Services and Miscellaneous.................................................... 46 
TotaL................................................................................................... 250 
• Including non-Jewish population. 
Primary production (agriculture and fishing) represented 13% of the total net values of production 
of goods and services, secondary production (industry and building) was 36% of the total and tertiary 
production (transport, trade, finance, professions and other services) 51%. 
The estimated nationalincome of Israel at current prices rose from I.L. 250 million in 1949 to about 
I.L. 325 million in 1950 (preliminary estimate). During the same period the per capita income went up 
from I.L. 239 to I.L. 254. (The Government, through its austerity program, more fully discussed on 
page 23, sought to channel this increase in per capita income to savings and investment. Accordingly, 
the increase in per capita income is not reflected in increased consumption.) 
The productivity achieved by the industrialization of the Jewish economy and by the improvement 
in agricultural production methods resulted in a per capita real income which compared favorably with 
that of Central European countries. Figures appearing in the United Nations Statistical Papers, Series 
E, No. 1, October 1950, show that Israel's per capita real income in 1949 exceeded slightly the per 
capita_real income of Czechoslovakia; it exceeded that of Hungary by 30o/o, Poland by 45o/o, Italy by 65% 
and was more than twice as large as that of Yugoslavia. It was about 20% smaller than that of France. 
Investments 
Net investments in 1949 amounted to I.L. 70 million and were 28% of the national income. In 1950 
they increased to I.L. 114 million or 35% of the national income. The following table shows the estimated 
net investments for these years: · 
ESTIMATED NET INVESTMENTS 
(in I.L. Millions) 
Residential Construction (excluding . housing in agricul-
tural settlements) -----------------------························-·-····-------· 
Agriculture (including housing in agricultural settle-
ments ---------------·------------------------------------------------------------------
Industry ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Transportation, Public Works and Services ..................... . 
Total ------············-------------------------------------················· 
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1950 
55.0 
28.0 
15.0 
16.0 
114.0 
1949 
31.0 
18.5 
11.5 
9.0 
70.0 
Industry 
In the early 1920's, Jewish industry in Palestine was still in a primitive stage of development. 
The processing of domestic agricultural products represented about one-fourth . of all industrial activity. 
In the 1930's, following the immigration of technicians and persoils with capital from Germany and other 
P.arts of industrial Europe, Jewish industry underwent considerable expansion and tec~mological change. 
The expansion of the internal market also contributed to industrial development. Especially significant 
was the gr,owing diversity of Palestine's industry. A new metal .industry emerged and marked progress 
was registered in chef!1i~als _and· pharmaceuticals, cement and other building materials, textiles and clothing, 
printing_<!nd-other -industries. 
--------- During World War II, Palestine'sindustry expanded at an even more accelerated rate. Palestine 
was transformed into an industrial arsenal for Allied Forces in the Middle East; . about 600 new plants 
sprang up, the number of workers · more than doubled, and factories operated around the clock. New 
enterprises ,developed in this period included establishments engaged in .«iamond cutting and polishing and 
in the manufacture of precision instruments, machine tools, munitions, agricultural machinery and 
automotive/ parts. . · · 
A more rapid increase in industrial activity followed the establishment of the State on May 14, 1948. 
By July, 1950, 65,024 were employed in industry (exclusive of handicrafts) and the number of industrial 
enterprises reached a new peak of 3,355 representing a 42% . increase since May 14, 1948. 
Consumption goods industries-food processing, clothing, furniture-have expanded in an effort to 
meet the requirements of the growing population. All industries related to building have substantially 
increased their output. Expansion of .these and other branches of industry and of. agriculture and public 
works, in turn, has stimulated the growth of the machinery and metal industry. 
The metal industry has been undergoing rapid changes, especially as new and better equipment is 
imported and new production methods are introduced. Plants for the production of citrus by-products 
producing for export~, are equipped with modern machinery. More recently the textile and clothing 
industries have been increasing their share · o£ exports. The chemical industry produces a variety of 
products including pharmaceuticals. The wood and leather industries are expanding into mass production 
operations. War-time shortages and the heavy utilization of Israel's machinery and equipment in recent 
years have left some equipment in need of replacement and modernization in various sectors qf industry. 
The development of the Jewish industry in Palestine and Israel (exclusive of handicrafts) may be 
seen from the following figures : · 
. Year 
1925 ......................... : ......... . 
1930 ... : ............................... . 
1937 ................................... . 
1943 .......... ,., ...................... . 
1946 ......... ......... . c ..... . . . . ...... . 
1950 .................. ........... ~ --- ---
• Figures not available. · 
No. of 
Enterprises 
.536 
624 
1,556 
2,120 
2,445 
3,355 
•• ·Annual rate of first ten months. 
••• Estimate for 1949, in I.L. 1000. 
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No. of 
Employed 
4,894 
7,582 
21,964 
45,049 
49,960 
65,024 
Value 
Added 
L. P.lOOO 
* 
995 
4,041 
16,927 
* 
44,000*** 
Consumption 
of Electric 
Power by 
Industry 
lOOOKWH 
* 
2,190 
20,314 
49,501 
74,530 
139,000** 
Of the 65,024 employed in Jewish industry at the end of 1950 (exclusive of handicrafts), approxi-
mately 14,000 were employed in the metal and machinery industry, 12,000 in food and tobacco, 9,000 in 
textiles, 7,000 in clothing, and 6,000 in stone and cement. Approximately 17,000 were employed in 
woodworking, leather, printing and paper, chemicals, diamonds, and miscellaneous other enterprises. 
The value added in industry (exclusive of handicraft) was about I.L. 44 million in 1949 or 187o of the 
national income. Of this, 25 % was in . food and tobacco, almost 207o in metals and machinery, 19% in 
textiles and clothing, and about 14% in stone and cement. 
Roughly two-thirds of the country's industrial establishments are in the Tel-Aviv --area., This is a 
center for foodstuffs production (vegetable canning, chocolates, jams, sweets, etc.), textile factories-;--and-------
other light industries. Heavier industries are concentrated in the Haifa area.. These include foundries, 
soap and oil factories, glass, cement and also textile establishments. Jerusalem has developed industries 
of its own, such as stone quarries, modern printing plants, shoe factories, and a variety of handicrafts. 
Apart from industrial enterprises in Nathanya, Rishon-Le-Zion, Rehovoth, Tiberias, Safed and Lydda, 
there are many smaller industrial establishments distributed among the rural settlements in various parts 
of the country. 
Encouragement of Investment 
The Government has taken a variety of measures to stimulate the expansion of industry·. To attract 
capital investment by foreigners, the Knesset, in March, 1950, passed the Law for the Encouragement 
of Capital Investments which grants concessions to foreign investors. Under this Law, investors are 
offered significant incentives in taxation, amortization and convertibility of currency. A Government 
Investment Center was set up to help effectuate the purposes of this Law. 
From its initial operation in the spring of 1950 to the end of that year, the Government's Investment 
Center approved plans submitted by 334 firms which, if consummated, would involve an aggregate 
investment of I.L. 36.8 million. By the end of 1950, there were already in production 89 approved enter-
prises in which a capital investment of I.L. 8.9 million had been made. 128 additional enterprises with a 
contemplated capital investment of I.L. 15.9 million were under construction. 
Among the large American industrial organizations which have been attracted to Israel within the 
past two years are Kaiser-Frazer Corporation which has set up a plant in Haifa to assemble 6,000 auto-
mobiles a year, and Philco Corporation, which has established a refrigerator assembly plant capable of 
assembling 40 to 60 refrigerators per eight-hour shift. A highly mechanized shoe factory, promoted by 
American interests and equipped with modern General Shoe Corporation machinery, has been established 
with a production capacity of 3,000 pairs of shoes per day. 
The Government's Special Development Budget for the two years 1949-50 and 1950-51 provided 
I.L. 13.7 million for industry. The Government is also developing sites in new areas to make available 
land and buildings for industrial purposes. Under the 1949 United States Export-Import Bank $100 
million loan (see note to table of funded debt on page 31 ) , a $20 million credit was earmarked for the . 
purchase of industrial machinery and equipment. 
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Point Four Aid 
Israel and the United States signed, ·on February 26, 1951, a Point Four Agreement providing for 
United States assistance in training Israeli technicians. The agreement provides for setting up specific 
projects under the United States Act for International Development. 
It is expected that the United Shi.tes, under this agreement, will provide for the training of Israelis 
in the United States in the following fields: deep sea fishing, ceramics, rail transport, waterfront handling 
of cargoes and__ship-repairing. It is also anticipated that the United States will make available experts 
~who-wilrgoto Israel to furnish technical assistance in the following fields: road construction, rail trans-
-- port, irrigation, transportation of citrus fruits, J>Ublic health and miscellaneous technical training. 
Agriculture 
--··· / 
----------Israel's agri5-tilture is the product of a deliberate and planned transformation of the land and the 
people. The deyelopment of agriculture was motivated by the endeavor to place an ever-increasing number 
of Jews on the land. It led to the extensive reclamation of swamp lands, sand dunes and eroded hilly 
areas. Irrigation of the land was an important part of the program. After much sacrifice and effort, 
two principal branches of agriculture emerged : diversified farming and citriculture. 
In the beginning, Jewish agriculture followed the pattern of the indigenous extensive agriculture. 
Thus the unirrigated cereal--farm with an area of 150 to 300 dunams* per settler , family was the 
prevailing type of farm prior to World War I. 
The introduction of irrigation caused the development of an intensive, diversified type of farming. 
This enabled Jewish settlers to maintain a fairly high standard of living on an area of 25 dunams or less 
per family, and made possible the settlement of large numbers of farmers on relatively small areas of land. 
Output per unit of land was stepped up as a result of irrigation and drainage, scientific crop rotation, 
application of fertilizers, introduction of new types and varieties of crops, and proper seed selection. The 
use of tractors and combines revolutionized cereal farming by greatly multiplying the production per 
worker. Output per unit of livestock reached surprisingly high levels with the introduction of new breeds, 
cross-breeding and scientific feeding methods. The growing food requirements of the increasing Jewish 
population stimulated the expansion of Jewish diversified farming and the shifting of emphasis to 
more valuable crops. 
Citriculture, based on favorable natural conditions, developed and achieved a highly important role 
in the economy of the country as an export crop. 
• One dunam is equivalent to approximately one fourth of an acre. 
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The value of production of Jewish diversified farming ( citriculture excluded) in constant prices 
rose more than twelve times during the past twenty-two years, as shown in the following table; 
Value at 1937 
Prices 
y~ L~ 
1927 -------------------------------------------------------------- 640,000 
1936-37* ------------------- --- ----------- --------------------- 1,514,000 
1943-44 ---------------------------------------------------- ---- 3,100,000 
1946-47 ----·--------- -- ----- --- -- ------ --- ------------------· -- 4,655,000 
1948-49 ---------· ········ ···· ··· ···· ··· ····· ··· ·············· ·· 5,959,000 
1949-50 preliminary estimate..... ......... ...... 7,900,000 
* Farm year, which runs from October of one year to 
September of the next year. 
From May, 1948 until the end of 1950, 260 new settlements were established, of which 215 were 
agriculturaL Up to the end of 1950, over 60,000 immigrants were absorbed in purely agricultural settle-
ments. I.L 46.5 million were invested in agriculture (including rural housing and irrigation projects) 
during the two years ~949 and 1950. 
The cultivated area of Israel in the farm year 1949-50 increased by SO per cent as compared with 
the area under cultivation in the preceding year. 
TOTAL CULTIVATED AREA OF ISRAEL (in Dunams) 
Field Crops --- --------- ···· ··· ---------·········-------- -------
Vegetables 
Plantations 
Citrus -· ·········---------········--------·-------------------------
Fishponds 
ToTAL -------- ---------- -- ------- ---
Irrigated area ----------------
Farm Year 
1949-50 
1,856,000 
131 ,000 
260,000 
120,000 
21 ,000 
2,388,000 
345,000 
Farm Year 
1948-49 
1,130,000 
72,000 
254,000 
120,000 
18,000 
1,594,000 
290,000 
Increase in 
Per Cent 
64 
82 
2 
0 
17 
50 
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The composition of Jewish diversified farming may be seen from the following figures: in 1948-49, 
poultry farming represented 31 per cent of the total output of Jewish diversified farming on the basis 
of current prices, dairy farming came second with 22 per cent, and field crops and vegetables followed with 
17 per cent and 14 per cent, respectively. Total livestock products constituted about 58 per cent of the totaL 
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An important feature of Jewish rural life in Israel has been the establishment of factories and 
workshops in many agricultural settlements. Industrial activity forms an important source of income 
for a considerable number of rural settlers. The industries most commonly found in the rural areas are 
those which are related to agriculture, such as canning of fruit and vegetables, manufacture of agricultural 
machinery, etc. In some settlements industrial and handicraft activities account for. more than half of the 
total income. 
Arab agriculture today concentrates as before on cereal farming, but the. production of vegetables, 
eggs, milk and fruit now occupies a place of growing importance because of the good market for these 
products. 
The total population of Israel increased by 22 per cent from 1949 to 1950, while production of Jewish 
diversified farming in the farm year 1949-50 (October-September) increased by about one-third over 
the preceding farm year. Since agricultural production by Arab farmers also increased considerably 
during this period, the increase in total agricultural' yield exceeded the increase in population. 
Thus; despite a rapidly growing population, the volume of food which had to be imported increased 
only slightly as the nation moved toward greater agricultural self-sufficiency. On a per capita pasis, food 
imports and imports of raw materials for food production declined from I.L. 19 in 1949 to I.L. 16 in 1950. 
The Government's austerity program and its foreign exchange policy have been important factors in the 
reduction of food imports. But this reduction would not have been possible without the very marked 
increase in local food production. 
The following table shows the 1950 per capita food consumption and the share of local production: 
Milk ·············--·······--··············------··-·····---··· 
Eggs ·-·····-·····-·········································-· 
Vegetables · ·· -······-···-············ · -~ ---·· ········-·-· 
Fresh Fruit --·············-······························ 
Potatoes 
Meat (inclusive of poultry meat) ......... . 
Fish 
Bread Cereals .................... .................... . 
Oils and Fat ................ ........................... . 
Sugar (exclusive of sugar in sweets, 
chocolate, jam, etc. ) ........................... . 
Annual Food 
Consumption per 
Head of 
Total Population 
in 1950'* 
78 litres** 
278 " ** 
114 kg. 
65 kg. 
48 kg . . 
15 kg. 
17 kg. 
145 kg. 
14 kg. 
16 kg. 
* These figures reflect the present austerity program. 
**Not including milk powder or egg powder, all of which was imported. 
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Share of 
Local 
Production 
in o/o 
100** 
100** 
100 
100 
60 
45 
37 
15 
15 
Ci tricu1 ture 
Citrus fruit (oranges, grapefruits, lemons and others) is Israel's most important export. In 1939, 
300,000 dunams were under citriculture and 15.3 million cases of citrus were exported. About 90 per cent 
of the total citrus area of Palestine is located within the boundaries of Israel today. Because overseas 
export markets . we~e closed during World War II, many citrus plantations were neglected. Further 
damage resulted from the neglect of citrus groves during the recent War of Independence. As a result; 
only about 120,000 dunams of productive citrus groves remain in Israel today and even these are in need 
of rehabilitation. 'To restore citriculture to maximum production a program of mechaniz~tion and general 
improvement in production methods has been launched under a $5 million allocation from the first 
Export-Import Barik loan. The Government granted additional loans of LL. 1.6 tnillion to citrus 
growers. Within the scope of the second Export-Import Bank loan, an additional area of 34,000 duriams 
is to be planted. 
The production of citrus fruit in Israel in 1949-50 was 6.2 million cases, and it is estimated, it will 
reach about 8 million cases in 1950-51. Of this total, about 5.5 million cases will be earmarked for export. 
Citrus fruit and citrus by-products accounted for about one-half of Israel's exports in 1950. 
Construction 
Activity in the construction industry h<!.s, since 1922, been closely related to the rate of immigration. 
Building activity was necessarily curtailed during World War II. At the end of World War II, the 
housing density in the Jewish sector of Palestine was estimated at 2.5 person~':\per room. This situation 
was not much improved by the housing construction which occurred during ftie thlee years from 1945 
through 1947. 
The volume of construction since May 14, 1948, though increasing rapidly, has been inadequate to meet 
.the rising needs created by large-scale immigration. It is estimated that during the period from May, 
1948 through December, 1950 more than 80,000 residential rooms were completed and more than 50,000 
additional rooms were under construction at the latter date. More than half of this construction was carried 
out under the special housing program for immigrants initiated in the middle of 1949. Since private 
enterprise was not able to undertake construction on the large scale required by mass immigration, the 
Government, and to a smaller degree, the Jewish Agency and local authorities had to construct housing 
for immigrants. 
Despite this large construction effort and the fact that the housing problem was eased by the with-
drawal of a portion of the Arab population during the War of Independence, a total of 130,000 immigrants 
were still living in immigrant camps, work camps and transition settlements at the end of 1950. In 
addition, consideration of the housing problem must take into account the serious overcrowding which 
exists in various urban districts and the high average occupancy of about 2.7 persons per room now 
prevailing. 
In meeting the needs for new housing for immig~ants, new factory and farm buildings, new public 
buildings and new roads, the construction industry has served as a very important source of employment 
for large numbers of new arrivals. 
The construction and public works industry was responsible for 8% of total civilian employment 
ani:! 11% of the total national income in 1949. Construction activity has also stimulated local production 
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of building materials such as cement, lime, plaster of paris, sand and stone, bricks, cement blocks, floor 
and roof tiles and electric and sanitary installations. 
Transportation and Communications 
Israel's transportation system consists of a State owned and operated railroad (276 miles of 
trackage), a dense network of bus services, interurban taxi ~ervices, trucks and passenger cars. 
All of the important centers of population in the country are already linked by good, all-weather roads 
(with a length of 1,316 miles as of March 1, 1950). The principal road system joins up the -chief urban 
areas of Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and Haifa, links Haifa with the northern towns of Affule, Tiberias, Beisan, 
Nazareth and Safed, and connects Tel Aviv with the south. Networks of smaller roads connect the 
hinterland areas with their marketing and distribution centers. Some of the roads needed to join 
newly established settlements to other parts of the country are under construction. 
The number of civilian motor vehicles of all types increased from 14,600 in December, 1948 to 
36,706 in December, 1950. There were 27 motor vehicles per 1,000 persons at the latter date. 
Israel's principal port facilities are the deep water port of Haifa, and the ports of Tel Aviv and 
Jaffa which have open roadsteads. Landing facilities exist at Acre and Elat. Since the establishment 
of the State of Israel, its merchant marine has grown from six ships (14,000 gross tonnage) to 30 ships 
(95,000 gross tonnage) in 1950. Total cargo transported in carriers flying the flag of Israel amounted 
to about 200,000 tons in 1950. In the same year Israel'.s passenger fleet brought 55,000 immigrants to 
Israel and transported about 15,000 other travelers. 
Israel has its own airline-"E1-Al"-which maintains regular flight schedules between Israel and 
England, France and other countries. Lydda, its leading airport, is the most modern airfield in the 
Middle East. Twelve international lines use the Lydda airport facilities . 
Ownership and operation of the communications system :were taken over by the State from the · 
Mandatory Government. The system includes telephone and telegraph, radio telephone with the prin-
cipal cities of the world, radio broadcasting, as well as the Government-owned postal system. During 
the last full fiscal year, and currently, the Government postal system and the rest of the communications 
system have been operating at a profit. 
Other Economic Branches 
Trades and services are also relatively highly developed. 
A large percentage of the immigrants during the past two decades consisted of merchants, teachers, 
lawyers, engineers and physicians. As a result, these branches of the economic life of the country were 
able to develop and grow at the increasing tempo required by the sharp rise in the population. Israel 
is now experiencing a shortage of nurses, teachers, engineers, bookkeepers and trained office personnel 
as a consequenc,:e of the different occupational structure of the new immigrants who include only a 
small percentage of people skilled and trained in these occupations. 
Israel has a growing tourist industry. In 1949, 22,000 tourists visited Israel. This number 
increased by SO per cent in 1950. Israel offers many unusual attractions to the traveler, a mild climate, 
many points of unusual scenic beauty and an abundance of religious and historic landmarks. 
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Cost of Living and Austerity Program 
As a consequence of World War II, the State of Israel inherited a highly inflated price structure. 
In 1946 the index of the cost of living was 267 as compared with 100 in August, 1939. During the War 
of Independence a renewed increase· in prices occurred, and in April , 1949, the cost of living index was 
371. During this period the economic structure of Israel was under a two-fold strain. The rapid 
increase of population through immigration heightened the demand for consumption and investment 
goods. At the same time, production arid manpower requirements of defense reduced the output of 
such goods. 
The new State succeeded in its efforts to reduce the rate of increase in the cost of living, though it was 
not able immediately to halt rising prices. In April, 1949 the government introduced its austerity program 
in a maj or effort to halt and reverse the inflationary trend and to channel an increased percentage of the 
national income into savings and investment instead of consumption. A rationing and point system was 
adopted to ensure the equitable distribution of essential commodities. Price controls were established 
and high import duties were placed on luxuries. The production of "utility" wearing apparel, furniture 
and household goods was initiated. Increased taxes and internal loans. served to reduce the amount of 
purchasing power in the hands of consumers. 
As a result, prices declined generally, and by July, 1950 the cost of living index was 15% below 
April, 1949. Prices rose slightly in the latter portion of 1950, mostly as a result of a buying wave 
which followed the introduction of clothing and footwear rationing in July, 1950. 
At the end of 1950 a strong upward inflationary pressure existed, primarily on the prices of non-
essential goods. This was the consequence of high investment activity in producers' goods and con-
struction, in combination with a severe foreign currency shortage resulting from insufficient capital 
imports. Prices of essential goods were held in check by rigid controls. 
The trends in the cost of living in Palestine and Israel are shown below. 
COST OF LIVING INDEX (August 1939=100) 
Average figures for period shown 
Palestine 
(Jewish Markets) All Groups Food Clothing 
1940 .... .... ........................................ 118 122 147 
1941 ..... ........................................... 141 154 211 
1942 ................................................ 194 238 327 
1943 ................................................ 232 287 448 
1944 .......... ...................................... 237 285 492 
1945 ................................................ 253 313 490 
1946 .... .............. ....... ................ ....... 267 334 523 
1947 ... ... .. .. ..... ... ..... ......................... 271 334 534 
Jan./April 1948 ..... ....................... 308 397 537 
Israel 
May/ Dec. 1948 ....... ....................... 354 453 632 
1949 ................ .. .. .. .......................... 347 420 689 
1950 ................... .. ........................... 321 372 687 
December, 1950 .......... .. ................ 324 371 727 
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Furniture 
223 
376 
612 
730 
771 
730 
622 
576 
580 
680 
754 
743 
813 
Rent&: 
Rates 
103 
105 
107 
112 
118 
122 
126 
130 
134 
141 
153 
159 
159 
Banking and Note Issue 
. Israel has a large variety of banks and credit institutions, none of which is owned by the State. 
The Anglo-Palestine Bank is the banker of the Israel Government. It holds about two-thirds of the 
nation's deposits and does about 60 per cent of the total banking business in Israel. There are local an¢ 
foreign banks and credit cooperative societies. Commercial banks offer short-term credits at interest rates 
similar to .those in Western countries. The banks give also medium and long-term credits and there are 
special mortgage banks · (the most important is the General Mortgage Bank) for mortgage credit. But 
their resources proved utterly inadequate to provide the long-term -credits needed in connection with the 
large investment activities of the last two years. 
There has been a definite trend since before \Vorld War II towards the amalgamation of small 
bank units and the concentration of lending power. This is primarily attributable to legislation enacted 
in 1937 which increased the minimum paid-up . capital requirements for banks. 
The Palestine pound ( L.P.), the sole legal tender in Palestine for a consecutive ·number of years, was 
replaced by the Israel pound (I.L.) on August 17, 1948. The Israeli currency is an independent currency, 
unconnected with any monetary bloc. It is managed by the Anglo-Palestine Bank, Ltd.,* under agree-
ment with the Government, by a special "Issue Department'' completefy detached from the Bank. 
In June, 1949, the Knesset authorized the Israel Treasury to issue 15-year Land Bonds, guaranteed 
by State-owned property and approved an amendment to the charter of the Issue Department of the 
Anglo-Palestine Ban!<, to use the new securities as cover for currency. This authorization followed 
arrangements for the unfreezing by the Bank of England of Israel's stetling assets, which had formerly 
been used as cover for Israel's currency. The 15-year governnient securities were sold to banks and 
financial institutions and, in addition to gold and foreign currency, are admissible for the cover of bank 
notes. 
The .co'Ver of Israel's currency was as follows on January 3, 19.51: 
Foreign · currency holdings ..................................... . 
Land.Bonds ........... · ................................................. .. 
Treasury Bills .......... _ .............................. , ................ . 
TotaL ...................................... , ................... . 
I.L. 10,887,238 
49,920,00,0 
13,070,000 
I.L. 73,877,238 
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS 
The economic integration of a large additional population requires, in general, capital imports to meet 
the large investment ne~essary to create permanent employment opportunities and housing for the new.,. 
comers~ A balanced and mature econoiny will .as a rule produce enough to cover the consumption needs 
of its population and to provide for some further investment to increase productivity . . But u.nder the best 
conditions, current production cannot begin to supply the huge capital needs of a population increasing at a 
rate experienced by IsraeL 
• The Anglo-Palestine Bank Ltd., by consent of its shareholders will transfer its business on or about April 1, 1951, 
to an Israel corporation incorporated in the name of Bank Leumi te-Israel B.M. (Hebrew for National Bank ci£ Israel 
Ltd.). 
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Palestine and Israel, therefore, have always had an adverse trade balance,-like many young countries 
facing immigration and development tasks, including the United States, Australia and New Zealand in 
their early years. As immigration increased, so did the adverse trade balance. The import surplus served 
to meet the investment needs of the economy. The amount of the import surplus (trade deficit) for the 
years 1949 and 1950 aggregated approximately I.L. 167 million. During the same two-year period, the 
import surplus together with internal efforts made . by the . Israeli people (such as the austerity program 
and increases in production) made possible total net investments which aggregated approximately I.L. 184 
million (see table of net investments, page 15). 
Foreign T~ade 
The value of the foreign trade of Palestine during selected years, 1923-1947, and of Israel since 
July 1948 is set forth below: 
Year 
Palestine 
Total Imports (In millions of 
Palestine 
pounds) 
1923 .... ,,,,,,,, , , ,,,, , ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"•••••••••••••••oo•••••- 4,9 
1933 ........................................... ~........................ 11.1 
1939 .............................................. ,...................... 14.6 
1945* .................................................................. 40.7 
1947* ................................................................... 90.9 
(In millions of • 
Israel Israel pounds) 
1948 (July-December) ..................... ~------------ ~- 23.9 
1949 ...... -- ---- ------- --------------- --- ----·--·.----------------------· 87.7 
19 SO .. ________ .. -- ------ .. . ----- ..... -- ... ---------- -_ .... --.--- -- ------ 102.6 
Exkorts a: 
Re- xports 
1.6 
2.9 
5.4 
21.2 
33.3 
1.6 
' 10.6 
13.2 
Trade 
Deficit 
3.3 
8.2 
9.2 
19.5 
57.6 
22.3 
77.1 
89.4 
*Oil accounted for a large share of Palestine's imports and exports in 1945 and 1947. 
About 15% and 18% respectively of total imports in 1949 and 1950 were "non-payment" imports, 
i. e.; goods brought in by immigrants or foreign investors or gifts requiring no expenditure of foreign 
exchange. 
As appears from the following table, in 1950 consumers' goods accounted for 26% of the total imports, 
investment goods for 34%, and the balance of 401o was in the form of fuel and raw materials for industry 
and agriculture. 
Despite an increase of about 22% in the consuming population from 1949 to 1950, imports of con-
sumers' goods declined by 5%. In the same period imports related to production show a considerable 
rise. The import of investment goods increased by 42%, and the import of fuel by 45%.. Imports of raw 
materials increased at a slower pace, reflecting the effort to produce a greater amount of half-manufactured 
raw materials and to increase the fodder basis in agriculture. Imports of agricultural raw materidJs (f~ed, 
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fertilizers, seeds), went up by 4o/a and those of industrial raw materials by 17o/a. This is the result of a 
deliberate policy of the government, implemented through its austerity program and its foreign trade con-
trols. Imports are permitted only under licenses issued by the various ministries, under a program coordi-
nated by the Minister of Finance. 
The changes in the composition of imports and the increasing share of investment goods are revealed 
in the following table with respect to the years 1949 and 1950. 
COMPOSITION OF ISRAEL'S IMPORTS* 
CoNSUMERs' Goons: 
a . Food ··············------·---·· ·-· ·-··--·----------·--·----- ---··------------·---
b. Other non-durable ·--- ------ ----- --- ---- -- --- ---- --·----- ----··--·-----· 
c. Durable -------------------------- ------·-- -- --·-··-----------·---------------
Total consumers goods---·------------ ----------------
AGRICULTURAL RAW MATERIALS: 
a. Feeding stuffs for animals .. ·----·--·---------------------------- -·-
b. Other ----------- -·- ------ ---- -- ---------- -------- ------ ---·-·-· -·--·-----------
Total agricultural raw materials __ _____ _______ ___ _ 
INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS: 
a. For food industries- ----·-- -------·----·---·-- -- -- -- --- ------- ·----------
b. For other industries ...... .. : ....... -------------- --- ·-- -- ---------·----
Total industrial raw materials __ ___ ______ _____ __ _ 
FuEL 
INVESTMENT Goons : 
a. Industrial Equipment -------- -----·---··--·-·----------------------·-
b. Agricultural Equipment -------- -- -·--·-·--------· ----·-------·-----
c. Transportation Equipment -·------ -----···----·-------------------
d. Other equipment --------------------------·---- -------------------------
e. Building materials ______________ : ____ ______ __ ___ ___ __________ ___ ______ __ 
Total capital goods ___________________ _____ ___ ______ __ ___ _ _ 
GRAND ToTAL __ __ ______ ___ ___ ____ __ __ _______ __ ___ ___ ___ __ ____ ___ ___ __ __ _____ ___ ______ __ 
In thousands of 
~Israel pounds------, 
1950 1949 
13,118 13,522 
9,212 9,636 
4,453 5,002 
26,783 28,160 
3,842 4,054 
2,058 1,607 
---
5,900 5,661 
7,864 6,698 
18,908 16,229 
---
26,772 22,927 
7,694 5,294 
8,531 6,077 
9,417 5,801 
892 856 
8,266 5,356 
8,115 6,807 
35,221 24,897 
---
102,370 86,939 
Percentage change 1950 
,--in relation to 1949------.. 
Increase Decrease 
+ 
- -3.0 
-4.4 
-11.0 
-4.9 
-5.2 
+28.1 
+ 4.2 
+17.4 
+16.5 
+16.8 
+45.3 
+40.4 
+62.3 
+ 4.2 
+54.3 
+19.2 
+41.5 
+17.7 
*These figures do not include imports of "unclassified imports" amounting to I.L. ,235,000 in 1950 and to I.L. 773,000 
in 1949. 
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The participation of the United States in Israel's import trade has grown in importance. In 1950 
shipments hom the United States comprised 37o/o of the total, as compared with 31 % in 1949 and less 
than 9 % of Palestine's imports in 1947. The participation of the United Kingdom in Israel's import 
trade declined from 20o/o in 1947 to 11% in 1948 (July-December), and to 9% in both 1949 and 1950. 
Israel's exports, despite the Arab boycott and growing domestic demand, have increased in value 
and in diversity. They amounted to I.L. 10.2 million in 1949 and increased to I.L. 12.6 million in 1950. 
The value of Israel's exports by commodities is presented below for the years 1949 and 1950. 
Commodity 
EXPORTS OF ISRAEL 
,----1950 
I.L. 
Citrus _______ .... _____ ....... __ ............ ___ ... __ .................... . 
Citrus by-products -- ------------ -- -- ------------------ --- -- ---
Diamonds _______________ ·-- ---- --- -- ----- -- ---------- -- ----- -------
Woolen products -- -- -- -- ---------------------- ---- ---------- --
Apparel _____________ ______ ___ ___ ____ __ . __ __ ____ __ ___________________ _ 
Artificial teeth ______ ... _____ -- -- ---- -- ---- ------------------------
Chocolates and sweets _______ ____ _____ ___ ________ ____________ _ 
Cotton p1·od ucts . _____ __ . _. __ . _ _. __ ___ ____ _ .. ---------------- __ __ 
Pharmaceutical products ---------- -------- -- --------------
Wine and liquors .. ________________ __ ______ ______ ____________ __ __ 
Essential oils ----------------------------------------------------
Other goods (mostly industrial products) ____ __ 
6,051,754 
505,497 
3,146,702 
914,313 
337,883 
307,914 
226,640 
125,853 
92,551 
64,223 
52,293 
726,792 
12,552,415 
% 
48.2 
4.0 
25.1 
7.3 
2.7 
2.5 
1.8 
1.0 
0.7 
0.5 
0.4 
5.8 
100.0 
1949 
I.L. % 
6,445,024 63.4 
863,623 8.5 
1,853,987 18.2 
27,807 0.2 
71,879 0.7 
182,335 1.8 
40,813 0.4 
21,860 0.2 
22,278 0.2 
68,432 0.7 
120,161 1.2 
458,655 4.5 
10,176,854 100.0 
The reduction in exports of citrus in 1950 was caused by the severe cold in the beginning of that year, 
which damaged part of the 1949/50 crop. Industrial exports show a very sharp rise from about I.L. 
3.5 million in 1949 to more than I.L. 6 million in 1950. 
The United Kingdom was Israel's largest customer in 1949, buying I.L. 5.5 million of merchandise, 
mostly citrus fruit, or 54o/o of total exports. The United States was second in importance, with I.L. 1.6 
million of purchases from Israel ( 16o/o of total exports). In 1950, the United Kingdom bought 31 !fo 
of total exports and the United States 24% . Denmark was also a relatively large customer, receiving 
8 % of Israel exports. Other substantial buyers were Sweden, Holland, Finland, Belgium, Switzerland, 
Poland, Norway, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Canada. 
The Government of Israel has taken special measures to promote export trade. The policy of the 
Government's Investment Center has been to facilitate the establishment of new enterprises producing for 
export. In allocating available foreign exchange for raw materials and equipment, and in extending loans, 
the Government favors industries which can demonstrate good prospects for foreign exchange earnings. 
Balance of Payments 
The balance of payments of Israel for the years 1949 and 1950 is presented below. Because of the 
initial difficulties attending the establishment of administrative and statistical services, the State is not 
able to give balance of payments figures for the period from May through December, 1948. 
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The balance of payments statement presents in statistical form · a summary of the financial and corfi-
mercial t ~:ansactions occurring between Israel and· other countries. In any computation relating to the 
balance of international payments certain items must necessarily be estimated and accordingly are subject 
to a margin of error. The balance of payJ:l1ents statement · distinguishes between the curren_t exchange 
of goods and services and changes on the capital account. It should be noted that the capital account 
figures reflect not only normal capital transactions but a large flow of non-loan permanent capital into Israel. 
ISRAEL'S BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
(In Millions of Israel Pounds) 
,------1949------.. 
A. CuRRENT AccouNT 
1. Merchandise (F.O.B.) ........... . 
2. Shipping and insurance .. ......... . 
3. Travel and tourism ______ __ ____ _____ _ 
4. Interest, profit, dividends ....... . 
5. Cash transfers and private re-
mittances* --········----·---------·-·· 
6. Miscellaneous ················-·······-
Total current account .... 
B. TRANSFER OF CAPITAL AND 
REMITTANCES 
7. National Funds and Public 
Institutions ·--·-- --·-- -- ·-· ····' ·----
8. Releases from Sterling Bai-
ances ----··--··---···---------- -----------· 
9. Drawing on Export-Import 
Bank Loan ·------- ----···----· -- ·--· 
10. Private capital imports (in the 
form of goods)-------- -- -- --· ----··· 
11. Other capital import (including 
change of foreign currency 
balances, loans, commercial 
credits, and all other capital 
import) ··----- -- -·-----·---- ·--·-------
Total of Transfer of 
Capital and Remit-
tances --·--·--· ··· ··' --········ 
Grand Total ....... . 
Credit 
(Receipts 
~y 
· Israel) 
10.6 
1.2 
2.1 
5.2 
1.5 
20.6 
24.5 
8.5 
6.6 
13.8 
20.1 
73.5 
94.1 
Debit 
(Payments 
By 
Israel) 
80.7 
8.3 
0.8 
0.3 
1.0 
3.0 
94.1 
94.1 
Net 
Credit 
or Debit 
-70.1 
- 7.1 
+ 1.3 
-0.3 
+ 4.2. 
-1.5 
~73. 5 
+24.5 
+ 8.5 
+ 6.6 
+13.8 
+20.1 
+73.5 
• Includes receipts of investment i'Qcome and also part of cash capital transfers. 
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,------195D--------. 
Credit Debit 
(Receipts (;Payments 
By By 
Israel) Israel) 
13.2 
0.9 
1.2 
5.0 
3.5 
23.8 
18.9 
14.9 
16.2 
18.3 
21.3 
89.6 
113.4 
92.4 
10.6 
1.0 
0.5 
1.5 
7.4 
113.4 
113.4 
Net 
Credit 
or Debit 
-79.2 
-9.7 
+ 0.2 
-0.5 
+ 3.5 
-3.9 
-89.6 
+18.9 
+14.9 
+16.2 
+18.3 
+21.3 
. +89.6 
Israel has contracted loans to make possible its economic development, because the funds received 
through philanthropic contributions, the capital brought in by priva~e investors and immigrants and the 
drawings on its sterling reserves, have been inadequate to meet the total requirements of its growing 
economy. However, unlike many other immigration countries, Israel has been in the fortunate position 
of being able to finance a large part of its development program with capital which wi-ll remain in the 
country. As a result its international obligations have remained low compared to the volume of its 
net investments. 
buring World War II Palestine had a surplus in its balance of payments. In part, this resulted from 
the large sales of supplies to the Allied military forces. During this period, Palestine produced substantially 
more than was required for current consumption. At that time, immigration proceeded at a reduced 
r.ate and as a result, investments, especially in housing, remained at a low level. The volume of savings 
in the country during the war years was far in excess of the total capital inflow. As a result, Palestine 
accumulated a substantial sterling balance. One of the principal factors in the accumulation of large 
savings during the war years was the lack of ·supply of consumers' goods which made it impossible for 
the population to increase its standard of living in accordance with the rise in production. 
Foreign Exchange 
At the beginning of statehood the Jewish sterling holdings in -the United Kingdom amounted to 
approximately £40 million. By agree1nent, the United Kingdom began releasing part of these holdings 
in 1949, and recently an agreement was reached between the United Kingdom and Israel providing that 
the sterling balance of 13.7 million remaining as of the end of 1950 will be completely freed by January 1952. 
Dollars have been obtained from exports to the United States and from contributions, loans and 
imports of private capital. 
Israel has regulated dealings in foreign exchange. Transactions in foreign currency are subject 
to the control of the Controller of Foreign Exchange, who allocates foreign currency in accordance 
with instructions from the Minister of Finance. The statutory basis for such controls and their 
administration are found in Paragraph 2 of The Defense Regulations of 1941 (Financial) of the Palestine 
Mandate, the provisions of which were continued in effect by the Ordinance on Institutions of Government 
and Justice of May, 1948. The value of the Israel pound was fixed in August, 1948 at the rate of $3.02 
for incoming remittances, imports and investments, and at $4.03 for exports. On September 18, 1949, 
coinciding with the Sterling devaluation, the Israel pound was devalued and an official rate was established 
at $2.80 to the pound. There have been some transactions on international markets at rates below the 
official rate of exchange. Such transactions are deemed to be insignificant in relation to the total volume 
of remittances and payments and are in violation of present foreign exchange regulations. 
GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS A.ND EXPENDITURES 
The budgets of the Government reflect the objectives of the State to provide for the immigration and 
absorption of a large number of Jews. There are three budgets: 
1. Ordinary Budget 
2. Special Development Budget 
3. Special Defense Budget 
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. The Ordinary Budget covers the ordinary expenses of the Government and part of the defense 
expenses. For the fiscal year ending March 31, 1950 expenditures under this budget were I.L. 58.6 
million, of which amount I.L. 47 million was financed by revenue and I.L. 11.5 million was financed by 
loans. During the first ten months of the fiscal years 1950-51, expenditures under this budget amounted 
to I.L. f!J.7 million; I.L. 50.3 million were financed out of revenue, and the remainder by loans. 
The Special Development Budget is the Government's investment budget. It covers transactions, 
outside of regular department expenses, whose primary purpose is to provide for the absorption of immi-
grants by expanding the economy and enlarging public faciliti es. It also provides funds for immigrants' 
housing. 59 per cent of the disbursements made under this budget during the fiscal year ending March 31, 
1950 were loans and participations and 41 per cent were direct government expenditures. This budget is 
financed with the ·proceeds of loans. 
The Special Defense Budget covers military expenditures in addition to those included in the Ordi-
nary Budget. It is financed by loans. For security reasons it is not published nor presented here. 
The Ordinary and Special Development Budgets are enacted by the Knesset. in a "budget order", 
which is published in the Official Gazette of Israel. The figures in the tables set forth under this heading 
and in tables I and II of the "Tabies and Supplementary Information" for the fiscal years ended March 31, 
1949 and 1950 are extracted from the Official Gazette of Israel. The figures for the ten months ended 
January 31, 1951 are stated on the authority of David Horowitz, Director General of the Ministry of 
Finance. 
Following is a summary statement of revenues and expenditures (except for Special Defense Budget) 
for the last two full fiscal years and tl~e first ten months of the current fiscal year. . 
GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES* 
(In I.L. 1000) 
Revenue from Taxes--··-·······-----------····-· --·····---······-···· 
Revenue from Government Property and Pubiic 
Enterprises · ············--··---·--··-···: ____ ___________________ __ _____ _ 
Special Receipts and Credits .. ----·····-·--·················--·· 
Receipts from Local and Foreign Loans and Other 
Receipts for Special Development Budget__ _______ _ 
Total Receipts ..... ---····------······-···----············· 
Ordinary Budget Expenditure ....... ·-------·····-·······---· 
Special Development Budget Expenditure .... ....... . 
Total Expenditures·-······-·······------------····--··· 
1948/49 
(lOY. months 
May 15, 
1948-March 
31, 1949) 
16,390 
3,144 
9,351 
-0-
28,885 
27,529 
-0-
27,529 
---
1949/50 
(Apri11, 
1949-March 
31, 1950) 
36,034 
7,033 
13;944 
35,865 
---
92,876 
58,599 
35,201 
93,800 
---
(10 months 
April!, 
1950-Jan. 
31, 1951) 
43,524 
6,746 
10,472 
52,731 
113,473 
57,782 
54,305 
112,087 
• Not including Special Defense Budget expenditures or receipts from internal loans financing same. 
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PUBLIC DEBT 
The following is a summary of the public debt of the Government as of December 31, 1950: 
I.L. Million 
Direct Debt 
Funded Debt 
Payable in Israel pounds.----- -----------------------------------------··························· 
Payable in U.S. Dollars, $103 million (Note) ....................... ............ . 
Payable in Pounds Sterling, £2.7 million ........................................... . 
Payable in Swiss Francs, Sfrs. 5.0 million ........................................... . 
Total Funded pebt ......................................................................... . 
74.3* 
36.8 
2.7 
0.4 
114.2 
Floating Debt·····-·-···········-·················································································· 1.3 
115.5* Total Direct Debt -------------------------- -- ------- -- -------····---------------------------· 
Note: This includes $81.2 million owed to the United States Export-Import Bank. The 
total. loans authorized by the Export-Import Bank were $135,000,000 (of which $100,000,000 
was authorized on January 19, 1949 and $35,000,000 authorized on December 26, 1950). 
Of the $81.2 million drawn by the State of Israel under these agreements (including transitory 
and documentary credits opened with commercial banks) the amounts actually paid out to 
December 31, 1950 totalled $57.4 million. 
Guarantees 
* Does not include any Treasury Bills because of their relationship to the Special Defense 
Budget. 
I.L. Million 
Guarai1tees of bank loans for agricultural and other purposes. 
Payable in Israel pounds·-------------------------------------------····-·-···-----············-·· 9.4 
Payable in U. S. Dollars, $0.9 million·-------------------------------------------·-···--· 0.3 
Total Guarantees -----------------------------------------------------------------------·'----- 9.7 
The Government has assumed responsibility for pensions for employees of the Mandatory Govern-
ment, amounting at present to about I.L. 200,000 per year; this is a declining obligation. 
The proceeds obtained by incurring the above debts were mostly used to create new assets, by direct 
Government investments or by loans to private enterprise, cooperatives, municipalities, or local councils. 
Government assets so created since May 1948 are summarized as follows: 
Loans (not including housing projects) ...................................................... .. 
Loans and investments for housing projects ................................................. . 
Public buildings, seaports, airports, railroads, roads, telephone and tele-
graph equipment -----------------------·-·-···-··--------------------------------------------------•----·· 
Total ---------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------·--· 
Cash and bank deposits .................................................................................. .. 
I.L. Million 
54.6 
29.0 
14.7 
98.3 
2.1 
100.4 
Additional assets include land, buildings and other tangible assets received from the Mandatory 
Government, which were estimated in 1949 to represent an investment value of I.L. 44.7 million. 
There are also trust funds and deposits covered by special investments and current assets 
at an aggregate amount of about LL. 12 million. 
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Investments not yielding immediate revenue such as afforestation and similar activities (land prepa-
ration) are not included above. Numerous loans, lands, and buildings owned by the State and acquired 
before May 1948 (principally from the Mandatory Government) are also not included. 
For further information with respect to the direct debt of the Government and its contingent liabilities, 
see Tables and Supplementary Information. 
· Israel has never at any time defaulted upon the payment of principal or interest on any debt. 
THE THREE-YEAR ·DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
The Government of Israel has made extensive plans with respect to its three-year development 
program. This program, in broad Qutline, comprises three major categories of expenditure. First, it 
covers the investment costs of expanding the productive capacity of the country's industry and agriculture, 
its transportation, commerce, trade, and various other services;· Second, it includes investment for the 
housing and public works required by the expanding population. Third, it includes the expenditure for 
the initial care and maintenance of the immigrants. The proposed expenditures under the billion and 
a half dollar program are set forth below : 
$Million 
Economic Enterprises -------------------------- -- -----------------------------------------······· 755 L Industry and Power ___________________ ,_: ___ ___ ___________ _______ ____ _____ ________ _ 300 
2. Agriculture ----------- ---------- ---------------------- ------- ------------------------------ 320 
3. Transportation ------- ----------------- -------------------------------- ----- ------------- 65 
4. Trade and Services------------------ --- ----- -- --------------- -- ---- --- ---------------- 70 
Housing and Public Works.--------------------- ------------------ -- ------------------------·· 595 
1. Housing (including general mortgage bank )---------- ------ --- ----· 465 
2. Public Works ------------------------- -- -------------- ----- ------·· ---------------------- 130 
Transport, care and maintenance of immigrants __ _____ ___ ______ _____ __________ _ 150 
Total ________ ______ _____ __ ___ __ _____ ----···· .. ___ .. ____ ...... _ ........ ___ ..... _ ............. . 1,500 
The largest single expenditure--$465 million-is to provide housing for an additional population 
of mo'te than 600,000 during the three-year .period 1951-1953 and to take care of the housing backlog from 
earlier periods. Public works and buildings require an expenditure of $130 million. Thus, housing 
and public works together account for 40 per cent of the total $1.5 billion program. 
Expenditures for economic enterpnses amount to $7 55 million, or SO per cent of the total develop-
ment program. These expenditures cover a wide variety of direct production facilities ranging from 
irrigation systems and farm machinery to manufacturing plants and tools, hotels and office buildings, 
transportation, communication facilities and trade establishments. Forty-two per cent of the $755 million 
will be spent for agriculture, irrigation, land amelioration and afforestation. Three hundred million dollars 
or 40 per cent, will be employed for the expansion of industry, $65 million for increasing and improving 
transportation facilities, and $70 million to expand trade and services. 
It is anticipated that one hundred and fifty million dollars will be spent for assistance to immigrants, 
covering the costs ·of transportation from countries of departure, initial care and maintenance after their 
arrival in Israel, extensive training programs and the first stages of settlement and continued care of 
. indigent cases. 
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US]j: OF BOND ISSUE PROCEEDS 
The Bond Issue is the largest single source of funds for the Government's development program. 
The Government intends to use these proceeds for productive and development purposes. Some of the 
details are set forth below. These plans are tentative and subject to change. No part of the funds 
received from this :Bond Issue is specifically allocated to any particular project, and no part of the assets 
or receipts of any project is earmarked for payment of the Bond obligations. 
The proposed exp!;!nditures of the proceeds of the Bond Issue are listed in the following table: 
' 
$Million 
Economic Enterprises ......................................................................... . 420 
1. Industry and Power ............................................................... . 205 
2·. Agriculture ........................... , ................................................. . 130 
3. Transportation .................... , ................................................... . 40 
4. Trade and ··Services ......... .' ..................................................... . 45 
Housing (General Mortgage Bank) .................................................. .. 30 
· Unallocated .......................................................................................... .. so 
Total ..................................................................................... . 500* 
* The figures set forth in this table are in round numbers and are not intended as precise 
determinations of the planned expenditures. For convenieuce, the table is based on the 
assumption of the sale of the entire Issue; ·and the unallocated sum of $50 million is provided 
to cover costs incurred in obtaining the gross amount and to serve as a reserve for unanticipated 
projects, or for increased expenditures for the designated projects. It should also be noted that 
a Central Bank for Development is planried to serve the development of all phases of the 
economy and that the capital required for this bank is distribute}:~ among the various items 
of the table. 
The methods of expending the. Bond proceeds will include loans for particular economic development 
projects and also, where necessary or appropriate, direct Government expenditures. Thus, the expansion 
of industry, citriculture·· a,nd other agricultural branches will be made possible by means of loans to 
business enterprises. For' certain projects of a "pioneering character" the participation of the Govern~ 
mentor the establishment of a Government owned enterprise is contemplated. Such projects as the con-
struction of a souther·n harbor, the expansion of the Haifa harbor, and the development of a foreign trade 
zone near Haifa will necessarily be direct Government investments. The Central Bank for Development, 
the Agricultural Bank and the Mortgage Bank are contemplated to be established as Government banks 
but will make loans to business enterprises. · 
It is one of the main objectives of the overall development plan to achieve an economic structure 
which will ultimately permit the balancing of international accounts. In accordance with this objective, 
the program for the use of the Bond proceeds concentrates most of the proposed investments in areas 
where they are expected tb have the greatest effect in saving foreign exchange (by replacement of 
imports through increased domestic production) or earning foreign exchange · (through exports of 
additional domestic products). The results anticipated from the various types of investments included 
in the plan show a wide range in the amounts of these estimated earnings and savings. For example, 
no such savings or earnings will be achieved from the General Mortgage Bank, whereas in specific 
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industrial and agricultural projects there are anticipated annual net savings or earnings of foreign exchange 
ranging mostly from 30o/o to lOOo/o of the amounts of invested capital. In the case of the greater number 
of industrial projects, this annual earning and saving is estimated at approximately soro of the invested 
capital. (It should be clear, of course, that the net savings or earnings of foreign exchange are entirely 
distinct from business profits). 
Some of the details of the industrial and agricultural projects contemplated are presented here. 
Revision may be made from time to time. Flexibility is essential in view of the fact that one of the 
aims of the Government is to encourage private initiative in the realization of its development program. 
1. Industry and Power 
In view of the important role which industry must play in the development of Israel, approxiriiately 
40% of the projected proceeds of the Bond Issue is allocated to investment in this field. Some of the areas 
of industrial development are as follows : 
a. Metal and Machinery Industry 
A total of $36 million is allocated for the expansion of the metal and machinery industry. Contem-
plated projects include steel mills, a steel rolling mill, a steel castings plant, a malleable castings plant, 
a plant for the production of steel pipes, a non-ferrous metals plant, and an aluminum mill. Plans for the 
equipment and machinery industry include an assembly plant for tractors and heavy agricultural machin-
ery, a factory for the production of machine tools, a tool and die factory, plants for the production of electric 
motors, pumps, stone-crushing equipment, cranes, hoists, trucks, lift trucks, etc. Other factories pro- . 
clueing medical and hospital equipment; all kinds of scientific' instruments, door and window fittings, 
sanitary fittings, etc. are included in the program. 
b. Chemical Industry 
About $30 million is allocated for plants to produce basic chemicals and finished chemical and phar-
maceutical products. It is planned to re-open the potash plant at the southern end of the Dead Sea (after 
completion of the new road from Beersheba to the Dead Sea), and to greatly enlarge its capacity. It 
is also planned to provide new facilities' for the processing of other chemicals from the Dead Sea, includ-
ing bromine, magnesium chloride, chlorine and potassium chlorate. 
New facilities for the production of sulphuric acid, ammonia, and phosphoric acid are to be added to 
the existing fertilizer and chemical plant at Haifa. The erection of facilities for the conversion of these 
primary products into finished products is also contemplated. 
The chemical industry program further includes a plant for the produ.ction of caustic soda and soda 
ash. The establishment of a petro-chemical industry provides for the production of synthetic detergents, 
soft plastics (polyethylene and poly-vynil-chloride), light aromatics, ethylene di-bromide and the refining 
of lubricating oils. 
c. Building Materials Industry 
The large construction program calls for a considerable expansion· of the building materials industry. 
$15 million has been allocated for this purpose. The plans provide for the erection of a portland cement 
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factory with a yearly production of 300,000 tons of cement, requiring an investment of about $7 million. 
The program further contemplates the construction of two modern lime kilns, a plant for the production of 
plywood, plants for the production of pre-stressed concrete pipes, clay bricks, roofing tiles, asbestos 
cement roofing sheets, and cement block arid brick factories. 
d. Textile Industry 
The investment program for the textile industry provides for the elimination of existing gaps within 
the various processes of this industry, and for the expansion of its productive capacity for both the 
internal and external market. $25 million has been. allocated to the various projects under this program. 
It includes the establishment of two cotton spinning mills and one worsted spinning mill, three weaving 
mills for medium fabrics, fine fabrics, heavy fabrics (one for each) and one worsted weaving mill. It also 
calls for the erection of a number of smaller plants for the processing of flax fibres, for a special flax spin-
ning mill and a cottonization plant. 
e. Food Processing Industries 
The expansion of the food processing industries, to meet the needs of a growing population, requires 
the erection of additional flour mills with a grinding capacity of 135,000 tons per year, and of additional 
dairies. It is further intended to build a sugar factory in conection with the program of producing sugar 
beets. $12 million has been allocated to the food industry. 
f. Additional industrial projects 
The program for the wood working industry includes the construction of factories for mass produc-
tion of standardized doors and windows, of utility furniture, and of school equipment. $3.5 million has 
been allocated for these uses. 
A project for the production of glass products (fiat glass, .bottles, containers, shatter-proof glass, glass 
tubes, glass fibres and sandpaper) calls for the investment of about $3 million. 
The plan for the expansion of the ceramics industry provides for an investment of $2.5 million. This 
industry will supply the local market with sanitary installations, electrical fixtures, household goods, and 
burned tiles. 
Other projects include a paper mill (estimated investment $3 million) and a plant for the production 
of tires -and tubes (estimated investment $3 million). 
There is a reserve of $12 million for various additional industrial projects. 
g. Power 
Expansion of agricultural and industrial production as well as the growth of population require a large 
increase in the country's generating capacity. The existing generating capacity in Israel of 110,000 kw is 
too small to cope with current requirements. 
An increase of plant capacity to 310,000 kw is contemplated. One additional power unit of 30,000 kw 
is already being installed at Haifa and another power unit of 50,000 kw has been ordered in the United 
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States. The latter ill being financed through the Export-Import Bank loan and through a credit from the 
suppliers. The total additional investment required for power installation for the next three years is ·· 
estimated at $80 million of which $60 million will be derived from this Bond Issue. 
2. Agriculture 
$130 million is allocated for agricultural projects. 
a. Irrigation 
It is planned to carry out eight regional irrigation projects during the next three years at a total 
cost of about $36 million of which $29 million are to be financed under this program. These projects will 
supply about 305 million cubic meters of water per year for the irrigation of about 500,000 dun~ms* of land. 
The installation of the local distribution network for three of the above eight projects, i. e. for the 
irrigation of 230,00o dunams . (physical area of 182,000 dunams), calls for an additional investment · of 
$18 million to be financed out of this B01id Issue. The local distribution network for the remaining five 
regional projects is being· financed from other sources. · 
b. C itriculture 
It is planned to plant an adcUtional area of about 114,000 dunams of citrus of which so,ooo dunams 
are to be financed under this Bond project. The planting of the 80,000 dunams and their cultivation until 
the fruit bearing stage (the sixth year) require an investment of about $50 million. During the first 
three years, investments are required in the sum of $25 million. 
The additional area of 80,000 dunams of citrus plantations will yield about eight million cases of 
citrus fruit after reaching the full fruit-bearing stage. Of this total, 6.4 million cases are intended for 
export. About 1.6 million cases will be available for home consumption and for the manufacture of con-
centrates, fruit juice, etc. for export. 
c. Lake and Sea Fishing 
It is possible with a relatively low investment to expand the fishing industry so as to replace imports 
of fish by local production within the next three years. The program provides for expansion of the 
capacity of lake and sea fishing to about 35,000 tons in 1953 (the catch of lake and sea fishing in 1950 
was 4,000 tons). The investments required are estimated at about $11 million. 
d. Tobacco Growing 
It is planned to increase the area devoted to Oriental varieties and to improve their quality, as well 
as to cultivate "Virginia" type tobacco on irrigated land. Total investment required (apart from 
irrigation facilities) is estimated at ab9ut $6.5 million. 
e. Flax Growing 
It is planned to grow flax on an area of about 100,000 dunams, requiring an investment of about 
$5.5 million. 
• One dunam is equivalent to approximately one-fourth 0f an acre. 
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f. Agricultural Bank 
It is proposed to establish an Agricultural Bank with an Initial capital of $35 million. The most 
important function of this bank will be to grant l6ng-~erni credits at low rates for investment purposes. 
While the financing of newly established settlements or farms will continue on the . basis of existing pro-
grams carried on with the aid of government funds, the expansion of production on older and financially 
sound farms and settlements will be within the range of the Agricultural Bank's activities. Seasonal 
loans and other short-term loans will continue to be the function of the other existing banks. 
3. Transportation 
$15 million has been allocated for construction of a southern harbor on the Mediterranean. The 
program also includes the purchase of cargo ships ($7 million), participation in the expansion of Haifa 
harbor and the establishment of a lighter harbor at the mouth of the Kishon River ( $8 million), and 
· the acquisition of trucks and buses ($10 million). 
4. Trade and Services 
It is planned to erect cold storage plants with a capacity of about 45,000 tons. This requires an 
investment of about $8.5 million, of · which about $3.5 million will be derived from other sources. The 
construction of silos and storehouses for grain and flour will require $5 million. 
The development of a foreign trade zone at the mouth of the Kishon near Haifa, similar to such zones 
in New York, Copenhagen, etc., is contemplated. An initial investment of about $5 million is planned 
for the development of this area (construction of warehouses, docks, rail facilities, etc.). 
The expansion of tourist facilities, especially the hotel industry, requires an investment of about $40 
miilio.n. This would provide accommodations for about 32,000 additional tourists per year. It is believed 
that $10 million will be obtained from other sources. 
5. Mortgage Bank 
It is planned to establish a Government Mortgage Bank with an initial capital of $30 million from 
the funds raised by the Bond Issue.. The principal function of this bank will be to provide mortgages for 
those immigrants who have some means of their own, and wish to buy a home. 
6. Central Development Bank 
It is planned to establish a Central Bank to serve the development of all phases of the economy, · 
with an initial capital of fifty million dollars. This institution will serve as a parent bank to other banks, 
provide mortgages to immigrants, make loans for exports and industrial development, give long-term 
credits and perform other functions not now performed by private banks. The initial capital for this 
bank is included without specific allocation in the various projects set forth above. 
SUMMARY OF UNDERWRITING AGREEMENT 
An Agreement (herein referred to as the "Underwriting Agreement") will be entered into prior 
to May 1, 1951, between the State of Israel and The American Financial and Development Corporation 
for Israel, a New York corporation (herein referred to as the "Corporation"), relating to the distribution 
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of the Bonds. The address of the Corporation is 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y. All the stock of the 
Corporation is owned by the American Committee for Aid to Israel Immigrants, a non-profit corporation 
organized under the laws of the State of New Jersey. 
Under the Underwriting Agreement the Corporation is not committed to purchase any of the Bonds 
but agrees to use its best efforts to sell the Bonds. 
Two methods of distribution may be utilized by the Corporation : it may purchase Bonds from the 
State at a discount and resell them to the public, or it may act as broker in selling Bonds. The Corporation 
may decide the amounts , types and denominations of the Bonds to be distributed by each method. 
The sales price of the Savings Bonds to the public is provided to be the issue amount thereof. The 
sales price of the Coupon Bonds to the public is provided to be the principal amount thereof. It is intended 
that there will be paid to the purchaser, in advance, at the time of del~very of each Coupon Bond, interest 
for the unexpired balance of the current semi-annual interest period accruing from the first day of the 
month following the month in which the subscription is accepted by the Bank designated for such purpose; 
and accordingly, the Bond delivered to the purchaser will not contain an interest coupon with respect to the 
current semi-annual interest period. 
The Corporation may allow reasonable concessions to members of the National Association of 
Security Dealers, Inc. 
The State agrees that the Bonds shall be sold only by the Corporation or persons, groups or organiza-
tions appointed by the Corporation, and grants to the Corporation the right to use the facilities of the Fiscal 
Agent and the District and Community Banks referred to in the Fiscal Agency Agreement. 
It is intended that the Corporation will utilize the services of volunteer individuals and various 
volunteer non-profit organizations to assist in the sale of the Bonds. 
Discounts andjor commissions of the Corporation will be computed as follows: As to Bonds pur-
chased by the Corporation for resale, the Corporation is to receive a discount of 3 ~ ra ; as to Bonds which 
the Corporation sells as broker, it is to receive commissions of 3 ~ ra. The parties agree, however, that 
the Corporation is not to realize a net profit before taxes in excess of $10,000 for any calendar year; and 
if the 3~ ra payments would result in a net profit in any calendar year in excess of $10,000, then the 
discount or commissions shall be reduced to such an amount as to make the net profit before taxes equal 
to $10,000. 
The State will pay all charges, expenses and fees in connection with the preparation, printing, execu-
tion, authentication, delivery, and issuance of the Bonds, their registration under the Securities Act of 1933 
and state securities statutes, the printing of prospectuses, all taxes and stamps required in connection with 
the sale of the Bonds, and all sums payable to the Fiscal Agent, the District Banks and the Community 
Banks. 
The expenses and fees of the 'Corporation's legal counsel and the commissions, fees and expenses of any 
underwriters, brokers, dealers or agents engaged by the Corporation to assist in the sale of the Bonds, 
including any concessions allowed to members of the National Association of Security Dealers, Inc., will be 
borne by the Corporation. 
The Corporation shall render accountings quarterly and/or at such other times as the State may 
request, with respect to the proceeds of the sale of the Bonds. Settlements of amounts payable by either 
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party to the other shall be made promptly after such accountings or at such other times as the State may 
determine. · 
The obligations of the Corporation under the Underwriting Agreement will be subject to certain con-
ditions and legal opinions. Further, the form and validity of the Bonds and other related matters must be 
satisfactory to counsel for the Corporation. 
The State will indemnify the Corporation, its officers and directors, the members of its Board of 
Governors, and all other persons to whom the Corporation gives a like · indemnity, against liability 
arising out of any misrepresentations or non-disclosures in the Registration Statement or Prospectus. 
The term of the Underwriting Agreement is until May 1, 1966. The Corporation consents to the 
Fiscal Agency Agreement and agrees to perform to the best of its ability all services to be performed by it 
pursuant to said Fiscal Agency Agreement. The amounts payable to the Corporation for services after 
December 31, ·1954, shall be such as shall be reasonably determined by the State. 
The foregoing description of the Underwriting Agreement is intended only as a brief summary of 
the more important terms of the agreement and is qualified in its entirety by reference to the full terms 
of the Agreement and the Fiscal Agency Agreement therein referred to, both of which have been filed 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission as Exhibits to the Registration Statement . . 
SUMMARY OF FISCAL AGENCY AGREEMENT 
A Fiscal Agency Agreement will be entered into prior to May 1, 1951, between the State of Israel 
and The Chase N a tiona! Bank of the City of New York, under which the latter will act as Fiscal 
Agent in respect of the Bonds. 
The Agreement, the terms of which are incorporated by reference into the Bonds, sets forth rights and 
limitations of rights appertaining to the ownership of the Bonds. In addition to the matters noted in this 
Prospectus under the heading "Description of the Bonds", the Agreement provides, among other things, 
for: the circumstances under, and the manner in which, Bonds of smaller denominations may be combined 
into Bonds of larger denominations, Bonds of larger denominations may be split into Bonds of smaller 
denominations, and Registered Bonds may be exchanged for Bearer Bonds on or after May 1, 1954; the 
charges, if any; to be made to the bondholders upon any such exchanges, as well as upon any permitted 
transfers of Registered Bonds or any purchase of Bonds by the State of Israel in Israel currency or after 
the death of the Registered Owner. 
Where a Registered Bond is issued in the names of more than one individual, the Agreement provides 
that upon any surrender of such Bond pursuant to any provision of the Agreement, the Fiscal Agent 
may require the signatures of all such individuals and, in the case of payment thereof, may make 
payment in the names of all such individuals. 
The procedures for the issuance of Bonds are set out in detail, including provisions relating to the 
execution of the Bonds by the State of Israel, the countersigning of the Bonds by the Fiscal Agent, and 
the delivery of the Bonds to the owner. A system of Community Banks and District Banks is to be 
established in connection with the issuance of the Bonds. The Community Banks are banks which will be 
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appointed in various parts of the U1:1it-ed States, by the American Financial and Development Corporation 
for Israel (referred to as the "Financial Corporation") or by persons designated by the Financial 
Corporation, to receive subscriptions and the funds representing the purchase price for Bonds. These 
subscriptions and funds will then be forwarded to the District Banks, which will also be appointed by the 
FinancialCorporation in various cities of the United States. The District Banks will, if the subscriptions 
are in good order, accept them and issue the Bonds, which will then be returned to the Community Banks 
for delivery to the owners. Upon authorization by the Financial Corporation, the District Banks will also 
issue to the owners of the Coupon Bonds checks representing interest adjustments to be made upon the 
issue of such Coupon Bonds. · 
A subscription is deemed accepted by a District Bank as of the date upon which it is actually received 
by the District Bank in good order. No subscriptions may be accepted after May 31, 1954. 
Provision is also made in the Fiscal Agency Agreement for the transmission of the funds receiv.ed by 
the District Banks in payment for Bonds to the Fiscal Agent together with certain reports concerning the 
funds and the Bonds issued. The Fiscal Agent is to hold and pay over all funds so received upon the 
directions of the State or of the Financial Corporation, and is to transmit to the State and to the Financial 
Corporation statements of the amounts received and paid over and such other information as the State or 
the Financial Corporation may reasonably request. 
Detailed provisions regarding r.edemption of the Bonds at the option of the State, including the 
notice of redemption to be given, and the effect of giving such notice are contained in the Agreement. 
Among other matters provided for in the Fiscal Agency Agreement are the rights, duties and 
immunities of the Fiscal Agent and the District Banks, the resignation and removal of the Fiscal Agent 
and the appointment of a successor fiscal agent, the appointment and the revocation of the appointment 
of District Banks, and the payment of a reasonable compensation (to be agreed upon) to the Fiscal Agent 
and the District Banks, 
In acting under the Fiscal Agency Agreement, and in connection with. the Bortds, the Fiscal Agent 
will be the agent of the State of Israel, and will not assume any fiduciary or other relationship of agency 
or trust for any of the holders of the Bonds or coupons; except that it will hold in trust, as provided in 
the Fiscal Agency Agreement and the Bonds, all funds deposited with it for payment of interest on, or 
.Principal or redemption price, if any, in respect of, the Bonds. 
The foregoing description of the Fiscal Agency Agreement is intended only as a brief summary of 
some of the more important terms thereof and is_ qualified in its entirety by reference to the full terms 
of the Fiscal Agency Agreement, which has been filed with the · Securiti!!S and Exchange Commission 
as an Exhibit to the Registration Statement. 
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G9VERNMENT OF ISRAEL 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
Table ! ........ Statement of Receipts 
(in I.L. 1000) 
Ordinary Revenue 
TAXES ON INCOME, CAPITAL GAINS AND PROPERTY: 
Income Tax (including "Absorption of Immigrants" tax) .. .. 
Tax on the increase in Land Value. ................ _ ....•.... :·.;.. ......... _ 
Inheritance Tax ............................................................................ .. 
Urban Property Tax ...................................................................... .. 
Rural Property Tax. ....................................................................... .. 
Sub-total .................................................................. .. 
TAXES ON CONSUMPTION : 
Customs ................................................................. ;~ ....... - ............... .. 
Fuel .................................................................................................... .. 
Excise: 
Tobacco ..................................................................................... . 
Alcohol ...................................................................................... .. 
MisceUaneous .............................................. ~ ........................... .. 
Luxury .............................................................................................. .. 
Sub-total .................................................................. .. 
TAXES ON TRANSACTIONS : 
Revenue Stamps ............................................................................ .. 
License Fees .................................................................................. .. 
Land Registry .................................................................................. .. 
Misce11aneous Government Services ........................................ .. 
Other Government Income ............................................................ .. 
Sub-total .................................................................. .. 
INCOME FROM GoVERNMENT PROPERTY AND PUBLIC ENTERPRISES: 
Co11ections from Government Property and Loans ................ .. 
Collections on Agreement with Great Britain .......................... .. 
Ministry of Supply (Food Division) .......................................... .. 
Ministry of Communications Services: 
Post Office, Telephone, Telegraph ...................................... .. 
Ports .......................................................................................... .. 
Railways ................................................................................... . 
Sub-total .......................... , ....................................... .. 
Total Ordinary Revenues .................................... .. 
SPECIAL RECEIPTS AND CREDITS : 
Proceeds from internal loans** ............................................. ~ ...... .. 
Proceeds from foreign loans ......................................................... . 
Special receipts from abroad ......................................................... . 
Special receipts ................................................................................. . 
Total Special Receipts and Other Credits .......... .. 
RECEIPTS FROM LOCAL AND FOREIGN LoANS AND OTHER RECEIPTS 
FOR SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT BUDGET: 
Drawings on U. S. Export-Import Bank loan ....................... -
Proceeds from other loans (local and foreign)** .................. .. 
Land bonds ...................................................................................... .. 
Special receipts .............................................................................. .. 
Total Receipts for Development Budget. .......... . 
GRAND ToTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SoURcEs ...... .. 
*Does not include "Absorption of Immigrants" tax. 
10~ mos. 
ended 
Mar. 31, 
1949 
4,080* 
615 
81 
4.776 
6,319 
596 
1,222 
785 
73 
46 
9,041 
333 
583 
463 
291 
903 
2,573 
77 
745 
1,246 
881 
195 
3,144 
19,534 
6,323 
3,028 
** Does not include internal loans used to finance the Special Defense Budget. 
t April !-November 30, 1950. 
:j: April !-September 30, 1950. 
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Fiscal 10moa. 
Year Ended ended 
March 31, January 31, 
1950 1951 
9,341 13,932 
169 579 
17 67 
1,265 1,207 
153 232 
10,945 16,017 
= 
10,177 7,419 
4,191 4,372 
3,219 4,918 
1,888 2,981 
62 38 
1,215 3,106 
20,752 22,834 
1,043 1,126 
966 897 
935 1,132 
942 966 
451 552 
4,337 4,673 
217 730 
200 
1,280 1,743 
2,626 2,227t 
2,218 1,097:j: 
692 ~t 
7,033 6,746 
43,067 50,270 
= 
6,752 6,982 
3,083 3,399 
1,609 91 
2,500 
13,944 10,472 
18,118 12,730 
16,680 35,784 
1,067 4,217 
35,865 52,731 
92,876 113,473 
~ 
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GOVERNMENT OF ISRAEL 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
Table II-Statement of Expenditures (See Note A) 
(in I. L. 1000) 
Ordinary Budget 
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION: 
President's Office ................................................................................... . 
State Council and First KnesseL ......................................................... . 
Ministers ---------------·····················----------·-·····················--------------·------······ 
Prime Minister's Office ......................................................................... . 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs ............................................. .................... . 
Sub-total ··········································--·-··-------------------- ------
PuBLIC ORDER AND DEFENSE: 
Ministry of Justice ··························································----------------------
Ministry of Police ··················-·················-···············--------------------------- -· · 
Ministry of Defense* ··································-·········------------------------------.. 
Sub-total ················-------------------,---- -- ------------------------------·· 
SociAL SERVICES : 
Ministry of Health ------------------------------·-----.--··········-------------------·--------- -·· 
Ministry of Religions ---------------······ -------------------------- -----------------------·-·· .. Ministry of Education and Culture _____________ __ ________________________________ __ _ _ 
Ministry of Social Welfare ·------------
M!n!stry of lh~ ln~erior-Local Authorities (Grants-in-Aid) ....... . 
Mm1stry of M1gratwn ················--······-····-··············-----------·---·--- ----- -.... . 
Rehabilitation of Soldiers ........... --------------------·--------------------------------- -----
Ministry of Minorities ···--···-----------·-···------·--············------------·---------------· 
Sub-total ········---·---·--········--····--------··--·-··----·····-----------------
EcoNOMIC SERVICES: 
Ministry of Finance --------------------------·······-----------------·----·····--·---------------
Ministry of Agriculture ----·-··-------------·------ ---·--------------- -- ---------------·-···---
Ministry of War Damages -------------------·----------------------------------------------
Ministry . of Trade and Industry ........... ----------------·------------------------------
Ministry of Supply and Rationing ... : ........ ------ ------------------------ ------------
Ministry of Labor -------------------------------------------·------------------------- --·---·-····· 
M~n~stry of the Inter~or .-----------------------------------------·······------------------------
Mmistry of Commun1catwns ---·--------------------------------------------------------···· 
Comptroller's Office ------·----------------------------·········----············--·-·········-······ 
Investments** ......................................................................................... . 
Sub-total ·---···············································--·;·· · ······--·~·-·· ·· 
10YaMos. 
Ended March 
31,1949 
1 
187 
201 
666 
1,055 
289 
1,264 
14,041 
15,594 
952 
123 
582 
524 
687 
304 
42 
3,214 
421 
496 
579 
470 
790 
347 
187 
22 
583 
3,895 
= 
Fiscal Year 
Ended March 10 Mos. Ended 
31,1950 Jan. 31, 1951 
24 15 
312 263 
26 29 
811 888 
1,226 1,082 
2,399 2,277 
550 627 
2,604 2,734 
23,840 '!2,079 
26,994 25,440 
3,270 3,214 
406· 378 
2,260 3,947 
1,201 1,409 
1,540 1,354 
247 201 
3,550 2,642 
12,474 13,145 
1,333 1,352 
1,416 1,366 
555 205 
185 167 
1,184 1,085 
2,221 2,475 
308 339 
497 398 
69 145 
7,768 -.7,532 
.... 
~ 
"'-' 
-FINANCIAL CHARGES: 
Subsidy on Essential Foodstuffs ....................................... : .................... . 
Payments on Agreement with Great Britain ........... , ...................•........ 
Debts and Interest ................ ---------------------- ----------------------------------------------
MiscellaneC>us ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------
Sub-total ·----------------- --- ---- -------------------------------------------------
PuBLIC ENTERPRisEs : 
Post Office, Telephone, Telegraph, Radio ........................................... . 
Ports ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------······················ 
Railways ····-------------------------------------------·-------------------------------·····--------------
CONSTRUCTION: 
Sub-total --------------------------------------·-----------------------------------
ToTAL --------------------------·------------------------·------------------
Special Development Budget 
Participations and loans for immigrant housing .... ------------------------------
Participations and loans for other housing, through banks and hous-
ing societies --------------------------------------------------·····--···························-----· 
Loans to local authorities ... ----------------------------·····------------------------------------
Other public works----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sub-total ·············-------------------------------------------------------------
AcRICULTURE ••••••••••.••............•.•.......•..••..•..•.•...•.•••••.•••••.••..•••••••••••••••••..........•• 
INDUSTRY ··· ········· ·····-----------············ -- ··- ·--·············--· ------------------····--------------------
HoTEL INDUSTRY ····························----------------------·············------------------------···· 
CoMMUNICATioNs: 
Ports, telephone and telegraph, radio and railway ............................. . 
OTHER AND RESERVE .........•........ ........................................•..•••.•.•...•.•••••••....•... 
ExPORT-IMPORt BANK LoAN ................ .. .............•......••.....•.•...•••••..••.•••..••••.••. 
Total Development Budget ..................................................... . 
733 
637 
1,370 
1,209 
816 
376 
2,401 
27,529 
GRAND TOTAL.......................................................... 27,529 
1,582 
1,710 
741 
4,033 
2,130 
1,879 
922 
4,931 
58,599 
9,743 
3,511 
-3,286 
16,540 
9,849 
408 
7,714 
690 
35,201 
93,800 . 
• .1,420 •. 
292 
3,608 
578 
5,898 
----= 
1,690t 
91lt 
889t 
3,490 
57,782 
14,404 
5,913 
5,755 
4,472 
30:544 
6,054 
2,016 
500 
907 
1,554 
12,730# 
54,305 
1~ 
NoTE A-This table includes the ordinary budget expenditures and the special development budget expenditures but does not include special 
defense budget expenditures, the latter being withheld for security reasons. 
*This includes part of the payments of the Ministry of Finance to the Ministry of Defense on account of military expenditure (special 
defense budget) . 
** Included in special development budget after 1949. 
t April !-November 30, 1950. 
:j: April !-September 30, 1950. 
# In the column setting forth the figures for 1950 the atboimt received through the Export-Impo~ bank loan is distributed under the 
several headings. 
Funded Debt 
Date of Date of 
Issue Maturity 
Jan. 1949 Jan. 1969 
Jan. 1949 Dec. 1953 
Sept. 1949 Mar. 1959 
Sept. 1950 Aug. 1975 
Sept. 1950 Sept. 1955 
1949-1950 1953-1965 
~ 
~ 
Various 1964-66 
Issues 
January 1952/63 
1949 
December 1954/65 
1950 
1950 1951-3 
Public Debt as of December 31, 1950 
Description 
Popular Loan 
Government I .oan 
War Loan 
Popular Loan 
Financial Institution 
Loan 
Land Bonds (Secured 
by Land) 
Bearer Bonds 
Issued by 
Mandatory 
Government 
(a) Payable in Israel Pounds* 
Rate of Interest 
3'fo in premiums 
• 3'fo 
30% 
3% in premiums 
3% 
3% 
1% 
Amount Amount 
authorized issued 
3,000,000 3,000,000 
3,000,000 3,000,000 
7,500,000 7,100,000 
6,000,000 • 3,270,000 
5,000,000 3,600,000 
60,000,000 49,944,000 
Total 
Amount 
outstanding 
or drawn 
I.L. Call Provisions 
2,970,500 14,000 redeemable by annual 
3,000,000 
7,100,000 
3,270,000 
3,600,000 
49,944,000 
4,414,340 
74,298,840* 
drawings by lot each year 
1951 through 1968. 
34,000 redeemable by annual 
drawings by lot each year 
1951 through 1974. 
Redeemable by annual draw-
ings in 1964-65-66 at par 
*Does not include any Treasury Bills because of their relationship to the Special Defense Budget. 
Loan from Export-
Import Bank, 
Washington 
Loan from Export-
Import Bank, 
Washington 
Loan from 
Automobile 
Manufacturers 
(b) Payable in Dollars 
3~% 100,000,000" 
30% 35,000,000 
1%-3~% 
$ 
81,191,005• 
4,693,928 
,. 
- ~...., =-- • · -
1949/50 1951-2 Loans from various 0-2~% ~ ~ 9,810,580 .... 
institutions and 
individuals 
1950 1951 Loan from 3*o/o 3,500,000 
Anglo-African 
Commercial Corp. 
1950 1952-5 French .Loan Interest included 13,000,000 3,848,660 
in commercial 
conditions 
Total 103,044,17.3 
•Amount drawn until December 31, 1950, including transitory and documentary credits opened with cunnnercial banks. Amount paid out until 
December 31, 1950, was $57.,37.4,000. · 
March 30, 1950 1950-69 
(Financial 
Agreement 
~ with the U.K.) 
01 
1950 1954/60 
Floating Debt 
Liabilities to British 
Government incurred 
under financial 
agreement 
Debt to Manufacturing 
CorporatiOn 
Manufacturer 
Government checks issued but not presented 
Post office money orders in transit 
(c) Payable in Pounds Sterling 
Total 
(d) Payable in Swiss Francs 
3~o/o 
Total 
£ 
2,728,315 
16,020 
2,7.44,355 
Sfr. 
5,000,000 
I.L. 
1,17.1,000 
86,235 
~
1,257,235 
The authorized agent of the State of Israel in the United · States is Arthur Lourie, Consul General of 
the State of Israel, 11 East 70th Street, New York, N.Y. 
A Registration Statement relating to this issue of Bonds, on file with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, contains further information about the Bonds. 
By 
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STATE OF ISRAEL 
ABBA EBAN 
ABBA EBAN, Ambassador of the State of Israel 
to the United States. 
l 
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